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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION  

 
 

Making Meaning of Student Debt: How Undergraduate Students Make Sense 
 of their Student Loan and Credit Card Debt.  

 
by 

 
Matthew Baron Rotondi  

 
 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Sociology  
University of California, Riverside, December 2015 

Dr. Steven G. Brint, Chairperson    
 
  

The meanings that college students make of their student debt were explored through the 

use of a survey (n ≈ 1200) as well as in-depth interviews (n = 84). Full-time 

undergraduate students from three institutions of higher education in Southern California 

were asked about how they used student loans and credit cards, how they might respond 

to hypothetical increases in their debt balances, their attitudes and feelings about debt, 

and how debt was related to their college goals and college experiences. I found that 

while students attending different institutions and of different demographic backgrounds 

held varied attitudes towards money use and college goals, these differences did not 

extend to student debt. Overall, students viewed their student loans in a net-positive way, 

as investments rather than burdens, and as tools that enhance and smooth the college 

experience rather than disrupt it. Far from the rhetoric of the popular press, those students 

who are currently in college did not view student debt as a crisis.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Some of the recent transformative changes in higher education are the result of 

forces that have long been in play, such as the ratcheting up of demand for educational 

credentials and the political push for universal higher education. Other changes, such as 

the rise of the for-profit university and the growth of online-learning are more disruptive 

to the institutional status quo. One other major transformation in higher education with 

the potential to profoundly impact the opportunities of college students’ has been the rise 

of student debt.  

 Over the last decade, student debt has been the focus of a growing literature 

within the area of higher education. This literature has mainly focused on quantitative 

descriptions of the rise of student debt over time, and the differential educational 

outcomes of debt for various socio-demographic groups. This literature also extends into 

areas such as the spending and consumption habits of college students and the role of 

debt’s impact on student’s mental health. Some of this literature develops typologies of 

student borrowers.  

 Student debt has also been at the intersection of recent discussions in which the 

impact of student debt beyond higher education is explored. For instance, recent 

scholarship has questioned the alleged role that rising student debt plays in the withering 

of the American Dream (see Leicht & Fitzgerald 2007; Kamenetz 2006; and Draut 2005). 

Student debt for these authors plays a primary role in limiting the entrepreneurial spirit 

and threatening the upward mobility for this generation of young adults in higher 
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education and young adulthood in general1. Student debt has also been near the center of 

discussions about potentially emergent crises. These discussions have been marked by 

polemics (for recent examples, see Stiglitz 2013, Professor X 2012; Gertner 2006; Block 

2006, Waldman 2004). For many authors, student debt is implicated in everything from 

individual debt peonage to the destruction of liberal learning and critical thinking among 

college students to the decline of economic prosperity for young Americans.    

 Less polemical discourses have focused on student debt as part of the current 

calculations determining the value of a college education (for recent examples see 

Paquette 2015; Leonhardt 2014; and Reich 2014). In addition, student debt has recently 

been a key factor in the literature on the “changing benchmarks of adulthood,” including 

the age at which one marries (see for e.g. Tompor 2013), the delay in child births (see for 

e.g. Goodale 2013), saving for retirement (see for e.g. Hiltonsmith 2013), and delays in 

buying a home (see for e.g. Gobel 2014).     

 Student debt is now a salient structural element in the lives of young adults. It is 

not clear that debt does in fact alter the American spirit of entrepreneurialism, limit 

upward mobility, fundamentally alter the traditional benchmarks of adulthood, or hasten 

an emergent economic crisis. These are still open questions. Apart from a few 

tendentious anecdotes, this literature also has in common the absence of data about the 

meanings that young adults attach to their debt beyond the anecdotal level. This 

dissertation is designed to fill in this gap by exploring the meanings that young adults 

                                                        
1 Scholars have also examined the antagonistic role of debt in terms of limiting upward mobility and life 
chances for prior generations (for classic examples, see Sullivan, Warren & Westbrook 2000; and Newman 
1993).   
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make of their debt. By doing so, it will provide evidence relevant to the understanding of 

these dystopian images surrounding student debt.   

WHY DO THE MEANINGS THAT STUDENTS MAKE OF DEBT MATTER? 

Scholars know a good deal about who has debt and how much debt they hold. 

They also know that debt can potentially be a significant impediment to students’ upward 

mobility and life chances. Researchers are aware that debt instruments can be used as 

tools for investment that serve to benefit rather than burden investors. I argue that if we 

are serious about predicting behaviors and events we need to pay attention to the 

meanings that people make of debt. The investigation of these meanings can lead to 

better policy and better judgment about the actual ramifications of rising debt levels.   

Most sociologists take as a maxim that what people believe to be true is true in its 

consequences (the Thomas theorem 1928). In other words people will act on the basis of 

what they believe. We should expect that the ways that students think and feel about their 

debt will influence how they use their debt instruments. For example, we might see that 

students who are more worried or anxious about their debt will not borrow as much when 

given the opportunity. These comparatively worried students might also be expected to 

be more conscientious with their consumption behaviors and resist those elements of the 

social college experience that cost money. Conversely, those students who are less 

worried or anxious about debt might be more willing to borrow higher amounts when 

given the opportunity and more likely to use their instruments of debt to improve their 

social college experience.   
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People’s beliefs about debt are influenced by more than just economic concerns. 

Indeed, college students have multiple interests. For example, the normative concerns and 

pressures of the college experience might take a center stage and push aside other more 

“rational” considerations of homework and studying, or the maintenance of strict 

financial budgets. While a student might intend to save as much money as possible, 

pressures to go with a group of classmates to a late-night taco shop or to take a weekend 

road trip to Las Vegas may very well outweigh any frugal intent.      

The beliefs and meanings about student debt are therefore forged alongside the 

meanings and beliefs that students attach to their college experience and their longer-term 

goals. Numerical data on how much debt students have, or how much money students 

and their parents have in the bank, are insufficient to understand the meanings that 

students make of being in debt. These are therefore incomplete ways of predicting how 

students might behave towards money and debt. To develop a more comprehensive 

understanding of what student debt means to students also requires the investigation of 

other salient elements of the college experience for students. For example, students’ 

shorter-term college goals, their monetary and non-monetary relationships with parents 

and peers, as well as institutional social structures such as tuition levels and campus 

socio-demographic characteristics, all provide the context from which students make 

sense of their debt.    

I suggest that a flaw in the current popular literature is that it assumes that 

students’ relationship with debt is one-dimensional. These articles assert that smart or 

savvy students avoid debt if at all possible while other students will assume debt due to 
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some irrational motivation or ignorance. Without completely dismissing the fact that this 

description probably does reflect some students, I suggest that we seek to find the more 

complex dimensions that help us to more comprehensively understand the phenomena. 

This more comprehensive approach of seeking meanings embedded in broader social 

circumstances will help us to better make sense of the varied and sometimes 

contradictory findings in the peer-reviewed literature revolving around student debt.    

For example, the comprehensive approach I suggest might help us understand 

why some literature finds this current generation of college students to have a strong 

“consumer ethos” while other literature does not. Similarly, there appears to be no 

consensus of how level of debt impacts mental health among college students despite 

several studies in this area. Likewise, it is not clear from the literature if attitudes towards 

student debt follow from levels of debt or if the attitudes precede debt levels. On the 

other hand, the literature does suggest that broader social context matters in terms of what 

debt means for students. For example, surveys measuring concern about student debt find 

that attitudes towards student debt are often ambiguous, and in terms of mental health, 

beliefs about debt seem to matter more than actual debt levels.  

Once we understand the broader conceptual world of how students think about 

debt, we can then devise policy strategies to mitigate levels of debt. For example, perhaps 

students who are more invested in obtaining a robust social college experience could 

receive debt counseling that is focused on prevention of debt. Alternatively, more debt-

avoidant students who are forced to assume debt due to higher institutional costs or lower 

parental support could take debt counseling more focused on budgeting strategies.   
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This dissertation was designed to explore and fill in the missing elements - the 

meanings that undergraduate students make of being in debt while they are in college. 

The meanings that students attach to their debt help us to develop a more comprehensive 

picture of the current college experience from the students’ point of view. For example, it 

informs us the relationships and interactions between young adults’ upward mobility 

aspirations, the value and importance they place on college, the varied choices that they 

are asked to make while they are in college, as well as their labor market goals and their 

desired post-college outcomes.  

In the following sections of this introductory chapter, I will set the contextual 

stage for this study. I will first elaborate on the rise of student debt. I will then briefly 

discus whether student debt is properly conceived as a social problem. Finally, I will 

review of the relevant literature on student debt. 

THE RISE OF STUDENT DEBT 

For this research project, I define student debt as debt incurred from federally 

guaranteed student loans, debt from loans issued by private, often for-profit entities, and 

debt from credit cards2. This is a liberal definition that does not seek to verify that the 

debt was accrued for purely educational purposes. I set such liberal definition for student 

debt for three main reasons. First, variations and ambiguity in debt instrument use among 

college students are common. A debt instrument might only be used for tangentially 

related school educational expenses. For example, a student’s credit card might be used 

to pay for a utilities bill at an off-campus apartment that a student shares with her college 

                                                        
2 The vast majority of debt for the students in this sample was a product of student loans.  
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roommates. Or perhaps, the debt was accrued for a clearly non-educational expenditure 

such as a private bank loan for a new car. Similarly, debt instruments are rarely used 

exclusively on purely education purposes. Students for example, might use their federal 

student loans to pay for tuition and fees and then use the remaining balance to go out to 

eat with friends or buy plane tickets for spring break. Moreover, students might use their 

credit cards to buy both concert tickets as well as school supplies. Secondly, for the 

purposes of this dissertation, I am most interested in what being in debt means to 

students, rather than the specific kind of debt that students have. Finally, examining 

different debt instruments allows me to see how students use and think about their debt 

instruments differently.  

As of 2012, the total amount of student debt from student loans (both public and 

private) that a student has when they receive their bachelor’s degree is approximately 

$29,400. This amount has been climbing for decades, most dramatically since the early 

1990s. Between 1993 and 2011 for instance, total student debt on graduation day has 

increased approximately 190% (Reed & Cochrane 2013; King & Bannon 2002). In 

contrast, total credit card debt levels for enrolled college students are comparatively 

small. In 2012, 75% of college students had balances of $500 or less on their credit cards, 

while only 3% had balances greater than $4,000 (IPSOS Public Affairs & Sallie Mae 

2012). The numbers of students with debt varies by type of debt instrument, the type of 

institution attended, the state in which the institution is located, and by individual and 

family characteristics of the student. In general however, a significant majority of college 

students have accrued student debt from student loans and credit cards. As of 2012, 
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approximately 70% of college seniors graduated with student loan debt, and 60% of 

college seniors had at least one credit card (Reed & Cochrane 2013; IPSOS Public 

Affairs & Sallie Mae 2012).  

In the broader context of college affordability, the rise of student debt has been 

exceptional, outpacing the net college costs and median family income, the two key 

variables that directly impact how much students borrow. The rise in the cost of college 

has been fairly persistent. The year-to-year change for public colleges and universities 

has been predictably 4% to 8%. In academic year (AY) 1990-01, the total cost (tuition 

and fees plus room and board minus grant aid and tax benefits) of a public college was 

$7,400 (in 2012 dollars). The same college cost $12,110 in AY 2012-13, a total 

percentage increase of 64%. The net cost year-to-year change for private not-for-profit 

colleges and universities has been less consistent than in the public sector. The largest 

percentage increases in net costs came in the decade between 1992 and 2002. In this 

period, private not-for-profit colleges and universities increased by 19%, where as the 

subsequent decade saw an increase of just 5% (Reed & Cochrane 2013). Despite the 

decline in proportional price increases in recent years, the cost of sending a student to a 

private not-for-profit institution is considerably more expensive than the price of a public 

higher education. The net price for a private not-for-profit in AY 1990-01 was $18,330 

and rose to $23,840 in AY 2012-13 (Reed & Cochrane 2013). The net prices for private 

for-profit institutions have also increased over the last several years. On average, the net 

price for a student attending a for-profit college in AY 1999-00 was $19,800 (in 2007 
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dollars). The same college was priced at $25,800 in AY 2007-08, and increase of 30%3. 

The most accurate and current data for the net price of attending a private for-profit 

college is $23,460 in AY 2010-114 (Aud, S., Wilkinson-Flicker, S., Kristapovich, P., 

Rathbun, A., Wang, X., and Zhang, J. 2013). Therefore, over the last two decades5, the 

price of college has increased between 30% and 63.4% depending upon the type of 

institution attended.   

In this same time period family income has also risen but at a markedly slower 

pace.  Median family income in 1992 was $48,117 (2011 dollars), and in 2011 median 

family income was $50,054, a total 4% increase. While there was overall growth in 

median family income between 1992 and 2007, the year-to-year increases have been at 

best modest, and more accurately described as stagnant when viewed over a larger time 

span. Moreover, between 2007 and 2011 median family income has actually seen an 8% 

decrease. In sum, over the last two decades the rising costs of college have simply 

outpaced the ability of families to afford them, and students have been left to make up the 

difference, in part, by assuming more and more in student loan debt.   

IS STUDENT DEBT A SOCIAL PROBLEM? 

Student debt is not necessarily a problem for everyone. One’s concern over 

student debt is first of all dependent upon the lens through which one is looking at it. 

                                                        
3 http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/npsas/pdf/Net_price_trends_tables.pdf 
 
4 This price represents the net prices for students attending four-year degree-granting institutions as well as 
two-year institutions and less than two-year institutions, explaining the decrease in costs between 2007 and 
2013.  
 
5 Accurate, comparable, comprehensive data for private for-profit colleges was not available prior to AY 
2000.  
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Through a lens examining the current system of higher education, student debt is 

primarily the product of student loans, which are functionally essential in that they supply 

students and families- especially students who in previous generations were not able to 

afford college- with the means to attend college. Through the lens of comparing different 

types of debt instruments, federally guaranteed student loans are less risky options for 

students than are credit cards and private loans from for-profit entities. Student loans 

have lower interest rates than private loans and credit cards, and they have multiple 

protections built into them, such as deferment and forbearance plans, as well as newer 

options like income-based repayment. Finally, through an ideological lens that focuses on 

the value of a college education, many people see college as a private investment as 

opposed to a public good. From this point of view, student loans and their product student 

debt are a good investment in one’s human capital, rather than a liability. College, after 

all has long been the most prevalent engine of upward mobility in this country, it is the 

normative means by which Americans reach for the middle-class and beyond. From these 

perspectives, student loans and their resultant debt can be seen as a current way in which 

students engage in the American Dream process.              

On the other hand, when one begins to dig through the individual impact of 

student loans, it is clear that burden of student debt does not equally impinge itself on all 

students. One’s demographic location predicts who is more likely to have higher or lower 

levels of debt. The academic literature informs us for instance, that students from low-

income families borrow more from both student loans and credit cards (IPSOS Public 

Affairs & Sallie Mae 2012). We also know that students from some states are more likely 
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to accrue student debt than students from other states.  For example, students from New 

Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota have higher debt than students from Utah, New 

Mexico, and California (Reed & Cochrane 2013).   

The academic literature has extensively explored those for whom these varying 

debt levels are a problem. For example, students with private student loans are at higher 

risk for repayment difficulties than are students with federally guaranteed loans (Senate 

Committee on Banking, Housing, & Urban Affairs 2012). Unmanageable debt burdens 

(calculated at total amounts greater than $40,000 in 2009) were more likely for 

Black/African American students and American Indian or Alaskan Native students, those 

students attending for-profit universities, Pell recipients at 4-year public colleges and 

universities, and those students majoring in Public Administration, Social Services, 

Health Professions, Sociology, and Education (Kantrowitz 2009). The extent to which 

debt is a problem for students therefore requires some effort to parse out details on how 

much is borrowed, what kind of debt instrument is used, a variety of demographic 

factors, and I will argue in this dissertation that the subjective meaning that students 

make of their indebtedness is also important.  

The problem of student debt is not just limited to individual concerns. Rising debt 

levels have also become a potential problem at the institutional and the societal level. For 

instance, recent literature has explored the uncomfortable rise in the numbers of student 

loan repayment delinquencies (Brown, Haughwout, Lee, Mabutas, & van der Klaauw 

2012; Cunningham & Kienzl 2011). There is also a prevalent literature exploring how 

student debt can and often does have a negative impact on college access and persistence 
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(see for e.g., Mumper 2003; Hossler & Campaigne 1998; and Cabrera, Nora, & 

Casteneda 1992). Among the more salient reports that explore student debt as a broader 

social problem are those that discuss the looming impact of debt on lifetime wealth 

(Hiltonsmith 2013), achieving the traditional benchmarks of adulthood, such as beginning 

a career, starting a family, and getting married (Kamenetz 2006; Draut 2005; and Baum 

& O’Malley 2003), and the potential for a student loan “bubble” analogous to the recent 

one that spearheaded the great recession of 2008 (Professor X 2011).   

Some of these reports have only modest empirical support as of yet. In terms of a 

student loan bubble, while the growth in student debt seems ominous particularly in the 

context of a Great Recession, the comparatively generous protections built into most 

student loans suggest a different outcome than what we recently saw from the risky 

financial betting on sub-prime mortgages. In terms of delaying the benchmarks of 

adulthood, a recent paper examined the impact of student debt on the benchmarks of 

adulthood and found that while debt may be in involved in delayed transitions to 

adulthood, it is not a primary cause (Brint & Rotondi 2008).  For instance, the increase in 

the age of young people getting married may be more intimately related to increased 

occupational opportunities for women and modern fertility technologies rather than 

student debt. At present, the dire impact of student debt on these societal level outcomes 

may loom larger in people’s consciousness than in reality. Still, this does not mean that 

student debt will not become a significant problem in the future. Indeed, the consistency 

of rising debt levels and enrollment paired with a less than robust economy certainly feels 

ominous. Trends in these areas should be watched with great interest.   
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Interest and concern over student debt is not limited to peer-reviewed articles and 

institutional reports; assessment of student debt as a growing problem is also clearly 

reflected in current polling data. For example, a vast majority of the public feels that 

higher education is not affordable, that college prices are rising faster than other costs, 

and that students have to borrow too much in order to afford a college education 

(Baldassare, Bonner, Petek, & Shrestha 2012; Lumina & Gallup 2012;). These polls and 

the data suggest that the strain resulting from rising student debt is a far-reaching problem 

that should not be dismissed solely as the product of a few unwise or unlucky individual 

choices. Rather, student debt is now a taken-for-granted assumption for this generation of 

college students and a serious problem for some.   

         Credit card and student loan debt are now a commonplace college experience. Even 

among those students who can afford the full cost of tuition and housing, the prospect of 

needing to take on a student loan to finance the opportunity to study abroad or using a 

credit card to afford a nice dinner out with one’s roommates are never far off. Because of 

today’s college costs, students regardless of social-class background are regularly 

confronted with navigating the complex reality of financial life in college with debt 

always looming as a possible outcome. For the majority of students who do not have a 

sturdy family financial safety net, this taken-for-granted reality of college life portends an 

distressingly ironic future in which the very loans and credit cards used to obtain the 

experience and credential of higher learning- imbued with the possibility of upward 

mobility- come unwittingly with the possible opportunity cost of limited life choices due 

to being strapped with debt. 
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STUDENT DEBT LITERATURE REVIEWED  

 The academic literature on student debt is varied, extensive, and growing. In the 

following section I will summarize a few of these broad categories of literature while 

emphasizing those elements that relate most closely to the present research. A large 

proportion of this literature is focused on the quantitative landscape of student debt. 

Specifically, it examines who has how much debt, and how these numbers are changing 

over time. The simple answer to this question is that more and more students are leaving 

college with higher levels of debt, and these numbers are consistently growing over time. 

Most of this literature draws on government statistics and other sources that provide 

nationally representative data (see for example, Fry 2014; Reed & Cochrane 2014; Aud, 

Wilkinson-Flicker, Kristapovich, Rathbun, Wang & Zhang 2013; Baum, Kurose & Ma 

2013; Avery & Turner 2012; Baum & Steele 2012; Mumper 2003; and Fossey & 

Bateman 1998).  

 An already substantially large and quickly growing literature focuses on the 

potential for a coming student debt crisis. The dimensions of this potential crisis are 

varied. Some of the literature focuses on the more individual stories of “unmanageable” 

and “excessive” loan burdens (Akers 2014; Kantrowitz 2009; and King & Bannon 2002), 

risky levels of credit card burdens (Dale & Bevill 2007; Lyons 2004), rising levels of 

debt-to-income ratios (Akers & Chingos 2014), and the growing rates of student loan 

delinquency (Cunningham & Kienzl 2011). Another trend within this crisis literature are 

from scholars describing student debt as a problem using a broader historical framework. 

For example, Leicht & Fitzgerald (2007) draw an economic analogy between current 
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young adults and the debt-enslaved peasants of our feudal past. In a similar vein, 

Kamanetz (2006) and Draut (2005) point out that compared to their Baby Boomer parents 

and grandparents, this generation of college graduates have distinct disadvantages in 

which student debt plays a leading role. The student debt crisis literature has tended to 

focus on how indebtedness is linked to the decline of the American Dream. Whether that 

American Dream involves access to institutions providing upward mobility (see Williams 

2006, and Mumper 2003), the traditional “benchmarks of adulthood” (Gobel 2014; Houle 

& Berger 2014; Hiltonsmith 2013; Tompor 2013; Elliot & Beverly 2011; Professor X 

2011; Brint & Rotondi 2008; and Baum & O’Malley 2003), or the social and economic 

opportunity that typically empowers young American adults (Stiglitz 2013).    

 A large portion of the student debt literature focuses on the impact of student debt 

on different educational outcomes. A portion of this research centers on the transition 

from high school to college (see for example, Cunningham & Santiago 2008; Burdman 

2005; Callendar & Jackson 2005; Johnson & Duffett 2005; Perna 2000; and Hossler & 

Campaigne 1998). Other literature centers on the transition from college to graduate 

study (see Kim 2004; and Millett 2003). Another strand of literature focuses on the link 

between student debt and persistence (see Doud & Coury 2006; Nora, Barlow & Crisp 

2006; King & Bannon 2002; Monks 2000; Cabrera, Nora & Casteneda 1992). 

More directly related to this dissertation project is research in the following areas. 

First, research focused on college students spending and consumption habits (Manning 

2005; Lea, Webley & Bellamy 2001; Morgan, Roberts & Powdrill 2001; Hayhoe, Ray, 

Leach, Turner, Bruin & Lawrence 2000; Boddington & Kemp 1999). Secondly, student 
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attitudes and feelings towards debt (Ratcliffe & McKernon 2013; Chudry, Foxall & 

Pallister 2011; Trent, Lee & Owen-Nicholson 2006; Baum & O’Malley 2003; Lea, 

Wedley & Bellamy 2001; Morgan, Roberts & Powdrill 2001; Stradling 2001; Seaward & 

Kemp 2000; Boddington & Kemp 1999; Baum & Saunders 1998; Davies & Lea 1995; 

and Livingstone & Lunt 1992). Third, research on the relationship between student debt 

and mental health outcomes (Walsemann, Gee & Gentile 2014; Zhang & Kemp 2009; 

Cooke, Barkham, Audin, Bradley & Davy 2004; Stradling 2001; Drentea 2000; 

Humphrey, McCarthy, with Popham, Garland, Gooch, Hornsby, Houghton & Muldoon 

1998). Finally, the literature on student typologies (Brint 2013; Hu, Shouping, Katherine 

& Kuh 2011; Grigsby 2009; Horowitz 1987; and Clark & Trow 1966), particularly the 

academic literature that creates types of student debt borrowers (Rotondi 2008; Christie 

& Munro 2003; Christie, Munro & Rettig 2001; and Hesketh 1999). 

Students’ Spending and Consumption Patterns  

 Manning’s 2005 market research of 145 young adults suggested that students 

these days have a “social entitlement ethos” that focuses on having it all, with minimal or 

no personal sacrifice. This can be accomplished through the “use of consumer credit and 

acceptance of debt.” While there is relatively easy access to instruments of debt for the 

current generation of college students, other research in this area shows that students do 

not all embrace this consumer ethos.       

A common finding across nearly all of these studies on spending habits was that 

men and women display different consumption patterns. For example, men tend to spend 

more than women, and often do so on leisure activities (Lea, et al. 2001; Morgan et al. 
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2001; Hayhoe et al. 2000; and Boddington & Kemp 1999). It also seems that while most 

young people are not especially good at budgeting and planning their consumption 

experiences, women are better at it than are men (Chudry, et al. 2006; Morgan et al. 

2001; Hayhoe et al. 2000). In addition to gender, Lea, et al. (2001) found that older 

students (those greater than 25 years-old) were less likely to spend money on social 

events, and students who were relatively higher on the family income scale were more 

like to spend on social events compared to their lower income counterparts.6      

Attitudes Towards Student Debt  

Since the late 1990s, overall student attitudes toward student debt can be 

described as somewhat, but not overly concerned. Reports on two iterations of the 

National Student Loan Survey (NSLS), found that students felt that their loans were 

“worth it” in terms of academic growth, personal growth, and longer-term career 

planning (Baum and O’Malley 2003; Baum & Saunders 1998). In both of these reports, 

about half of the students surveyed felt even somewhat burdened by their debt. Other 

research around this time from the United Kingdom found similar sentiments. Both 

Stradling (2001) and Boddington & Kemp (1999) found that the students in the research 

they conducted and reviewed were most often only moderately concerned about their 

debt. An important reason for this might be that students might not see their student loans 

                                                        
6 An area of research tangential to this literature on student debt instrument use is what I refer to as student 
knowledge about debt. It is often presumed that knowledge about debt is directly correlated to debt 
behaviors. Several studies explored what students know about their debt and how this was linked to 
behaviors (see Akers & Chingos 2014; Bremer 2014; Heckman & Grable 2011; Robb & Sharpe 2009; 
Cude, Lawrence, Lyons, Metzger, LeJeunne, Marks, & Machtmes 2006; Norvilitis, Merwin, Osberg, 

Roehling, Young, & Kamas 2006; Jones 2005; and Kidwell & Turrisi 2003.  
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as debts (Chudry, et al. 2011; Lea, et al. 2001). Suggesting that for some students, loans 

are not a burdensome debt, but rather as a form of credit that enhances their future. 

Another reason is that student loans are often and increasingly seen as a normalized or 

inevitable part of the college experience (Chudry, et al. 2011; Stradling 2001).  

 Another key finding from this literature on student attitudes toward debt was that 

the timing of the borrowing and debt mattered. When one assumed debt and how long 

one had held the debt were important factors in determining what students knew and how 

they felt about that debt. New students or prospective students for example, had weak 

knowledge about the financial situations that awaited them. Stradling (2001) as well as 

Lea, et al. (2001) both found that students who had been in college for a shorter amount 

of time estimated lower debt totals than overall averages predicted. Similarly, Seaward & 

Kemp (2000) found that the younger students in their study were overly optimistic about 

eventual labor market salaries and their ability to pay back their debt. As students 

progressed through school and the realities of their debt and after graduation life fell into 

more focus, students tended to become even more accepting and tolerant about their debt 

(Lea, et al. 2001; Bodding & Kemp 1999; and Davies & Lea 1995). Trent, et al. (2006) 

found that student tolerance for debt was increased for students who knew they were 

advancing on to graduate school. These findings seem to support Davies & Lea’s 1995 

finding that attitudes towards debt seem to follow student behaviors rather than precede 

them.  

This strain of literature on student debt attitudes also found that tolerance and 

concern about debt were differentially experienced. Reinforcing the literature which 
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found that women are better money managers than men, women also appear to be less 

tolerant of debt and experience higher levels of concern than do men (Ratcliff & 

McKernan 2013; Stradling 2001; Morgan, et al. 2001; Davies & Lea 1995). This 

literature also found that students from lower income backgrounds were more concerned 

about their debt (Ratcliff & McKernan 2013; Baum & O’Malley 2003). In addition, 

Black/African American and Latino/Hispanic students expressed more concern than 

White/Caucasian and Asian students (Ratcliff & McKernan 2013). And students major 

and level of education were linked to concern about debt. Specifically, undergraduate 

students in the fine arts were more concerned, as were students in professional and 

graduate school (Baum & Saunders 1998).  

 A similar strand of research centers on how student debt is associated with mental 

health impacts7. The literature is not clear on whether or not the amount of debt directly 

impacts stress, anxiety, and depression. Early research in this area found that level of debt 

was not related to stress (Humphrey, et al. 1998). However, Drentea (2000) found that 

while student loan debt did not directly affect levels of stress, the level of credit card debt 

did matter. Zhang & Kemp (2009) found that the level of debt among their sample did 

not impact how their sample of college students scored on their measure of happiness. 

And Cooke, et al. (2004) found that there was no little correlation between amount of 

debt and stress, until the level of debt got very high.  

                                                        
7 A sub-strand of this literature focuses exclusively on psychological variables such as locus of control. 
This literature finds fairly convincingly that among the sampled participants, the more one’s locus of 
control is external the higher the debt level (Livingstone & Lunt 1992) and the better the attitude towards 

debt (Davies & Lea 1995).    
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Recent research seems to suggest that there is a link. Wasleman, Gee & Gentile 

(2014) examined a large sample (N = 4643) at two time points, once when the cohort was 

12-17 years old, and again when the cohort was 25-31 years old. They found that there 

was significant and inverse relationship between mental health outcomes and debt levels. 

These findings remained strong even after cutting short the analysis by four years (ending 

analysis in 2006 instead of 2010) to test for the effect of the Great Recession. The authors 

also found that parental income was a moderating variable, but not in an obvious way. 

Young adults with higher debt and wealthier parents scored lower on their mental health 

outcomes than did their higher debt with lower income counterparts. The authors suggest 

that debt is perceived more as an investment for these lower income students, while more 

of a burden for the students from wealthier backgrounds.  

 The literature of student debt on mental health provides mixed support for the 

idea that students get more comfortable with debt over time as they progress through 

school. Drentea (2000) for example, found that students become less concerned with their 

debt as they get older. However, Cooke et al. found that students actually become more 

concerned about their finances as they progress through college. While the link between 

debt amounts and mental health is still being fleshed out, the association between 

perceptions of debt and feelings about debt and mental health are fairly clear. Stradling 

(2001) found that the best predictor of anxiety and depression among their subjects was 

how manageable the student thinks that their debt will be on graduation day.  
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Student Debt Typologies  

A useful literature has evolved over the last several years that have created 

typologies out of college student behavior. The hallmark scholarship was Clark and 

Trow’s 1966 piece that divided college students into four types based on two dimensions: 

student identification with ideas, and student identification with the institution of college. 

Several scholars have subsequently developed typologies that often correspond to Clark 

& Trow’s “Academic,” “Collegiate,” “Vocational,” and “Non-conformist” types. 

Horowitz (1987) for example, created the types “Outsider,” “College men/women,” 

“New Outsiders” and “Rebels,” each corresponding to Clark and Trow’s types in order. 

More recent literature has also created types that generally match to these earlier models 

(see Hu, Katherine & Kuh 2011 for a good summary of this literature).       

 Brint (2013) created a typology that borrows from the Clark & Trow model 

however updates it to include a broader set of student views on the goals of college and 

attitudes towards the institution (see also Grigsby 2009). In addition to student attitudes 

towards ideas, Brint’s two dimensions are: the purpose of college, which includes 

intellectual development, skill development, fun, and diploma; and attitudes towards 

college as an institution, which includes “positive,” “hostile,” and “neutral.”  This 

elaborated typology better reflects the current state of mass higher education in which 

heterogeneity has made any typology more difficult.  

 Hu, Katherine, and Kuh (2011) focus on the type of student as an autonomous 

unit that can transcend institutional boundaries. Indeed, examination of any current 

“multiversity” would support this perspective. Brint, not dismissing student autonomy, 
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points out that institutions have autonomy as well, and do actively select for certain 

student characteristics. For instance, selective liberal arts institutions will look for 

academics, autodidacts and explorers, technical institutes and state schools might select 

for high achieving vocationally guided students, while large flagships endeavor to 

matriculate a more diverse group. 

A sub-category of the typology literature is the small amount of research that has 

emerged creating typologies of students in debt. Christie, Munro & Rettig (2001) 

interviewed forty-nine social science undergraduate college students in Great Britain at 

two universities with different levels of prestige. They focused on the financial choices 

and strategies that students used. The authors hypothesized that these choices and 

strategies were strongly related to their family backgrounds and levels of family financial 

support. Four groups of students emerged from this exploratory study. The first group 

was composed of students with “high parental contributions” were solidly middle-class 

students and displayed a lack of concern about money. For these students, their loans 

provided a sense of autonomy from their parents. The second group, the “pragmatists” 

were the largest group of students. They were not as privileged as some of the other 

groups of students, but they did not report any real sense of hardship. Most worked and 

borrowed in part to increase their autonomy from their parents, but also so that they did 

not have to be so cautious about budgeting. The third group included students with “high 

expectations” were the smallest group. They came from affluent families, but received 

little financial support. “This group spent relatively freely, and were unapologetic about 

taking advantage of the lifestyle opportunities presented by student life” (pg. 375). The 
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fourth group, labeled “independents and strugglers” had less well off parents. All of these 

students were entitled to full or partial grants, and in some cases, the students contributed 

to the family finances more than vice versa. Student loans for these students were seen as 

a necessity.  

Christie & Munro (2003) conducted a second analysis of their 2001 sample of 

forty-nine undergraduate college students that focused on the costs and benefits of higher 

education and placed students into categories based on two dimensions: their perceptions 

of the economic gains their educations would provide and how debt averse they were. In 

this second typology, three categories of students emerged: The first group was the “debt 

by choice” students. These students were from middle-class or wealthier families with at 

least one college-educated parent. These students took for granted the long-term 

economic benefits of a college education and therefore did not discuss financial matters 

such as student loan and credit card debt. Conversely, the college experience was a 

common topic of conversation. The “debt neutral or debt is inevitable” group of students 

had little access to either financial resources or cultural capital, and saw both the college 

education and student loans as necessities. Finally the “debt avoiders” did not want to 

take out a loan during college, some because they did not need to, in other cases they had 

friends in debt and did not want to deal with the consequences of debt. The avoidance 

strategies varied depending upon the extent of available parental economic support.   

Hesketh (1999) created a typology of four categories of students based on the 

perceptions of finance held by his undergraduate subjects. Groups one and two, the 

“confidents” (the largest group) and the “casuals” (the smallest group) were relaxed and 
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confident about their finances, understanding that they could rely on the economic 

resources of their parents. For the “circumspects,” the third group, borrowing money was 

something that they had learned was to be frowned upon. However, in college “everyone 

is in the same boat…[so] you just have to be cautious.” Finally, the fourth group was 

labeled as “anxious.” These anxious students were all initially “circumspects,” but over 

time, rather than coming to terms with borrowing, the anxious students adopted a 

stronger response.  

Rotondi (2012) surveyed 688 undergraduate students at a Southern California 

University on attitudes and feelings about debt and consumption. Using principal 

component factor analysis, four distinct student dispositions emerged: “worried,” 

“unconcerned,” “thrifty,” and “American dreamers.” This first category of students 

worried both about short term issues such as paying the monthly credit card bill, as well 

as about longer-term issues such as second guessing their major or career plans. The 

“unconcerned” students displayed carefree attitudes towards spending and a strong desire 

to have a good social life while in college. The “thrifty” students saved any excess grant 

or loan money and used their credit card only when absolutely necessary. The “American 

dreamers” saw their higher education as both an individually rational investment in 

economic and status mobility, while simultaneously expecting to enjoy (and willing to 

consume to obtain) the social events, friendships, and other elements of the college 

experience. 
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Literature Summary   

The literature around student debt is obviously large and varied. In the following 

section I will delineate the key findings from this literature insomuch as they relate to this 

dissertation. Among the broader literature on student debt, we see that student debt is a 

growing phenomenon that is viewed by some to be problematic in the near future. We 

also see that rising student debt does seem to have a detrimental impact on students in 

terms of both accessibility and persistence in higher education. The impact of student 

debt on individuals also differs by demographic and institutional location. We know that 

among these disadvantaged students are Black and Latino students compared to White 

and Asian students, students from lower-income families, and students majoring in 

humanities, fine arts, and soft sciences compared to students in engineering, and the hard 

sciences.  

 The literature reports on student attitudes and behavior regarding debt tell us that 

neither male nor female students are particularly effective with money management, 

however women are better than men. Women also carry less debt, but are more worried 

about it. We also know that the same groups that are more likely to carry more debt are 

also more likely to be concerned about it, namely Black and Latino students, lower-

income students, and students majoring in fine arts, humanities, and the soft sciences. 

Still, the link between amount of debt and concern or worry about debt is not a strong 

one. Research suggests that the context of how one feels about their ability to manage 

their debt matters more than the amount of debt. Finally, feelings towards debt do seem 
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to follow the behavior towards debt, so that attitudes towards debt seem to soften over 

time, within limits.  

We learn from the literature on student typologies, that students do have different 

interests and goals for their time in college, so it is not surprising that we can delineate 

types of students within each type of institution. However, institutions also matter and 

they provide social structures that both empower students and constrain them. The 

student debt typologies were developed under different contexts and with different 

research interests in mind. However, one overlapping analytic dimension appears in each 

study: the extent to which debt was accrued as a product of discretionary spending or as a 

necessity. Thus, we find similarity with Christie, Munro, & Rettig’s “high expectations,” 

and Rotondi’s “unconcerned” students. At the same time, the literature also suggests that 

the reality of economic action is more complex than this single dimension describes.  

Hesketh’s “circumspects,” Christie, Munro, & Rettig’s “pragmatists” and Rotondi’s 

“American dreamers” are particularly interesting because they challenge the existing 

theoretical dichotomy between utility-maximizing economic actors and norm-following 

consumers. They suggest that these types are not mutually exclusive.  

Filling the Gap in the Literature      

The majority of the academic literature on student debt paints a picture of 

increasing levels of student loan and credit card debt, differentiated by one’s location in 

the demographic landscape, having a powerful impact on a variety of outcomes. What 

this literature lacks is a sufficient understanding of the meanings that undergraduate 

students make of their student loan and credit card debt, the logic behind their debt 
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strategies while they are still in college, and their understanding of how debt might 

impact their future lives. This dissertation addresses this deficiency in the literature by 

surveying and interviewing full-time undergraduate students representing three different 

higher education institutions in Southern California: two public universities, and one 

private not-for-profit university.  

MOVING FORWARD 

The remainder of the dissertation is structured in the following way: In chapter 

two I elaborate on the theoretical framework for this dissertation. These theories provide 

paths for explaining how students seek value out of college and make longer-term goals, 

the ways that students make sense of being in debt, as well as their varied norms of 

money and debt-instrument use. In chapter three, I will explain and elaborate on the data 

and methods for this dissertation. This includes a discussion of my two data sources – the 

Student Debt Survey and the Student Debt Interview, as well as motivation behind 

choosing to sample three different institutions.  

In chapter four I present the quantitative data obtained from the Student Debt 

Interview. From these data I find that there are two general types of students among my 

sample. The “disadvantaged” student is more concerned about debt and is generally more 

careful with their money use compared to the “advantaged” type, who is more carefree 

with consumption and displays are less concerned attitude. In chapter five, I define and 

explain the common orientation towards student debt among a majority of the students in 

this sample. I provide qualitative evidence from the Student Debt Interview to support 

this finding. Chapter six is focused on the differences that I found in terms of attitudes 
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towards money and differences in money use based on the institution that the student 

attended. While attitudes towards student debt in particular were similar across 

institutional type, attitudes towards money in general were not. Finally, in chapter seven, 

I explain how the findings from this dissertation both reflect and contribute to the 

theoretical framework I defined in this chapter. I also expand on how these dissertation 

findings, particularly from chapter five, contribute to the larger discussions of a “student 

debt crisis” that is increasingly prevalent in common discourse. I also briefly discuss the 

limitations of this research as well as possible directions for future research.            
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 In the following section I outline a theoretical framework that provides a context 

for better understanding how undergraduate college students make sense of their debt 

while in college. First, borrowing from John R. Logan and Harvey L. Molotch’s work on 

the social construction of places in urban environments (1987), I will explain how their 

discussion of actors seeking to extract exchange- and use-values out of places is a good 

analogy for understanding how college students create value out of their investment in 

college.   

 Second, I will discuss the way that students make sense of money and debt in 

terms of obtaining use-value and/or exchange-value from college. I will draw on 

theoretical and empirical insights from two traditions that tend to dominate the discourse 

scholars use when discussing issues of money and debt: rational economic behavior and 

consumer culture. In turn, these traditions correspond with the ways we tend to think 

about obtaining use- and exchange-value.   

 Finally, I will draw on Viviana Zelizer’s “Social Meaning of Money” (1994) to 

provide the nuance, subtlety, and complexity of how students actually use their 

instruments of debt while in college. Zelizer’s work describes the norms and values that 

people draw around their varied “monies.” For example, money that had been earmarked 

as “gift money” inevitably had intimate meanings attached to it and therefore had specific 

norms of use that were coherent with these meanings. Zelizer points out that the 

meanings and norms attached to gift money made it qualitatively different from other 

monies, such as children’s allowances, women’s pin money, and domestic money.  
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 The meanings that students have towards their student loans and credit cards must 

be examined if we are to understand the use norms that have emerged around instruments 

of debt.  Zelizer’s work also allows us to see to what extent college students are a 

homogenous group in terms of the norms and values they have surrounding student loans 

and credit cards. For example, perhaps some students view their student loan debt as the 

byproduct of a beneficial investment, and in turn display little reservation about taking on 

higher levels of indebtedness and using them for multiple consumption purposes; while 

other students see their loans as reluctant necessities that dictate more rigorous limitations 

on how much and in what contexts student loans should be used. To the extent that 

college students display more heterogeneity, Zelizer’s work serves as a useful guide in 

delineating the normative boundaries between types of students and cultures of debt. 

EXTRACTING USE-VALUE AND EXCHANGE-VALUE OUT OF COLLEGE 

 One way to make sense of the attitudes that undergraduate college students have 

towards their debt and the strategies that they employ with their student loans and credit 

cards is to frame their economic behaviors and beliefs in a larger context of expectations 

and goals while in college. Borrowing from John R. Logan and Harvey L. Molotch’s 

work on the social construction of places in urban environments (1987), I will explain 

how the goal of extracting exchange and use-values out of places is a good heuristic for 

understanding how college students create value out of their investment in college8.   

                                                        
8 Applying Logan and Molotch’s work to this dissertation’s data is not a clean analogy. Still, exploring 
college students’ expectations and goals through perceived use-value and exchange-value is a useful 
analogy for two main reasons: first, because it seems evident that college students can be reasonably 
expected to have both use-value and exchange-value conceptions about their college experience. Secondly, 
like the buyers and sellers in Urban Fortunes (1987) each student has particular interests and resources that 
make for different configurations of emphases in obtaining either use-value or exchange-value. On the  
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Logan & Molotch situate their study between two theoretical positions, the 

Chicago school of human ecology and Marxism. In human ecology, “spatial relations are 

the analytical basis for understanding urban systems, including the physical shape of 

cities, relations among people, and economic and social relations between urban areas” 

(p. 4). The authors point out that human ecologists see the development of the city as an 

ecological competitive struggle in Darwinian space. They discuss two key assumptions of 

this struggle: first, that it is utilitarian; and second, that it revolves around free markets. 

Buyers and sellers in human ecology are conceived of as autonomous individuals acting 

in arenas of free competition, and this “geographic allocation of human types maximizes 

efficiency for the community as a whole” (p. 5). The authors’ primary critique of human 

ecology is two-fold: first, that it ignores power, specifically how markets work through 

specific interests and institutions; and second, that inequality, as the byproduct of 

functional differentiation is inevitable and benign (p. 6).  

Whereas for the human ecologists, the city is the product of “happy market 

equilibrium,” for Marxians, the city is a “dismal consequence of the logic of capital 

accumulation” (p. 10).  Marx had argued that the primary explanatory apparatus when 

analyzing human relations was the capitalist process of accumulation. Therefore, 

                                                                                                                                                                     

other hand, Logan and Molotch’s study is not a clean analogy for this study for two reasons: first, Logan & 
Molotch are exclusively interested in objective places- especially urban places. This dissertation however is 
not specifically interested in places. While most often college does have a brick and mortar presence, the 
use-value and exchange-value that I am attempting to explore is not necessarily centered on a physical 
place. Rather, the “college” that students value in different ways is more of a holistic conception that 
includes the brick and mortar campus, the other students who attend, the general climate of the campus, and 
other not easily quantifiable elements of college. Secondly, Logan & Molotch are often focused on 
different actors using strategies to gain value, sometimes working together and sometimes working against 
one another. In this dissertation, I am exploring similar processes of conflict and coordination, however I 
am doing so within the consciousness of a single student.    
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“whatever exists in the urban realm, as in any other, must be there because it serves the 

exploitation of workers by capitalists” (p. 10). Logan & Molotch’s primary critique of the 

Marxian position is that it is too deterministic. For Marxian scholars of the city, the only 

actors who really matter are the corporate capitalists, whose ownership of the means of 

production appears to make them invincible (p. 11).   

Logan & Molotch situate their study in the middle ground, as a sociological 

analysis of urban property relations. Theirs borrows from human ecology the emphasis 

on the “strategies, schemes, and needs of human agents and their institutions at the local 

level” (p.12). In addition, it borrows from Marxian thought the notion that all actors are 

interested actors, these actors have different levels of resources and power, and these 

actors have interests in obtaining use-value and exchange-value from places. All places 

have use- and exchange-value, and the actors involved marshalling the resources they 

have to bear determine the configuration of each.  

Logan & Molotch’s study of the urban fortunes of people provides a rough-hewn 

but useful analogy to my study on undergraduate students in debt. As a heuristic, the 

concepts of exchange-value and use-value highlight the broad framework of expectations 

and goals that contextualize the choices college students make in general, and help us to 

make sense of their student debt choices in particular. For example, Logan & Molotch 

measure the exchange-value of real estate in terms of how particular places fare in the 

market of commodity exchange.  Students as well as colleges and universities seek 

exchange-value in their post-secondary decisions.  
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Colleges and universities seek exchange-value by investing in particular types of 

students through various admission strategies and financial aid offers. Students on the 

other hand focus on obtaining exchange-value in three ways. First, students understand 

that the exchange-value, or the labor market value added, of attending college as opposed 

to forgoing a college education is significant. In this sense, all college students at least in 

part are seeking exchange-value out of college. Secondly, students also understand that 

exchange-values will vary across and within types of colleges. For instance, a student 

attending one of the Ivy League colleges or universities will likely be positioned to obtain 

a better job upon graduation than will a student attending a college ranked lower on the 

status ladder of higher education institutions. Third, students also seek out exchange-

value in the majors that they choose. Students are aware that certain majors, such as 

engineering and computer science, are tightly coupled with jobs that are situated at the 

higher end of the salary spectrum, while majors such as sociology and anthropology are 

less tightly coupled to jobs and are less well-paying.  

Alternatively, Logan & Molotch explain how the use-value of a particular place is 

not measured in terms of value in commodity markets. Instead, there are multiple ways a 

place can provide use-value. Places for example can help us construct, alter, or maintain 

our identity and ethnicity. Places might also provide a sense of security and safety, or 

provide a source of informal support networks. Places also help us to develop social 

status. Attending an “elite” university for example, serves as a marker of distinction that 

students at other college are not privy to. Finally places provide users the value of 
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satisfying the “daily round,” that is simply how our daily needs, such as eating, sleeping, 

and socializing are met.   

For college students, I suggest that use-value comes primarily in the form of the 

college experience. This amorphous term is defined differently from student to student, 

from time to time, and place to place. One element of the college experience is what 

might be described as the cosmopolitan aspects of college. For example, this experience 

might consist of multiple opportunities to interact with diverse groups of others, join 

clubs and organizations of all different kinds, and partake in multi-cultural events 

commonplace on most college campuses.  Still another element of the college experience 

might be the more purely social aspects college such as attending parties, and attending 

sporting events.   

The boundaries between actors seeking exchange-values or use-values are not 

rigid.  Institutions and majors for instance, can provide both use-value as well as 

exchange-value.  Students might value a particular college’s social opportunities as well 

as its reputation in terms of labor market outcomes for graduates. Similarly, students 

might value studying sociology or religious studies for instance, because of the diversity 

of the curriculum more than concern over the loose coupling these majors have with the 

current labor market. Alternatively, the college experience can provide exchange-value as 

well as use-value. For example, while joining a fraternity provides plenty of intrinsically 

valuable experiences, it also offers access to potentially valuable social networks that can 

be exchanged for labor market value after the college experience has ended. These 

examples suggest that there is the potential for great variation in the way students create 
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use and exchange-value while in college. One goal of this research is to explore the 

various configurations, to the extent they do vary, and tease out patterns that allow us to 

develop a type or types of student expectations and goals. 

Any understanding of how students make sense of their student debt while in 

college will need to first try to come to terms with how students configure the exchange- 

and use-value of their time in college. Do students see their college or their major as 

providing high exchange-value? If so, perhaps the high price of a college education and 

the corresponding personal debt taken to afford college may be nothing more than a 

minor nuisance if any nuisance at all. Or perhaps the debt incurred is seen as “good debt” 

since it is the means by which the student has made a profitable investment. On the other 

hand, if the student does not see his or her college or their major as providing high 

exchange value, do student loans create anxiety since they represent risk rather than 

opportunity?   

In turn, how does varying investment in the use-value of college impact how 

students make sense of their debt?  If students’ highly value the more social elements of 

the college experience, perhaps they would be more likely to use their debt to consume as 

many experiences that their college can afford. On the other hand, if a student’s collegiate 

goals are primarily vocational, and the social elements of college life are viewed as more 

of a distraction, then the use of student loans or credit cards for purchases on one’s social 

life may be frowned upon.   

Exchange and use-value is a productive theoretical framework for this dissertation 

since it helps us to better make sense of how students conceptualize college and therefore 
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it clarifies the meanings and values that constrain and enable students’ financial 

behaviors and attitudes in college. Generally correspondent with the exchange-value and 

use-value framework are the theoretical assumptions of rational economic behavior and 

cultural consumption perspectives.  These two perspectives reflect the dominant scholarly 

discourse surrounding the ways that money is used and how money and debt are thought 

about. The exchange-value and the rational economic actor perspectives correspond in 

that they are comparatively long-term orientations with the objective of maximizing 

benefits and minimizing costs. Alternatively, the use-value framework generally 

corresponds with the consumer consumption perspective in terms of valuing short-term 

consumptive gain over long-term utility maximization.  

Recent higher education articles and books provide examples of how use- and 

exchange-value are commonly linked with rational economic action and cultural 

consumption orientations.  For example, a significant number of popular press articles 

discussing student loans describe college loan debt as the product of either a rational 

outcome of college students recognizing the value of college as an investment, or as the 

irrational consequence of students studying the “wrong” major such as art history or 

religious studies. In both cases, the premise is that college students are actively seeking 

exchange-value out of their time in college, and their relative success in this endeavor is a 

product of how well they have adhered to sound (rational) economic choices. A simple 

Internet search using the phrase “is college worth it” will produce a cornucopia of recent 

examples of this logic.      
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Another portion of the scholarly work on student loan debt points to the 

consumerist attitude encouraged by current college student culture that emphasizes 

obtaining use-value over exchange-value. In this literature, student loan debt is one 

among other unfortunate products of a higher education system that values a short-term 

consummatory ethos over one stressing academic rigor (see for e.g., Armstrong & 

Hamilton 2013; Selingo 2013; Professor X 2011; and Arum & Roksa 2010).   

While the rational economic framework and the cultural consumer orientation 

generally correspond to exchange-value and use-value perspectives respectively, they do 

not perfectly correspond with these concepts. Exchange-value and use-value can only 

provide the backdrop of meaning that informs how economic actors actually behave in 

practice. Seeking use-value out of one’s time in college does not guarantee that one’s 

actual economic behavior is primarily consummatory, nor does an emphasis on 

exchange-value predict rational economic behavior. The reasons for this possible 

discordance are many. As mentioned previously, the presence of exchange-value and use-

value are not mutually exclusive. The college experience is a fairly complex affair for 

many undergraduate students; it involves meeting many new others, engaging in 

intellectually and emotionally challenging new experiences, and can last for half a decade 

or more. We should not expect that students’ goals and values for their time in college 

should be anything less than complex and possibly contradictory.   

One other reason that overarching values and economic behavior and logic might 

be discordant is that the emphases that students place on use- and exchange-value are not 

static.  The values that students hold towards college inevitably shift over their time in 
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college. First generation college students for instance, who are steeped in the common 

sense ideology of college as the primary pathway of upward mobility, might have a 

strong desire to seek exchange-value when they first matriculate. Over time, these 

students who were once unaware of the multiple consummatory opportunities awaiting 

him or her, will have been exposed to college concerts, sporting events, clubs, and the 

ubiquitous peer-pressures to engage in the full college experience. As a result, the first 

generation college student might find themselves learning a “new” use-value of college 

and “irrationally” spending money in ways seemingly inconsistent with one supposedly 

seeking exchange-value.   

Third, the emphasis that students’ place on obtaining use-value and obtaining 

exchange-value are not the only factors that influence economic decision making and 

behaviors, and often these other factors are more salient for students. Factors such as 

family income, parental education levels, age, and gender of the student, as well as more 

subtle psychological differences can have a powerful impact on the way students’ spend 

and think about money. Students coming from a more privileged economic background 

for example, have likely been socialized into a consumption ethos very different from 

students raised in a less privileged economic background. The actual economic behavior 

of these students might be influenced more strongly by their upbringing rather than the 

current values they hold towards college.  

Fourth, rational economic action is an individualistic orientation while the 

theories of consumer culture are broader and encompass social groups. So while the link 

between use-value and exchange-value and consumer culture and rational economic 
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action are generally correspondent, they are only roughly so. Sometimes students with 

strong exchange-value orientations will act in ways seemingly discordant with 

perspectives of rational economic action, and those invested in use-value will not display 

behaviors that jibe with cultural consumption.  To best address this dissertation’s 

exploratory goals of capturing the meanings that students make of their debt, the use of 

rational action and cultural consumption perspectives are therefore a necessary 

complement to the conceptual frame suggested by the work of Logan and Molotch.   

RATIONAL ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR AND CONSUMER CULTURE 

 The economic attitudes and behaviors of individual actors tend be theoretically 

understood through the lenses of either rational action or cultural consumption. An 

orthodox view of rational economic action posits that actors are always engaging in cost-

benefit analyses and seeking economic maximization. Alternatively, the orthodox cultural 

consumption perspective argues that actors’ behaviors and attitudes are guided solely by 

cultural norms.   

 Theories of rational economic behavior suggest that individuals seek to “equate 

the marginal costs with the marginal benefits of any decision” (Robb & Sharpe 2009). In 

terms of student loan and credit card debt among college students, we should find 

evidence that college students are informed about the costs and benefits of taking on 

college debt and should act in ways consistent with these costs and benefits. More 

sophisticated versions of the orthodox theoretical position are Milton Freidman’s 

“permanent income hypothesis” and “the life-cycle hypothesis.” These two hypotheses 

provide some insight into how students might use their instruments of debt. The 
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“permanent income hypothesis” argues that most people have a feeling for their eventual 

income and therefore adjust their present economic actions accordingly.  Applying the 

permanent income hypothesis to student debt, we would expect with other factors being 

equal, that students would use their instruments of debt in ways commensurate with their 

expected post-college income. “The life-cycle hypothesis” suggests that individuals strive 

to maintain a constant or “smooth” consumption path through their lifetimes, meaning 

that in periods of low income we should expect debt levels to be higher and in times of 

higher income, debt would subside. In terms of student debt, we would expect high levels 

of student debt to accompany a time for most young adults when income levels are either 

absent or minimal.    

As mentioned previously, the orthodox rational economic perspective generally 

corresponds with students primarily seeking exchange-value in college. The fundamental 

premise of this economic perspective is to examine costs and benefits in order to 

minimize the prior and maximize the later, which demands a future thinking orientation. 

The costs of a college education, for example, cannot be fully understood until paired 

with the expectation of the future benefits from obtaining a college degree, and these 

future benefits are dependent upon several individual and social factors. What it means to 

be an economically rational college student for instance depends upon one’s socio-

economic class position, one’s college major, the college or university attended, and the 

tightness or flexibility of the labor market. The only constant of rational economic 

thinking is a long-term orientation that seeks to maximize benefits and minimize costs, 

and we should expect that these would vary from student to student.        
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Unlike the rational economic theoretical perspective that posits individuals 

striving to maximize utility, the cultural consumption framework asserts that individuals 

are always adapting to behave in accordance with the particular norms of the culture(s) 

that they belong to.  Often economic behavior in this framework is something non-

rational (see, e.g., Frank 2007; Sullivan, Warren, & Westbrook 2000; Schor 1998; Veblen 

1899). In terms of student debt, we would expect that students’ economic behavior would 

be guided and framed by the particular normative order in which students find 

themselves.    

 Thorstein Veblen’s “Theory of the Leisure Class” (1899) was an important early 

sociological work on consumption. Veblen argued that in modern society, the dominant 

or “predatory” class, develops and maintains its advantages symbolically in part through 

conspicuous consumption. Rather than rationally investing money in the production of 

wealth, the predatory class displays a waste of wealth designed to signify high status. The 

style of the predatory class becomes the fashion to be emulated by the lower classes in 

order to increase social status, and after a time, these class-based behaviors become 

normative and taken for granted. 

Similar to Veblen, economist Robert H. Frank (2007) and sociologist Juliet Schor 

(1998) write about normative consumptive emulation. For Frank, this emulation is a 

trickle-down consumption based on normative community standards. For example, when 

the top income earners in a community buy more credentials for their children, the next 

lower income bracket feels pressure to increase their credential consumption levels, and 

so on down the income ladder.  Frank points out that people are more likely to consume 
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“positional goods” (i.e. “big ticket” items such as housing and higher education 

credentials) competitively, as opposed to “non-positional goods” such as leisure 

activities. Therefore while we may not worry about keeping up with the Joneses in terms 

of the number of vacation days we take, we do worry about our children getting at least 

the same amount and quality of education as our neighbors (Frank 2007).  Schor adds to 

this trickle-down argument by suggesting that the “new consumerism” is driven also by 

“vertical reference groups,” composed of the people middle-class consumers see on 

television and popular culture. The people in these new media-generated reference groups 

are without income boundaries, so that expensive cars, clothing, higher education 

credentials and the like are now marketed to all income levels.   

Combining Veblen, Frank, and Schor together, we see that the cultural consumer 

perspective provides a useful insight into student debt.  From this perspective debt use 

and meanings are not necessarily a product of utility-maximizing actors. Rather, student 

attitudes towards, and use of debt are enmeshed in a normative framework, composed of 

family, friends, and campus cultures, which constrain and guide students’ thinking and 

behaviors.     

While the rational economic framework generally corresponds to exchange-value, 

the cultural consumer orientation generally corresponds to the use-value perspective. The 

consumer culture orientation emphasizes how and what to consume the proper way, 

which is defined by normative standards, not necessarily how and what to consume in 

order to maximize utility. The cost of education therefore (loans and credit card debt) are 

not understood in terms of what attending a particular school or majoring in a particular 
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field will yield in the long run, but rather, what they help the student obtain while in 

college, and how those costs jibe with normative expectations.  

The orthodox positions of both rational economic action and cultural 

consumerism should be considered Weberian-like ideal types rather than realistic 

dispositions. The economic actor who has perfect contextual knowledge and acts 

exclusively on the basis of cost-benefit analyses is as improbable as the actor who blindly 

and unquestioningly obeys normative proscriptions.  In reality, economic actors display 

complex and sometimes contradictory patterns of behavior.  For example, Davies and Lea 

(1995) found higher levels of debt among their sample of well-off British college 

students, compared to the students’ non-college peers. From a rational economic position, 

this suggests that college students may be predisposed to higher levels of debt since their 

long-term income expectations would be high. However, applying a cultural consumer 

framework, these well-off students might also be used to a relatively comfortable lifestyle 

and reluctant to give it up (p. 674). Therefore, college students’ accumulation of debt, in 

the form of student loans and credit cards can be seen as a complex combination of both 

an irrational attempt to maintain the middle-class consumptive lifestyle (prioritizing use-

value), as well as a rational effort to consume based on expected future earnings 

(prioritizing exchange-value). 

Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984) concept of “habitus” is well situated in the middle 

ground between the rational economic and normative consumption positions, and 

provides an example of the complexity found in individual economic behavior. Bourdieu 

argued that our consumption patterns are strongly linked to the normative culture of our 
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class position. The mechanism for this process is “habitus.” Habitus is a mental process 

composed of the cultural world we have internalized, and our propensities to act based on 

these internalizations. According to Bourdieu however, people do not construct the world 

haphazardly or passively follow norms; rather, people frame their choices, desires, and 

strategies of action based on the internalized objective structures of experience. People’s 

experiences over time come to define the boundaries of what is possible for them in 

practice. Those in the same class position tend to have the same class habitus. For 

Bourdieu, the class habitus is composed of different amounts and types of economic, 

social, cultural, and symbolic capital. These forms of capital are essentially varied 

resources of power. By economic capital, Bourdieu was referring to money and property, 

social capital referred to one’s social networks, cultural capital referred to one’s cultural 

goods such as artistic knowledge and educational credentials, and symbolic capital 

referred to one’s access to prestige and honor. In contrast to Veblen’s emulation for 

status, Bourdieu argues that members of a particular class strategically (therefore 

rationally) use and exchange their amounts and compositions of capital to maintain or 

gain advantage in multiple social arenas or “fields.”  Importantly for this study, Bourdieu 

places a particular importance on cultural capital, which is composed of three forms: an 

embodied state, an objectified state, and an institutionalized state, which takes the form of 

educational credentials (Bourdieu 1986). Because the middle-class tends to be at a 

comparative disadvantage with the dominant class in terms of obtaining and holding onto 

economic capital, the middle-class highly values cultural capital, a form of power that is 

accessible to them through the educational system. For Bourdieu then, obtaining 
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educational credentials are an important part of the middle-class consumption habitus9. 

Student debt for Bourdieu therefore, can be seen as an outcome of the rational pursuit of 

a cultural goal.       

In summary, the rational economic and cultural consumption frameworks allow 

us to connect the somewhat broad objectives of seeking exchange- or use-value with the 

more concrete lived experiences of college students and how they use their credit cards 

and student loans, and think about debt. Both the economically rational perspective and 

the cultural consumer perspectives sensitize us to certain key variables that should be 

examined when thinking about student debt. The rational economic perspective suggests 

that students’ long term college goals and major are important to look at, whereas the 

cultural consumer perspective suggests that we need to closely examine the social forces 

that influence and have influenced students’ ideas about college and consumption, such 

as parental and peer influences, and the general collegiate culture that students are 

embedded within.     

In the following section I will discuss Viviana Zelizer’s analysis of how money 

obtains social meaning in practice. Her discussion of the social bases of money provides 

a pathway for us to understand how undergraduate students use their instruments of debt, 

                                                        
9 Another strain of the consumer culture perspective argues that in a postmodern society, consumption is 
the key element of social life, and those that cannot consume are considered deviant. In a consumerist 
society, workers are persuaded to ‘need’ more and more things- and these “needs” vary depending upon 
one’s social context. If you cannot consume, you are useless in a consumer society- you become an 
underclass of “collateral damage.” This underclass is a walking ominous symbol to all of us as the destiny 
of anyone failing to acquit him or herself of the consumer’s duties. The new consumerism is, then, a system 
of constantly increasing needs and desires, fueled by fear of downward class mobility, leading to increasing 

levels of consumption and debt. 
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and the specific meanings they attach to their debt. Using these cultural norms and 

meanings, I will determine the whether there is a dominant student debt culture among 

college students, and perhaps multiple types of cultures to the extent that they exist.    

THE SOCIAL MEANING OF MONEY: THE PROCESS OF CREATING DEBT 

 Viviana Zelizer’s Social Meaning of Money (1994) follows in the vein of theorists 

such as Thorstein Veblen and Pierre Bourdieu, who “examine commodities as clues to 

the changing symbolic world of social groups” (p. 211). Zelizer’s work describes the 

norms and values that people draw around their varied “monies.” The variety of norms 

and values Zelizer discusses support the argument that, in practice, money use is not 

necessarily either consumer oriented nor economically rational. Instead, money use must 

be examined through a cultural lens, and this lens might reveal a consumer orientation or 

an economically rational one. Which one depends on the meanings that users attach to the 

commodity, the economic process in play, and the economic actors involved. For 

example, the money used as a cash gift for a newly married couple has different norms 

and values attached to it that money used to buy stocks and bonds. And this cash gift 

holds different norms from cash used to fund a child’s allowance, or the gift certificate 

bought for a cousin during the holidays. Questions of an individual predilection for 

rational consumption or cultural norm following are not of primary importance for 

Zelizer. Instead, she asks what are the specific cultural values and meanings involved in 

each case of money use, and how do norms of use reflect and reinforce these meanings 

and values?    
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Academic writers most often describe money as being the ultimate objective 

commodity.  Purely fungible and abstract, money not only increases the efficiency of 

market transactions, it is perceived as having the ability to convert all previous personal 

transactions and relations into objective and material ones. Early sociological theorists 

saw money in this utilitarian way.  While there was some disagreement among these 

theorists as to the social outcome of a money-based economy, the objectivity of money 

was never questioned. Max Weber for example saw the growth of the money commodity 

as one among other elements of societal rationalization and a disenchanted world, while 

Karl Marx saw the ubiquity of money transactions as a reflection of mass alienation 

leading to a lost humanity, as all relations become a cash nexus. In the Philosophy of 

Money (2004), Georg Simmel saw the rise of money as a leveling and equalizing process 

leading to some positive outcomes, such as the break down of traditional caste-like social 

relations. However, even Simmel recognized the growth of money as creating a new 

culture increasingly defined by cynicism and a blasé attitude (p. 255). The blasé attitude 

is found in the person who has completely lost the feeling for value differences. “He 

experiences all things as being of an equally dull and grey hue…” (p. 256). 

Zelizer (1994) points out that contemporary sociologists still view money through 

this utilitarian lens. For example, Anthony Giddens sees money as an example of the 

“disembedding mechanisms associated with modernity,” and Jürgen Habermas views 

money as the medium by which the economic system “colonizes” the world of routine 

social life” (p. 11). While the utilitarian view perceives money as a “homogenous, 

infinitely divisible, liquid object, lacking quality” (p. 11), Zelizer provides historical 
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evidence that suggests the opposite; namely that subjective meanings of money have 

multiplied along side the growth of the money economy.  She specifically examines cases 

between 1870 and 1930, a time of growing consumerism (especially post 1900). If, as 

Simmel and others argue, money should create a blasé attitude, a culture of indifference, 

and a leveling nature, then why do special moneys and a variety of norms surrounding 

different monies develop at exactly the moment in history when money use through the 

growth of consumption was exploding? Zelizer argues simply that with new consumption 

opportunities came new means and incentives for differentiating monies (p. 30-31).  

Opposed to the logic that all monies in modern society are the same, Zelizer 

argues that there are multiple monies. She argues for example that people make “every 

effort to embed money in particular times, places, and social relations” (p. 18). Zelizer 

gives several examples of this “qualitative categorization of money.” Among her most 

pronounced examples are “gift money” and “domestic money.” Gifting money, or using 

cash or coin money as gifts was an especially tricky endeavor in that cash was the 

medium in which cold “mercenary” economic exchange took place. The meaning behind 

a gift was more personal in nature therefore the norms attached to gifting had to reflect 

this more intimate meaning. This was accomplished in several ways: by concealing 

money as in the cases of gift-wrapping money and using designed money holders; by 

using special currencies, such as giving only brand new dollars or gold coins for ritual 

affairs such as weddings, funerals, and religious holidays; and by creating new money, as 

in the case of businesses developing gift cards and gift certificates. What mattered in the 

case of gifting money was to “…mark standardized currency in some unmistakable way 
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that would allow the same legal tender used in other impersonal transfers to be bestowed 

as a sentimental gift, to display a donors particular knowledge of the other person and 

their relationship” (p. 114). 

Domestic money was another example of how money in the household had its 

own meanings and rules distinct from the impersonal market. When the husband brought 

home money from the formal work world and gave a portion of it to the family, the 

money ceased being an earned wage, as was the meaning it held prior, and was now 

domestic money which was imbued with a set of redefining domestic norms. This money 

was now allocated in certain ways, it was allocated at certain times, and it was to be used 

only certain ways. For example, domestic money was not earned, it was allocated as a 

kind of gift, not based on some rational calculus but rather based on what was normative 

for a wife to receive from her husband. Early on the domestic “gift” was “doled” out with 

the wife having to ask the husband for the money, as she and the family needed it.  As 

marriage became more egalitarian and consumptive pressures on wives grew, the dole 

method morphed into a kind of predictable allowance, and later into shared domestic 

accounts. Moreover, domestic money had very strict usage norms attached to it.  Family 

money was only to be used for family expenses, never for personal use by the wives.  

Domestic money was embedded within a larger societal framework with gender 

and class norms that impinged their values on the meanings of household money. 

Domestic money was highly gendered in that the money belonged to the husband who 

had “earned” the money in the formal work world, not to the wife who received a portion 

of the money as a kind of gift. A minority of women did work in the formal labor market, 
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however even this “pin” money was seen as more trivial in nature than men’s money. As 

a 1903 article from Harpers Bazar pointed out, “No man works for pin money, the very 

idea makes one smile.” Pin money, as women’s money, was a lesser money. It was only 

to be spent on domestic needs, and not even the most serious needs. Pin money was “egg 

and butter money”- the supplemental needs compared to men’s more substantive “wheat 

and corn money.” Social class norms also mattered in terms of domestic money use 

norms. Zelizer points out that working class wives held much more managerial powers 

over domestic money than did their middle-class and wealthier counterparts, in that the 

husband would typically give most of the earned money over to the wife for various 

forms of earmarking. In the end though, managerial power did not translate into 

discretionary power. The wife and mother, irrespective of class, had very strict norms on 

how she could spend domestic money.   

In summary, Zelizer argues that money is never a truly sanitized, abstract, purely 

fungible commodity; it always exists within a culture that has specific values, meanings, 

and norms attached to it. Zelizer’s perspective on special monies provides a framework 

for us to ask questions about student debt. For instance, what are the norms and values 

attached to these instruments of student debt? Are they akin to rational market 

transactions or are they embedded in specific cultural relations that have different norms 

and values attached to them. Do student loans and credit cards have shared values and 

norms, if not, how are they different? While in college, what is it ok to use a credit card 

on? What can student loans be used for? What are the boundaries of what these 

instruments of debt cannot be used on? Zelizer’s perspective allows us to determine 
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precisely what the norms and values surrounding student debt are, how the instruments of 

debt are used in practice, and to determine if there is a unique student debt culture. If 

there is a distinct student debt culture, can we delineate the specific norms and values that 

make up its form? Zelizer’s work also provides the framework for determining if there 

are multiple-cultures, sub-cultures, and/or counter-cultures of debt.   

THEORETICAL SUMMARY 

In summary, the theoretical framework discussed here is useful for making sense 

of how students themselves make sense of student debt. At the broadest level, we 

determine how students value college. Are students seeking exchange-value in college, 

that is, are they measuring the value of college by what they will eventually yield in the 

labor market? Or do students seek use-value by consuming the full college experience? 

Assuming students recognize both the exchange- and use-value of college to what extent 

do students value each of these?  Corresponding with use and exchange value, the 

cultural consumption and rational economic action perspectives allow for an analysis of 

how students make sense of their indebtedness and use their instruments of debt. In 

general, we would assume that students focused on exchange value of college are valuing 

longer-term objectives and will hold an economically rational stance towards their 

money, whereas students seeking use value are more short-term oriented and are likely to 

engage in consuming the college experience in more social terms. However, both the 

purely economically rational actor and the solely norm-following consumer are better 

thought of as ideal types rather than empirical realities. The reality of economic behavior 

might be better examined as a kind of habitus in which economic actors employ 
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culturally framed strategies.  Viviana Zelizer’s perspective on the social meanings of 

money, allows for an analysis of the meanings students make of their student loans and 

credit cards and the specific techniques and strategies they employ with these instruments 

of debt. Is there a dominant culture of student debt among today’s college students? 

Perhaps there are multiple cultures?  Zelizer’s perspective provides the framework to 

answer these questions.  
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CHAPTER THREE: DATA & METHODS 

The social science literature that focuses on student debt is primarily based on 

quantitative data. These data are particularly useful for those scholars interested in 

tracking changing economic conditions and comparing student debt levels across time, 

student demographic characteristics, and institutional boundaries. Unfortunately, 

numerical data provide little assistance to scholars who are interested in the subjective 

elements of student debt, specifically how today’s college students make sense of debt. 

My study contributes to this literature by qualitatively exploring how indebtedness is 

linked to the ways in which students value college, and the specific meanings that 

students attribute to their student loans and credit cards. In the following section I will 

first discuss the specific research questions used in this study and how they align with the 

theoretical framework. I will then elaborate on how the methods for this project were 

designed to answer these questions. I will do so by describing the research instruments 

used, the data collected, how the sample for this research was drawn, and the ways in 

which the data has been analyzed.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 The research questions for this dissertation are grounded in an interpretive 

epistemology. I begin with the premise that social reality is not objective and that 

different social actors may in fact understand social reality differently, producing 

different meanings and analyses (Hesse-Biber & Leavy 2006: 36).  More specifically, this 

research is within the verstehen tradition of Max Weber and others. In order to explore 

the meanings students make of their debt, I take seriously the complexity, nuance, and 
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possible contradictions of the lived experiences of students and the ways in which they 

understand their college experiences and instruments of debt. The primary research 

questions for this project are designed to uncover these meanings.  

 I have argued that the ways in which students seek to obtain value from their 

college education is a central first question if one wants to understand the ways in which 

students make sense of their debt. I have employed the concepts of “use-value” and 

“exchange-value” to bring out the more consummatory and the more utilitarian aspects of 

students’ approaches to the value of college. The particular configuration of use-value 

and exchange-value sought by students provides a key context for understanding how 

students think about and use their student loans and credit cards. The first two research 

questions sought to explore this relationship between student debt, use-value, and 

exchange value: 

R1: How are students’ goals of seeking use- or exchange-value out of college 

related to the amounts and kinds of debt that they hold, and their level of 

concern about their debt?  

R2: How are students’ goals of seeking use- or exchange-value out of college 

related to the ways they actually use, and hypothetically might use, their 

instruments of debt?  

The answers to these questions elaborate on the link between the ways students feel about 

and use their instruments of debt with the broader collegiate goals of pursuing exchange- 

or use-value. The third and fourth research questions were designed to delineate and 

elaborate on distinct college orientations towards student debt:  
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R3: Is there a dominant orientation towards student debt that exists for 

today’s college students? If so, what are the specific norms and dimensions of 

this orientation?   

R4: If there is not a single dominant orientation, are there multiple distinct 

orientations? If so, how are such distinct orientations differentiated?  

In order to answer research questions three and four, I drew heavily on the theories of 

rational economic action, theories of consumer culture, and Vivana Zelizer’s work on the 

social meaning of money. Together, these theories provide a basic framework for 

exploring the student’s consummatory motivations, their specific norms of money use, 

and the constellation of social actors that influence these motivations and norms.  

The fifth research question was designed to determine what kinds of students tend 

to reflect which debt orientations:  

R5: What are the demographic and institutional characteristics of the 

students who embody and display the attitudes and behaviors that comprise 

the orientation(s) of debt?    

Taken together, the answers to these five research questions complemented each other 

well and provided a background for understanding how today’s college students make 

sense of their student debt.  

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS & DATA COLLECTED 

 The unit of analysis for this dissertation research is the individual undergraduate 

college student. Two research instruments were used to obtain data from students: a 

student debt survey and a student debt interview (see Appendices 3A & 3B). My research 
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interest for this dissertation is primarily exploratory. A major reason for this exploratory 

research orientation is that the existing literature is not very clear on which variables are 

the most important in terms of the meanings that students make about debt. As a result, 

both the Student Debt Interview and the Student Debt Survey were designed to capture a 

relatively wide variety of data.  

The Student Debt Survey  

The student debt survey was a relatively short (five pages) pencil and paper 

survey that included questions on the following: students’ primary college goals; kinds 

and amounts of student financial aid, including both federal and private grants and loans; 

the amounts of credit card debt; specific examples of how student loans and credit cards 

are used; concern over student loan and credit card debt; hypothetical examples of how 

student loans and credit cards might be used if the costs of college increased by $2,000; 

hypothetical questions about how student debt might impact post-college decisions for 

students, basic demographic questions for comparison purposes; and a final question 

asking for the student to volunteer for a confidential follow-up interview. The full 

Student Debt Survey is included as Appendix 3A.     

The purpose of the student debt survey was two-fold. First, the survey was 

designed to gather data to help answer research questions one and two, namely to explore 

how students’ goals of seeking use-value and exchange-value were related to the kinds, 

the uses, the amounts of debt, and the levels of concern that students have towards their 

student loan and credit card debt. In addition to supplying the data used to answer 

research questions one and two, the student debt survey also served as a tool for 
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recruiting students for the second data collection instrument, the follow-up Student Debt 

Interview.  

Dependent Variables  

Due to the exploratory nature of this research project, the Student Debt Survey 

had ten dependent variables (see Appendix 3B for the complete list and frequency data 

for all variables used in the survey analysis). Possessing a student loan debt or credit card 

were both dichotomous variables. I measured the amount of student loan debt and credit 

card debt by asking students to choose from among groups of debt amounts ranging from 

less than $500 in credit cards or $5,000 in student loans to over $20,000 and $30,000 

respectively. Students were also asked to choose among three levels of concern they have 

each for their credit cards and student loans. These levels of concern were broadly 

defined as “very concerned,” “somewhat concerned,” and “not concerned.”         

I measured student loan and credit card use by asking students to report if they 

used their debt instruments on tuition and fees10, school supplies, shopping, housing, 

paying off other bills, and social events. I also asked how students might use their 

instruments of debt under the hypothetical condition that tuition and fees were to be 

raised by $2,000. The response options for both credit cards and student loans were the 

same for both questions so that comparisons could be made. These hypothetical use 

options included: spending less on social events with friends; eating out less often; 

                                                        
10 Tuition and fees were not a survey option fot student loans, since these loans automatically go towards 

tuition and fees.  
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switching to part time status; taking a semester/quarter off from school; working more 

hours outside of school; moving residences; and asking others for financial help.   

Independent Range Variables  

Both the existing empirical literature focused on student debt and the theoretical 

framework elaborated earlier in this dissertation suggest certain key variables that would 

likely be important when exploring the meanings that students make of their 

indebtedness. Therefore, when organizing the study’s sample, I had identified four key 

parameters for which I wanted to make sure a range of data was obtained. These four 

range variables included students’ level of family income, the type of institution students’ 

attended, students’ choices of major, and primary student goals for college (see Appendix 

3B for frequency data).    

Range Variable - Family Income  

The student debt survey asks students to choose a family income out of eight 

possible categories ranging from less than $25,000 to $250,000 and greater. The family 

income data seemed to be heavily skewed towards the low end. Fifty-two percent of the 

respondents claimed that their annual family income is less than $50,000. In itself, this is 

not entirely unbelievable, since a large number of sampled students were older and 

financially independent, and these students would be much more likely to be making 

minimal amounts while attending school full-time. However, another dichotomous 

question on the survey asked about being awarded a Pell grant. A vast majority of all Pell 

grants are awarded to students whose family incomes are less than $30,000 per year. 

While some students with higher incomes do receive the Pell grant, it is very rare for 
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students with incomes of greater than $60,000 per year. When I looked at income among 

Pell recipients, I found that approximately 15 percent - 20 percent of students who 

claimed to have Pell grants also had incomes of greater than $60,000, a highly unlikely 

outcome. I decided that family income was not reliable in this sample and therefore used 

Pell grant as a proxy variable for income. I made this decision in large part because I am 

more confident in the reliability of students responding to a dichotomous question about a 

grant that they directly received as opposed to income that for many is not their own.   

 Range Variable - Institution Attended  

The institution attended was chosen as a range variable because institutions 

represent differential opportunities for students both during and after college. Variation 

by institution signals different emphases placed on obtaining use-value and exchange-

value out of college, and likely correspond to student dispositions that link to either 

rational economic behavior or cultural consumption. The type, size, and selectivity of 

institution is linked closely with the colleges’ or universities’ mission statement. Students 

attending a highly competitive research university would presumably have a different 

mindset about the future and the value of college than would a student attending a less 

competitive university. In turn, students attending a relatively small liberal arts private 

school might be more sensitive to their particular school’s culture and mission, whereas 

students attending a large public university might be less in tune with the institutional 

ethos. Type and selectivity of institution is also tightly linked with funding structures. 

Highly competitive institutions, particularly private not-for-profit ones, tend to have 

significantly larger endowments than do more regional, less competitive schools. In 
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addition, public schools rely heavily on state and federal financial support, while not-for-

profit private schools tend to provide high levels of institutional support to their students. 

Not only then, does the type and selectivity of the institution potentially impact the goals 

and values of college students, it impacts their ability to afford college as well.   

Indeed, the student debt literature focusing on the subjective side of student debt 

has found that students’ attitudes toward debt are influenced by factors that are linked to 

higher educational institutional types. For instance, Baum & O’Malley (2003), analyzing 

a nationally representative sample of college students, found that Pell grant recipients felt 

more burdened by their debt than students who were not receiving Pell grants. Christie, 

Munroe, & Rettig (2001) found that students’ attitudes and strategies toward debt were 

strongly influenced by the level of parental financial support. And in more recent work, 

Cunningham & Santiago (2008) found significant differences in student aversion to debt 

depending on the levels of college tuition and fees. The levels of parental financial 

support, Pell grant distribution, and tuition and fee levels all vary based on institutional 

context. Any study of student debt therefore should focus attention on institutional 

characteristics. I include data from three different institutions of higher education in 

Southern California11.  

                                                        
11 My dissertation prospectus included a fourth instituion to include in my sample- a for-profit university. I 
was unable to accomplish this task. After multiple tries, I was unable to collect enough students to include 
in this research. One reason for this inability to sample effectively was that I was unable to gain campus 
access. The for-profit model mimics the private corporate sector, which tends to value secrecy of 
organizational information. All except one of the for-profit colleges to which I had proposed my research 
did not have anything resembling an Institutional Review Board (IRB), and they all had a management 
chain of command that resembled a corporate structure (rigidly hierarchical) rather than more traditional 
higher educational forms. For example, there was rarely any specific person to contact regarding research, 
and the “go to person” was never easy to determine if there was one at all. Another reason that I had trouble 
sampling this group was that there was little sense of community among students at these institutions. 
These are students who only occasionally show up to a physical campus, since much work is structured 
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Range Variable - Major 

Similar to institutional type and selectivity, the field of study in which students 

choose to major while attending college has a potentially powerful impact on students’ 

post college outcomes. A particularly important outcome for this dissertation is salary in 

the labor market. As discussed previously, we should expect that students placing an 

emphasis on obtaining exchange-value out of their time in college would choose majors 

that are more tightly linked to comparatively higher paying occupations in the labor 

market. Conversely students with a more use-value orientation towards college might be 

more likely to major in fields that present more intrinsic value. In addition to theoretical 

value, the research literature supports the assumption that students majoring in 

occupational fields are more likely to view indebtedness in different ways from their 

counterparts in fields of study that are less closely connected to occupations (Baum & 

O’Malley 2003; Baum & Saunders 1998).12  

 

                                                                                                                                                                     

using distance learning technologies. When they do show up to a physical location, these “campuses” more 
closely resemble corporate parks rather traditional higher education campuses. As a result, there is 
infrequent and rather nonintensive interaction between students. Therefore, even when I was able to contact 
a for-profit student (which was very difficult to do), I was unable to use snowballing techniques to contact 
other students. This inability to snowball combined with the inability to gain campus access created a very 
difficult sampling environment.           
 
12 On the other hand, the existing subjective literature on debt typologies has little to say on the impact of 
major field on debt attitudes. For example, Rotondi (2010) surveyed students on debt attitudes and field of 
study, but found no significant statistical relationships. Christie, Munro, & Rettig (2001) and Christie & 
Munro (2003) drew their entire sample from a single social science class, making cross-discipline 
comparison impossible. While including respondents from multiple fields, Hesketh (1999) singles out the 
impact of gender and social class in his discussion. Baum & Saunders (1998) mention that students 
majoring in art and music were more likely to say they felt “burdened” by debt when they started the 
process of repayment. This however signals thoughts about debt after college rather than during the college 
years themselves.    
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Student College Goals  

An important element of research questions one and two centered on exchange- 

and use-value. I measured this using a single question that asked students to rank three 

possible goals of college. Two of the three listed college goals were used to analyze the 

ways in which students seek use-and exchange value out of college. The first goal - “I see 

college as an opportunity to position myself in the best possible way for the labor 

market”- centered on the labor market and therefore corresponded with exchange-value. 

The second college goal – “I see college as an opportunity to socialize and have fun 

before entering the “real world” - centered on the social aspect of the college experience 

and corresponded to use-value.   

Student respondents were asked to rank these goals in terms of personal 

importance, with “1” being the very important and “3” being less important. These 

responses were not mutually exclusive, so there were a total of twenty-seven possible 

response combinations. I recoded these response combinations to create five goal 

dispositions: “heavy exchange-value;” “heavy use-value;” “primarily exchange value;” 

“primarily use-value;” and “mixed goals.”  

Independent Control Variables  

In addition to the independent range variables chosen, I also include four control 

variables. These include age (continuous variable), sex (dichotomous variable), race (five 

categories), and years until graduation (five categories). The proportional data for these 

variables is included in Appendix 3B.  
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The Student Debt Interview  

In addition to supplying the data used to answer research questions one and two, 

the student debt survey also served as a tool for recruiting students for the second data 

collection instrument, the follow-up Student Debt Interview. Several interviewees were 

therefore drawn from the sample of students who took the student debt survey (51 out of 

84 interviews were obtained in this manner). The interview lasted between thirty and 

forty-five minutes, and was conducted at public places on the student’s campus.  

The interview guide was composed of three broad sections followed by multiple 

probes, which were designed to pull out responses that speak to the research questions. 

The primary questions and subsequent probes changed over time as respondents provided 

information that helped to refine the goals of the interview (the most current interview 

guide is included at Appendix 3C). Overall however, the three primary sections included 

current debt use and money use; how the student learned to use debt and money in the 

ways they do; and how being in debt is impacting their time in college. Examples of 

probing questions include: what is your ideal college experience? What are your plans for 

after you graduate? Are there on-campus peer influences to consume? Who are the social 

forces, both past and present that have had a strong influence on your thinking about and 

use of money? What are the specific norms of money use employed by students while at 

college? These questions helped me to draw out the subtleties in meanings and variety of 

norms that students have towards their debt. Data from the Student Debt Interview was 

used to answer research questions three and four, and provided the basis for chapters five 

and six of this dissertation.   
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The fifth research question was answered by drawing on data from both the 

Student Debt Survey and the Student Debt Interview. Research question five asks who 

are the students associated with which debt orientation(s)? Many of the interviewees were 

drawn from the pool of students who had also taken the Student Debt Survey, so their 

demographic and institutional characteristics had already been obtained. For the thirty- 

three interviewees recruited without using the student debt survey, I made sure to include 

questions that obtained the following key demographic and institutional variables: the age 

and sex of the student, the student’s year in school, the student’s major, the control and 

prestige of the institution that the student attended, whether or not the student had 

received any financial aid grants and scholarships, whether and how much the student 

worked outside of school, the student’s parental educational levels, the race of the 

student, and the student’s family income levels. The following section will elaborate on 

how the sample for this dissertation research was drawn.     

SAMPLE 

For this dissertation I used a convenience sampling procedure with strategic site 

selection for collecting both the Student Debt Survey and the Student Debt Interview 

data. While a large representative sample would have been ideal for obtaining the full 

range of subjective meanings that undergraduate students in the United States hold 

towards debt, such a sample was not possible for this project. The system of higher 

education in the United States makes a truly representative sample impossible because 

colleges and universities do not release complete student lists with contact information. 

Even if student information were available, such a study would present time and travel 
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requirements and financial resources that were not available to me at the time of this 

research.   

In addition, the goal of this research is exploratory. The existing literature in this 

area suggests that certain variables might be important in terms of understanding the 

subjective side of student debt. For example, Christie & Munro 2003; Christie, Munro & 

Rettig 2001; and Hesketh 1999) all focused on parental contributions and social class as 

key variables. However, it is not at all clear how salient any of these variables are in 

terms of the meanings that students make towards their debt in the United States, where 

debt is more institutionalized and exist at higher amounts. Nor is it clear how these 

variables might interact with other variables such as race, gender, or institution attended. 

Because of this lack of knowledge, as well as the fundamental methodological limitation 

of not being able to obtain comprehensive student information from colleges, I 

constructed a sample that was both manageable and useful.  

The sampling procedure therefore included the use of both convenience sampling 

as well as some strategic selection of range variables that the theory and existing 

literature suggests should be part of a thorough examination of student debt. Because the 

sample is one of convenience, the data obtained from this research cannot be considered 

representative of higher education in the United States. While quantitative methods are 

used for part of this dissertation, the results should interpreted as qualitative in nature, 

valid in their representation of this particular sample of higher education institutions and 

students. It is intended however that this data will serve useful in terms of refining our 
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understanding of student debt in general and provide fruitful insight for future studies in 

this area.      

Sample - Region 

The choice of higher education institutions for this sample was primarily based on 

convenience. Limited time and financial resources dictated that I conducted my research 

in Southern California. Fortunately from an exploratory perspective, Southern California 

is extremely diverse in terms of the institutions and individuals available for sample 

selection. Southern California also has one unique characteristic that is likely to impact 

the sample characteristics and will be important in interpreting the results of this study, 

namely that California has a very generous financial aid policy compared to other states. 

California allows the second lowest total debt level in the country for its college 

graduates. This ranking is exceptional when you factor in that California has one hundred 

and twenty-seven Bachelor’s Degree-granting institutions (Reed & Cochrane 2013). This 

has implications for finding a suitable number of candidates to interview since ideal 

potential respondents should have enough student debt so that it has significant meaning 

for them. In addition, the findings from this research can be viewed as a “best case” 

scenario for student indebtedness on a more inclusive scale. We might assume for 

instance, that because California emphasizes minimizing debt concerns through generous 

financial aid policies, if significant concerns do emerge in a sample of California 

students, we would be likely to find them in samples from other states as well, where 

minimizing debt concerns is not as much of a priority.  
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Sample - Range Variables 

 Differences in terms of student majors and financial support are associated with 

the type of higher education institution attended. Private, liberal arts colleges for instance 

are more likely to enroll students who have relatively higher family incomes than do 

public, commuter schools. These institutions also offer different majors, with liberal arts 

colleges emphasizing traditional arts and sciences while public colleges providing a more 

comprehensive collection of majors, including those more vocational in orientation. 

Including students from different institutions was therefore a key element of the sampling 

process.  

I recruited students from three different institutions for this project. The first 

college chosen for this sample was a large (greater than 30,000 students) metropolitan 

public research university that is recognized as “most competitive” by Barron’s 

selectivity rankings. I will refer to this college from this point on as “Flagship U.” The 

second institution is another large (greater than 20,000 students) public university that is 

primarily a commuter school and ranked as less prestigious (“Competitive” by Barron’s) 

than “Flagship U.” I refer to this institution as “Public Commuter U.” The third college is 

a private not-for-profit liberal arts college that is comparatively small (less than 2,200 

students). Like “Flagship U,” Barron’s ranks this “Private Upper-Crust U” as “most 

competitive.”  

 “Flagship U,” “Commuter U,” and “Private Upper Crust U” varied on the 

following institutional characteristics: the varied costs of attending that institution, the 

size of the institution, the proportion of “non-traditional” students attending the 
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institution, and the relative prestige of the institution. I focus on these particular 

variations since they represent institutional differences that directly impact the ability of 

undergraduate students at those institutions to finance their education. In addition, these 

are relatively unique institutional qualities that are likely to influence student interaction 

at these campuses.    

 The cost of attending college sets structural limits which students and parents are 

forced to reckon with. Table 3.1 delineates some key financial components of attending 

college. It is clear from Table 3.1 that students at “Private Upper Crust U” have much 

higher total expenses than do either students at “Flagship U” or “Public Commuter U.” 

Even after for accounting for financial aid, students at “Private Upper Crust U” have 

more than two times the net costs of students at “Flagship U” and more than six times the 

cost of students at “Public Commuter U.”  

In addition to the total price of attendance, three financial elements in this table 

stand out. First, is the comparatively large level of grant aid that “Private Upper Crust U” 

students receive both in terms of raw amount as well as proportionally. While students at 

“Flagship U” and “Public Commuter U” receive institutional grant help at 28 percent and 

23 percent respectively of their total expenses, students at “Private Upper Crust U” 

receive 43 percent. Secondly, “Flagship U” has a very high proportion of total student 

loans, some 75 percent of the total costs of attendance, compared to 59 percent at “Public 

Commuter U” and 16 percent at “Private Upper Crust U.”  Third, the single highest price 

of living at both “Public Commuter U” as well as “Flagship U” is room and board. This 
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price amounts to 50 percent of the total expenses at “Public Commuter U” and 44 percent 

of the total expenses at “Flagship U,” compared to 21 percent at “Private Upper Crust U.”   

Table 3.1 College Prices & Financial Support AY 2013-14a  

 

 
“Private Upper-

Crust U” 
“Flagship U”b 

“Public 
Commuter 

U”b 

Tuition & Fees $47,000 $13,000 $6,000 

Room & Board $13,000 $14,000 $11,000e 

Other Pricesc $3,000 $5,000 $5,000 

Total Expenses $63,000 $32,000 $22,000 

Avg. Institutional Grantsd $27,000 $9,000 $5,000 

Average Institutional Loansd $5,000 $18,000 $9,000 

Average State & Federal Grantsd $7,000 $5,000 $5,000 

Average State & Federal Loansd $5,000 $6,000 $4,000 

Average Net Prices 2012-13 $30,000 $14,000 $5,000 

NOTES: (a) Data obtained from National Center for Education Statistics  (NCES). All amounts have been 
rounded. (b) “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” are both in-state prices. (c) “Other Prices” include 
books and other expected costs of living. (d) Financial aid amounts are for incoming freshmen for 2013-14. 
(e) Only a minority of full-time students at “Public Upper Crust U” lives on campus. For example, only 2 
of the 34 sampled “Public Commuter U” students for this project’s interview lived on campus. A majority 
of students in the interview sample live at home with their parents. As a result the net prices for most 
“Public Commuter U” students are considerably lower than the total expenses listed here.    

 

The comparatively high price of admission for “Private Upper Crust U” keeps 

many students from choosing it as their institution, since only a relatively small 

proportion of potential college students can afford the $63,000 per year price tag. Yet the 

robust grant aid that “Private Upper Crust U” provides allows the institution to select the 

students it wants, creating an intimate campus culture. On the other hand, the large 

heterogeneous populations at “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” see cheaper tuition 

rates compared to “Private Upper Crust,” but their financial situations are influenced 
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heavily by their room and board costs, the largest single cost they face. I will show how 

students at “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” have very different strategies for 

handling these costs, leading to very different experiences with money.        

In addition to the varied costs of attending the institution, the three sampled 

institutions also varied on key demographic characteristics (see Table 3.2). For example, 

“Private Upper Crust U” is a comparatively small campus, only about 2,000 students are 

enrolled compared to approximately 20,000 and 30,000 students at “Public Commuter U 

and “Flagship U” respectively. I will show in the findings that this more intimate setting 

impacts student interactions. While “Private Upper Crust U” stands out in terms of its 

relatively small and intimate setting, “Public Commuter U” stands out in terms of 

enrolling a comparatively high proportion of “non-traditional” students. Compared to 

“Private Upper Crust U” and “Flagship U,” “Public Commuter U” enrolls more women, 

fewer full-time students, a larger proportion of older students, a very low proportion of 

White students, and a very high proportion of Latino/Hispanic students. These non-

traditional students have different goals for college and these differences emerge clearly 

in the findings. 

 “Flagship U” stands out in its comparative high level of prestige. While there are 

multiple ways of measuring prestige, one easy method is to examine the percentage of 

student applicants are admitted, and what proportion of those students decided to enroll. 

The percentage admitted speaks to the institution’s level of selectivity. A lower 

percentage of students admitted suggest that demand is high, while a high percentage of 

students admitted who enroll suggests that the institution was considered a better choice 
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among the schools from which the student applied. Compared to “Private Upper Crust U” 

and “Public Commuter U,” “Flagship U” is more prestigious university, and is likely one 

of the top schools in students’ list to attend. I found evidence in the qualitative data that 

this level of prestige both constrains and empowers students.    

Table 3.2 Key Demographic Variables, 2013 

 

 
“Private Upper 

Crust U” 
“Public Commuter 

U” 
“Flagship U” 

Number of Undergraduates 
(all) 

2,128 19,589 28,674 

% Full time 99 83 98 

% Female 56 59 55 

% Undergraduate age 24 and 
Under 

100 74 95 

Race-White 51 8 29 

Race-Hispanic or Latino 16 60 18 

Percent Admitted 42 68 22 

Percent Admitted who Enroll 21 16 35 

 

Sample - Respondents 

 A total of 1208 full-time undergraduate students (1175 for the Student Debt 

Survey and an additional 33 students who only participated in the Student Debt 

Interview) were recruited from across all three of the sampled institutions. “Flagship U” 

yielded 444 respondents for the Student Debt Survey, while 472 survey respondents were 

from “Public Commuter U,” and 259 students were recruited to take the survey from 

“Private Upper Crust U.” Fifty-one of the survey takers also volunteered for the Student 
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Debt Interview, an additional 33 students were subsequently recruited to just participate 

in the interview13.   

The qualifications for recruitment to take both the Student Debt Survey and the 

Student Debt Interview were relatively inclusive: students needed only to be full-time 

students currently enrolled at the institution. Because both the survey and the follow-up 

interview were confidential, I did not ask for any identifiable information that would have 

allowed me to verify their enrollment. The process for recruiting students for the survey 

however was mildly intrusive since it involved administering the student debt survey 

during class time. In order to ensure that there were enough students in debt to analyze, 

the second round of interview recruitment included the additional requirement that 

students also had to meet a minimum combined student loan and credit card debt 

threshold of $5,000. The $5,000 minimum is appropriate since it was high enough to 

have a reasonable expectation that it would have significant meaning for most 

respondents. There was no maximum debt level for inclusion in the sample.    

 Similar to institutional type and selectivity, the field of study that students choose 

to major in while attending college has a potentially powerful impact on students’ post 

college outcomes. A particularly important outcome for this dissertation is salary in the 

labor market. As discussed previously, we should expect that students placing an 

emphasis on obtaining exchange-value out of their time in college would choose majors 

that are more tightly linked to comparatively higher paying occupations in the labor 

                                                        
13 This subsequent round of recruitment was for the Student Debt Interview only since the Student Debt 
Survey had reached a saturation point in which I did not expect to see any changes in the data as the result 

of adding thirty new respondents.  
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market. Conversely students with a more use-value orientation towards college might be 

more likely to major in fields that present more intrinsic value.  

In addition to theoretical value, the research literature supports the assumption 

that students majoring in occupational fields are more likely to view indebtedness in 

different ways from their counterparts in fields of study that are less closely connected to 

occupations (Baum & O’Malley 2003; Baum & Saunders 1998).14 A wide range of 

majors was therefore a strategic sampling goal for this dissertation. Because a complete 

list of students with their majors was unavailable to me, I chose a variety of classes- and 

presumably majors- from which to recruit students. Students were recruited in classes 

with the approval of both the campus’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) as well as the 

class instructor’s approval. The classes chosen for recruitment varied so that some classes 

were vocationally oriented (such as social work and electrical engineering) while some 

were from a more “basic” or non-applied field (see Appendix 3D for complete listing of 

all the classes chosen). 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

 Chapter 4 will answer research questions one and two: How are students’ goals of 

seeking use- or exchange-value out of college related to the amounts and kinds of debt 

                                                        
14 On the other hand, the existing subjective literature on debt typologies has little to say on the impact of 
major field on debt attitudes. For example, Rotondi (2010) surveyed students on debt attitudes and field of 
study, but found no significant statistical relationships. Christie, Munro, & Rettig (2001) and Christie & 
Munro (2003) drew their entire sample from a single social science class, making cross-discipline 
comparison impossible. While including respondents from multiple fields, Hesketh (1999) singles out the 
impact of gender and social class in his discussion. Baum & Saunders (1998) mention that students 
majoring in art and music were more likely to say they felt “burdened” by debt when they started the 
process of repayment. This however signals thoughts about debt after college rather than during the college 
years themselves.    
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that they hold, and their level of concern about their debt? And how are students’ goals of 

seeking use- or exchange-value out of college related to the ways they actually use, and 

hypothetically might use, their instruments of debt? Specifically, data from the Student 

Debt Survey will be used to analyze the goals that students have for their time in college 

and how these goals relate to amounts of debt, concern about that debt, how debt 

instruments are used and how debt instruments might be used under a hypothetical tuition 

increase. Exploratory analysis for this research questions one and two involved three 

steps. First, simple frequencies were examined to get a feel for what the sample looked 

like in terms of debt amounts, concern and use. Secondly, Bivariate analysis was 

conducted to determine the empirical relationship between the dependent and 

independent variables. Finally, ordered logistic regressions were conducted to determine 

the factors that predict each of the dependent variables.   

Chapters five and six will report on the data obtained from the Student Debt 

Interview. This data will be used to answer research questions three, four and five: Is 

there a dominant orientation towards student debt that exists for today’s college students? 

If so, what are the specific norms and dimensions of this orientation? And if there is not a 

single dominant orientation, are there multiple distinct orientations? If so, how are such 

distinct orientations differentiated? Interviews were transcribed verbatim, with the 

exception of questions regarding the question of “how are you paying for college.” The 

responses for this particular question were most often lists of where money was coming 

from and where it was going. I simply summarized the data for this particular question. 

After transcription, I began the coding process. 
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 Transcribed interviews were coded for common patterns and themes. Coding 

involved two distinct processes. The first type of coding was focused on exploring 

themes already established prior to the actual interview. These antecedent themes were 

constructed based on what was useful and important from the existing literature and 

theoretical framework. The second coding process consisted of developing thematic 

codes through an emergent an iterative process. Each interview consisted of multiple 

possible themes. Culling the salient ones consisted of a process of finding and keeping 

the themes that continually emerged in the coding process, as opposed to the themes that 

were more anecdotal and idiosyncratic. Transcripts were reread over and over again to 

insure that the emergent thematic codes developed were applicable across as many 

individual interviews as possible. In the following section, I will first discuss the 

antecedent thematic codes, and then delineate and explore the emergent codes. 

Antecedent and Emergent Categories 

 Five thematic categories were developed that were consistent with the theoretical 

framework and salient in the prior literature on the meanings that students make about 

being in debt. These categories are: how are students paying for college? What are the 

college goals that students hold? What are the beliefs and values that students hold about 

money and debt? What are the norms of money use among students in this sample? And 

finally, how does being in debt impact the college experience? After finding these broad 

categories, I returned to the data over and again to refine these into sub-categories. These 

sub-categories allowed for a more precise analysis of varied ways in which different 
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student demographics were associated with the broad antecedent categories. I will 

elaborate more on the specific sub-categories in Chapters five and six. 

The Student Debt Interview yielded more data than could be collapsed within the 

antecedent categories. Several emergent categories developed. For example, “class-

conflict,” “generational differences,” “problems at school” and “new learning at college.” 

Like the antecedent categories, I further refined these categories into sub-categories. 

After coding was complete, I grouped the varied categories into broader themes and 

concepts. These themes and concepts make up the findings presented in chapters five and 

six.  

The next chapter focuses on the quantitative findings from the Student Debt 

Survey. I that chapter I will explain how this data helps to answer research questions one 

and two, as well as how it describes two distinct types of students, that are linked to 

levels of debt and broader meanings of money.           
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APPENDIX 3A. THE STUDENT DEBT SURVEY 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 
CONSENT TO ACT AS A HUMAN RESEARCH SUBJECT 

STUDENT DEBT SURVEY 
 

You are being asked to participate because you are a full-time undergraduate student at 
this institution. Participation in this research study is completely voluntary and 

confidential. Please read this information below and ask questions about anything that 
you do not understand before deciding if you want to participate. A researcher listed 

below will be available to answer your questions.  

 

PURPOSE OF STUDY: The purpose of this survey is to better understand how much 
debt and what kinds of debt students have, how students feel about their debt, and how 
these amounts, kinds and feelings about debt vary by students’ demographic 
backgrounds.  

 

SUBJECTS & PROCEDURES: You are being asked to participate because you are a 
full-time undergraduate student at this institution. The investigator plans to enroll up to 
500 participants at this university. This survey should take no more than 5-10 minutes to 
complete.  

 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION STATEMENT:  I understand that participation in 
this study is voluntary. I may refuse to answer any question or discontinue my 
involvement at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which I might otherwise be 
entitled. My decision will not affect my future relationship with California State 
University, Los Angeles. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY: This data will be used for a dissertation.  Any information you 
provide will be confidential.  Outside of the researcher, no one will be able to link your 
answers on this survey to your identity. Your survey responses will be stored on a secure 
computer that only the lead investigator will have access to. 

 

RISKS & BENEFITS: This study involves no more than minimal risk. There are no 
known harms or discomforts associated with this study beyond those encountered in daily 
life. However, some of the questions in this survey my cause you discomfort, and 
because you are taking this survey in class, your confidentiality is at risk. You will not be 
compensated for your participation in this survey. However, by participating in this 
survey, you will help the researcher better understand how much debt students from 
varied demographic backgrounds have.  

 

ALTERNATIVES TO PARTICIPATION: The alternative is to not participate in this 
study.  
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WITHDRAWAL OR TERMINATION FROM STUDY: You are free to withdraw 
from the study at any time.  
 
If you have any comments or questions regarding the conduct of this research or your 
rights as a research subject, please contact the Office of Research Integrity by phone 
(951-827-4811/4810/6332), by email (irb@ucr.edu) or at University Office Bldg #200, 
Riverside, CA 92521.  
 
Primary Contacts:  
Matthew Rotondi M.A., Dept. of Sociology (858) 336-3639 After Hours Phone: Email: 
matthew.rotondi@email.ucr.edu  
 
Steven Brint Ph.D, Dept. of Sociology (951) 827-7750 Email: steven.brint@ucr.edu  

 
 

 
STUDENT DEBT SURVEY 

1. Age:  ___ 
 
2. Sex (check one) 

   ☐ Male  

   ☐ Female  

 

COLLEGE BASICS 

 
3. Major(s): __________________________________________________ 
    Minor(s): __________________________________________________ 
 
4. Are you a full-time student? (Check one)  

    ☐ Yes     

    ☐ No  

 
5. What is your expected graduation year? (Check one)  

    ☐ 2014 ☐ 2018 

    ☐ 2015  ☐ After 2018  

    ☐ 2016  

    ☐ 2017  

 
6. Are you a transfer student? (Check one) 

     ☐ Yes 

     ☐ No  
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7. Please write in the numbers “1” “2” or “3” on the lines provided to rank the following 
college goals as they differ in importance to you. NOTE: “1” is more important to you, 
while “3” is less important.   
 
_____ I see college as an opportunity to position myself in the best possible way for the 
labor market.      
 
_____ I see college as an opportunity to challenge myself intellectually and develop my 
skills as a critical thinker.   
 
_____ I see college as an opportunity to socialize and have fun before entering the “real 
world.”     

 

FINANCIAL AID   

 
8. Did you receive a Pell grant this academic year? (Check one)     

    ☐ No  

    ☐ Yes  

 
9. Do you receive work-study aid this academic year? (Check one)  

    ☐ Yes  

    ☐ No:  If you did not receive work-study, please skip to question 11. 

 
10.  How many hours per week do you work for work-study? (Check one) 

     ☐ 0-5 hours  ☐ 16-20 hours 

     ☐ 6-10 hours  ☐ More than 20 hours 

     ☐ 11-15 hours 

 
11. Did you receive any other grants or scholarships this academic year?  (Check one) 

    ☐ Yes  

    ☐ No: If you did not receive any grants or scholarships, please skip to question 13.  

 
12. If you received other grants or scholarships, please list them here: 
 

Scholarship/Grant Name ___________________________________  ☐ Do not know 

Amount $___________________            ☐ Do not know 

 

Scholarship/Grant Name ________________________________        ☐ Do not know 

Amount $___________________          ☐ Do not know 

 

Scholarship/Grant Name ___________________________________  ☐ Do not know 

Amount $___________________           ☐ Do not know 
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STUDENT LOANS  
 
13. Do you have a student loan? (Check one)  

      ☐ Yes 

      ☐ No: If you do not have a student loan, please skip to question 19.  

 
14. Which of the following loan types do you have? (Check any or all that apply) 

      ☐ Subsidized public (Federal or State) loan    

      ☐ Unsubsidized public (Federal or State) loan  

      ☐ Private loan   

      ☐ Other __________________________________  

      ☐ I do not know what type of loan(s) I have   

 
15. What is your total current student loan balance? (Check one) Do NOT include Pell 
grant or other scholarship amounts.  If you have more than one student loan, what is the 
total amount of loan debt that you currently owe?  

      ☐ $0 - $4,999   ☐ $20,000 - $24,999 

      ☐ $5,000 – $9,999 ☐ $25,000 - $29,999 

      ☐ $10,000 - $14,999   ☐ $30,000 – above 

      ☐ $15,000 - $19,999 ☐ I do not know the balance of my student loan(s)   

 
16. Which of the following best describes your loan-taking strategy? (Check one)   

   ☐ I take the minimum amount offered that allows me to pay for my tuition and fee      

 requirements.           

   ☐ I take more than the minimum but less than the maximum amount offered.  

   ☐ I take the maximum student loan amount offered.  

 
17. After tuition and school fees have been paid for, which of the following things do you 
use your student loan money on? (Check any or all that apply).    

   ☐ School Supplies (textbooks, computers/tablets, paper, pens)  

   ☐ Shopping (clothes, non-academic books, video games, other electronics)  

   ☐ Housing (rent, dorm fees, mortgage)  

   ☐ Paying off other bills/debt (car payment, credit card, utilities, gasoline) 

   ☐ Social events (eating out, movies, recreational activities, trips)  

   ☐ Other __________________________________________________________   

   ☐ I don’t spend student loan money beyond what I use for tuition and fees.  
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18. Which of the following statements best reflects your level of concern about your 
student loan debt? (Check one) 

      ☐  “I am not concerned about my student loan debt.”  

      ☐  “I am somewhat concerned about my student loan debt.”   

      ☐  “I am very concerned about my student loan debt.”   

 
19. Imagine that college tuition will increase next term by $2,000, and you will have to 
take on a student loan to cover this increase. Which of the following changes would you 
consider making in this situation. (Check any or all that apply) 

     ☐ Spend less on social events with friends  

     ☐ Take more classes to finish school more quickly   

     ☐ Eat out less often 

     ☐ Switch to part-time status   

     ☐ Take a semester/quarter/year off from school     

     ☐ Work more hours outside of school   

     ☐ Move out of dorm/apartment to cheaper residence   

     ☐ Ask others for financial assistance  

     ☐ Would not make any changes   

      Other: ______________________________________________________ 

 

 CREDIT CARDS 

 
20. Do you have a credit card?  

      ☐ Yes  

      ☐ No: If you do not have a credit card, please skip to question 25.  

 
21. How much is the total balance for your credit card(s)? (Check one)  

      ☐ $0 - $499   ☐ $5,000 - $9,999  

      ☐ $500 - $999   ☐ $10,000 - $14,999  

      ☐ $1,000 - $1,499   ☐ $15,000 - $19,999  

      ☐ $1,500 - $1,999  ☐ $20,000 – above 

      ☐ $2,000 – $4,999  ☐ I do not know the balance of my credit card(s)    

 
22. Which of the following best describes your monthly credit card payment strategy? 
(Check one)   

   ☐ I pay the minimum due each month.  

   ☐ I pay more than the minimum but less than the full balance.  

   ☐ I pay off the full balance each month.  
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23. Which of the following things do you use your credit card(s) to pay for? (Check any 

or all that apply).    

   ☐ College tuition and fees  

   ☐ School Supplies (textbooks, computers/tablets, paper, pens)  

   ☐ Shopping (clothes, non-academic books, video games, other electronics)  

   ☐ Housing (rent, dorm fees, mortgage)  

   ☐ Paying off other bills/debt (car payment, credit card, utilities, gasoline) 

   ☐ Social events (eating out, movies, recreational activities, trips)  

   ☐ Other __________________________________________________________   

 
24. Which of the following statements best reflects your level of concern towards your 
credit card debt? (Check one) 

      ☐ “I am not concerned about my credit card debt.”  

      ☐ “I am somewhat concerned about my credit card debt.”  

      ☐ “I am very concerned about my credit card debt.”  

 
25. Imagine that college tuition will increase next term by $2,000, and you will have to 
put this increase on a credit card. Which of the following changes would you consider 
making in this situation. (Check any or all that apply)  

     ☐ Spend less on social events with friends   

     ☐ Eat out less often  

     ☐ Switch to part-time status   

     ☐ Take a semester/quarter/year off from school   

     ☐ Work more hours outside of school   

     ☐ Take more classes to finish school more quickly   

     ☐  Move out of dorm/apartment to cheaper residence     

     ☐ Ask others for financial help    

     ☐ Would not make any changes  

      Other _____________________________________________________   
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AFTER COLLEGE 

 
26. Imagine that you graduate college with approximately $20,000 in student loan debt 
and $3,000 in credit card debt (the average amounts for four-year college graduates in the 
U.S.). Taking this debt into account, which of the following lifestyle changes would you 
be likely to make in your first year out of college in order to save money? (Check any or 

all that apply) NOTE: please check “Does Not Apply” if the change listed is not 
applicable to you.  
                  Does Not Apply 
  

☐ Delaying or deciding to not get married             ☐ 

☐  Delaying or deciding to not buy a new car and using public transportation instead   ☐  

☐  Delaying or deciding to not buy a house, and renting an apartment instead               ☐ 

☐ Deciding to move home with your parents               ☐ 

☐ Delaying or deciding to not go on vacation                        ☐ 

☐ Delaying or deciding to not have a child              ☐ 

☐ Delaying or deciding to not invest in the stock or bond market           ☐ 

☐ Delaying or deciding to not contribute to retirement plans                                 ☐ 

☐ Delaying or deciding to not contribute to savings account           ☐  

 Other __________________________________________________________________ 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
27. Race/Ethnicity (Check any or all that apply) 

      ☐  White/Caucasian   

      ☐  Hispanic/Latino    

      ☐ Black/African American   

      ☐ Asian/Pacific Islander   

      ☐ Native American/Alaskan Native 

      ☐ Other ____________________________________________________________ 

 
28. Mother’s highest level of education (check one): 

      ☐ Less than high school     ☐ Master’s degree  

      ☐ High school diploma/GED   ☐ PhD   

      ☐ Some college       ☐ Professional Degree/certificate  

      ☐ College bachelor’s degree    ☐ Unknown or N/A 
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29. Father’s highest level of education (check one): 

     ☐ Less than high school   ☐ Master’s degree  

     ☐ High school diploma/GED  ☐ PhD  

     ☐ Some college    ☐ Professional Degree/certificate  

     ☐ College bachelor’s degree  ☐ Unknown or N/A  

 
30. Current income per year (check one). NOTE: If you are a dependent on your parent’s 
income tax, what is your family’s estimated income per year?   

     ☐ Less than $25,000  ☐ $150,000 – $199,999 

     ☐ $25,000 – $49,999  ☐ $200,000 – $249,999 

     ☐ $50,000 – $74,999  ☐ $250,000 and above 

     ☐ $75,000 – $99,999  ☐ I do not know the yearly income 

     ☐ $100,000 – $149,999    

 
31. Do you work right now? (NOT including work-study) (Check one)              

     ☐ Yes  

     ☐ No: If you are not working right now, please skip to question 33.  

 
32. If yes, how many hours per week? (Check one) 

     ☐ 0-10 hours  

     ☐ 11-20 hours  

     ☐ 21-30 hours  

     ☐ 31-40 hours  

     ☐ More than 40 hours  

 
33. Student debt can be a complicated topic, and a short survey may not capture the 
meaning that students make of their debt.  In-depth interviews are useful because they 
allow for more complex and subtle ideas to be developed.  If you would you be willing to 
participate in a confidential follow up interview that focuses on student debt, please 

provide the ID number located at the top of page 2 along with your email on the sign 

up sheet the lead researcher has provided for your class.   
Thank you for participating in this survey 
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APPENDIX 3B. VARIABLES 

 

Total 

Sample 

“Flagship 

U” 
 

“Private 

Upper 
Crust 
U” 

“Public 

Commuter 
U” 

 

“Interview 

Sample” 

 N=1175 N = 444 N =259 N= 472 N = 84 

INDEPNDENT RANGE 

VARIABLES 
 

     

Possess Pell grant  52% 54% 32% 61% 57% 

      

Family Income      

> $25,000 33% 24% 10% 52% 30% 

$25,000-$49,999 19% 19% 10% 24% 31% 

$50,000-$74,999 12% 13% 14% 10% 7% 

$75,000-$99,999 8% 11% 9% 6% 11% 

$100,000-$149,999 11% 15% 13% 5% 11% 

$150,000-$199,999 5% 7% 10% 1% 3% 

$200,000-$249,999 4% 5% 9% 1% 3% 

> $250,000 8% 6% 25% 1% 4% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

      

Major      

Social Sciences 48% 54% 73% 29% 49% 

Physical & Biological 
 

11% 6% 13% 15% 11% 

Engineering & Mathematics 18% 16% 3% 27% 10% 

Humanities & Arts 11% 20% 11% 4% 10% 

Business & Education  
& Health 

12% 4% --- 25% 20% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

      

Institution       

“Flagship U” 38% --- --- --- 40% 

“Private Upper Crust U” 22% --- --- --- 25% 

“Public Commuter U” 40% --- --- --- 35% 

      

College Goals      

Labor Market as Primary 

College Goal 
63% 67% 43% 69% 50% 

Social Life as Primary 
College Goal 

7% 5% 9% 8% 4% 
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Total 

Sample 

“Flagship 

U” 
 

“Private 

Upper 
Crust 
U” 

“Public 

Commuter 
U” 

 

“Interview 

Sample” 

 N=1175 N = 444 N =259 N= 472 N = 84 

CONTROL VARIABLES      

Race      

White/Caucasian 25% 27% 50% 8% 21% 

Latino/Hispanic 33% 24% 9% 54% 35% 

Black/African American 5% 6% 7% 3% 5% 

Asian/Pacific Islander 25% 31% 16% 25% 30% 

Mixed/Other 12% 12% 18% 10% 9% 

      

Years to Graduation      

0 27% 17% 10% 45% 38% 

1 25% 25% 16% 30% 26% 

2 28% 36% 31% 18% 20% 

3 19% 21% 41% 6% 9% 

4 or More 1% 1% 1% 0% 7% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

      

Age (mean) 21.6 20.3 19.6 24.0 23.0 

      

Sex (% Female) 57% 64% 60% 49% 55% 

      

      

DEPENDENT VARIABLES      

      

Possess Student Loan(s) 50% 54% 47% 47% 74% 

      

Possess Credit Card(s) 57% 52% 48% 69% 68% 

      

Student Loan Debt      

$0-$4,999 23% 22% 24% 23% 11% 

$5,000-$9,999 34% 30% 48% 31% 29% 

$10,000-$14,999 18% 20% 9% 19% 20% 

$15,000-$19,999 8% 10% 6% 7% 16% 

$20,000-$24,999 7% 6% 4% 10% 3% 

$25,000-$29,999 4% 4% 2% 5% 6% 

$30,000 or More 6% 8% 7% 5% 15% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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Total 

Sample 

“Flagship 

U” 
 

“Private 

Upper 
Crust 
U” 

“Public 

Commuter 
U” 

 

“Interview 

Sample” 

 N=1175 N = 444 N =259 N= 472 N = 84 

Credit Card Debt      

$0-$499 42% 57% 49% 30% 54% 

$500-$999 19% 18% 22% 19% 16% 

$1,000-$1,499 13% 10% 13% 15% 6% 

$1,500-$1,999 6% 5% 5% 8% 6% 

$2,000-$4,999 11% 6% 7% 15% 4% 

$5,000-$9,999 6% 4% 2% 8% 6% 

$10,000-$14,999 2% 0% 2% 3% 8% 

$15,000-$20,000 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

> $20,000 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

      

Concern about Loans      

“Very Concerned” 38% 42% 23% 41% NA 

“Somewhat Concerned” 47% 47% 55% 42% NA 

“Not Concerned” 15% 11% 22% 17% NA 

      

Concern about Credit Cards      

“Very Concerned” 23% 15% 5% 35% NA 

“Somewhat Concerned” 26% 26% 22% 28% NA 

“Not Concerned” 51% 59% 73% 37% NA 

      

Student Loan Use       

School Supplies 69% 76% 35% 81% NA 

Shopping 13% 12% 5% 25% NA 

Housing 33% 40% 13% 43% NA 

Paying off other Bills 24% 17% 2% 64% NA 

Social Events 16% 16% 5% 29% NA 

      

Credit Card Use      

Tuition and Fees  21% 14% 12% 28% NA 

School Supplies 69% 70% 67% 68% NA 

Shopping 68% 71% 83% 60% NA 

Housing 10% 13% 7% 9% NA 

Paying off other Bills 44% 41% 33% 50% NA 

Social Events 66% 72% 77% 58% NA 
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Total 

Sample 

“Flagship 

U” 
 

“Private 

Upper 
Crust 
U” 

“Public 

Commuter 
U” 

 

“Interview 

Sample” 

 N=1175 N = 444 N =259 N= 472 N = 84 

      
Hypothetical Student Loan 

Used 
     

Spend less on social events 
with friends 

50% 47% 42% 57% NA 

Take more classes to finish 
school more quickly 

53% 52% 51% 54% NA 

Eat out less often  39% 34% 16% 57% NA 

Switch to part-time status 37% 53% 55% 11% NA 

Take a semester/quarter/year 
off from school 

6% 3% 2% 12% NA 

Work more hours outside of 
school  

23% 2% 5% 53% NA 

Move out of dorm/apartment 
to cheaper residence 

26% 41% 28% 11% NA 

Ask others for financial 
assistance 

33% 28% 37% 34% NA 

Would not make any changes  9% 9% 14% 7% NA 

      

Hypothetical Credit Card Use      

Spend less on social events 
with friends 

68% 68% 70% 67% NA 

Take more classes to finish 
school more quickly 

34% 31% 17% 45% NA 

Eat out less often  71% 67% 78% 71% NA 

Switch to part-time status 7% 4% 3% 12% NA 

Take a semester/quarter/year 
off from school 

9% 4% 5% 15% NA 

Work more hours outside of 
school  

60% 60% 62% 59% NA 

Move out of dorm/apartment 
to cheaper residence 

26% 40% 32% 11% NA 

Ask others for financial 
assistance 

36% 34% 44% 34% NA 

Would not make any changes  9% 8% 9% 9% NA 
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APPENDIX 3C. THE STUDENT DEBT INTERVIEW 

 

The Meaning of Student Debt: How Undergraduate Students Make Sense of their Student 

Loan and Credit Card Debt. 

Questions:   

1. How are you managing to pay for college?  

a. Specify each year & all forms of support.  

b. Specify how everything is paid for 

i. Tuition & fees 

ii. Housing & food 

iii. Social life  

2. How did you learn to think about money?  

a. Parents, siblings, peers, others?  

3. What is new financially in college?  

a. Events & experiences?  

b. Social and academically?  

4. What is the ideal college experience?  

5. How has being in debt impacted this experience?  

6. Is being in debt in college a necessity or a choice?  

a. Probe for details.  

7. Investment v. burden  
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APPENDIX 3D. CLASSES RECRUITED 

Course Institution 
Month & Year of 

Recruitment 

Sociological Research Methods “Flagship U” February 2013 
Mechanical Engineering “Flagship U” February 2013 
History – Western Civilization “Flagship U” February 2013 
Introduction to Sociology “Flagship U” February 2013 
History – Western Civilization “Flagship U” February 2013 
Gender Studies “Flagship U” February 2013 
Introduction to Economics “Private Upper Crust U” March 2013 
Introduction to Sociology “Private Upper Crust U” March 2013 
Economics – The Great Recession “Private Upper Crust U” March 2013 
Computer Science “Private Upper Crust U” March 2013 
Criminology “Private Upper Crust U” March 2013 
Political Science “Private Upper Crust U” April 2013 
Liberal Arts “Private Upper Crust U” April 2013 
Sociological Theory “Flagship U” April 2013 
Physics for Scientists and Engineers “Flagship U” April 2013 
Sociological Theory “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Physics – Mechanics “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Introduction to Statistics “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Intermediate Statistics “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Contemporary Sociological Theory “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Principles of Sociology “Public Commuter U” November 2013 
Business Communications “Public Commuter U” January 2014 
U.S. Civilization “Public Commuter U” January 2014 
Business Communications “Public Commuter U” January 2014 
Fundamentals of Toxicology “Public Commuter U” January 2014 

Neurobiology & Neurophysiology “Public Commuter U” February 2014 

Sociology of Aging “Public Commuter U” March 2014 
Computer Science “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Management* “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Abnormal Psychology* “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Marketing – Salesmanship* “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Social Work – Family Violence* “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Marketing – Consumer Behavior* “Public Commuter U” June 2014 
Cases in Financial Management* “Public Commuter U” July 2014 
Environmental Engineering* “Public Commuter U” July 2014 
Kinesiology – Applied Biomechanics* “Public Commuter U” July 2014 
Anthropology of Food* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Environ Science – Oceanography* “Flagship U” July 2014 

Computer Science – Digital Systems* “Flagship U” July 2014 

English Literature* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Geology – Earth’s Ecosystems* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Electrical Engineering* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Anthropology – Human Sexual Behavior* “Flagship U” July 2014 
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Course Institution 
Month & Year of 

Recruitment 

English – Shakespeare* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Ethnomusicology* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Cultural Anthropology* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Genetics* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Statistics* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Electrical Engineering* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Art History* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Geog. Health & Global Environments* “Flagship U” July 2014 
Sociological Research Methods* “Flagship U” July 2014 
History – Gender in History* “Public Commuter U” July 2014 
* Students in these classes were not given a Student Debt Survey; they were only recruited to volunteer for 
the Student Debt Interview.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: STUDENT DEBT SURVEY RESULTS 

 In the first three chapters of this dissertation I have outlined a theoretical and 

methodological framework for understanding how current undergraduate students from 

three different colleges and universities make sense of their student loan and credit card 

debt. I divide this chapter into four sections: First, I briefly review the Student Debt 

Survey variables and univariate data. Secondly, I use the survey findings to answer the 

first two research questions. Specifically, how are students’ goals of seeking use- or 

exchange-value out of college related to the amounts and kinds of debt that they hold, and 

their level of concern about their debt? And how are students’ goals of seeking use- or 

exchange-value out of college related to the ways they actually use, and hypothetically 

might use, their instruments of debt? Third, I explain how the findings from the Student 

Debt Survey suggest a pattern in which some students are “advantaged” or 

“disadvantaged” in terms of how they think about and use their instruments of debt. 

Finally, in the discussion section, I will expand on how the varied literature reviewed in 

the first chapter relates to the findings from the Student Debt Survey.    

REVIEW OF THE STUDENT DEBT VARIABLES & FREQUENCY DATA 

The primary goal of this research is exploratory, and the Student Debt Survey was 

designed to capture a wide range of data that might be useful in this exploration. While 

subsequent chapters will draw on data from in-depth interviews, the goal of this chapter 

will be to examine data that was more efficiently obtained using a questionnaire, such as: 

which college goals are the most important for students? How much student loan debt 

and credit card debt do students have? How do students use their debt instruments? How 
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might students respond to a hypothetical increase in debt? And how are these all related 

to varied demographic characteristics.   

This quantitative data is not simply a backdrop of numbers and trends. Any recent 

examination into student debt typically reveals a narrative of rising debt levels and 

differential outcomes for a variety of students. Not evident in this literature however, and 

the goal of this dissertation, are the meanings that students make of being in debt. This 

quantitative chapter begins to address the question of meanings that will set the stage for 

refinement and elaboration in subsequent dissertation chapters. It does so by analyzing 

broad patterns of student behavior, which were not accessible from the Student Debt 

Interview. One of these key findings is that some students are advantaged in terms of how 

they think about and use debt and therefore experience a relative freedom while in 

college, while the college experience is a more constrained and tenuous balancing act for 

others.      

Dependent Variables  

The dependent variables for the quantitative portion of this research included: 

who has student loans or credit cards? How much student debt was held for these 

different instruments? What is the level of concern over student debt? And how were 

student debt instruments used and how might they be used under a hypothetical tuition 

increase? See Table 4.1 below for frequency data.  

A total of 585 out of 1175 students had loans in this survey, approximately 50% 

of the sample. Exactly 80 students did not know the amount of their student loan(s), 

leaving a total sample of 505 students responding to the question about loan amount. 
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Loan amounts were broken into four values. Twenty-three percent of students with loans 

held balances of  $0 - $4,999, thirty-four percent of students had $5,000 - $9,999 in loan 

debt, an additional eighteen percent of students held between $10,000 and $14,999 in 

loan debt, and the remaining twenty five percent of students holding loan debt levels of 

$15,000 or more. The mean and mode value for loan amount in this sample was $5,000 - 

$9,999. The number of students with credit cards in this sample was greater than those 

students with loans. A total of 672 students had credit cards, 58% of the total sample. 

Seventy students did not know their current credit card balance, leaving 602 students who 

were able to provide a response to this question. Like student loan amount, I aggregated 

credit card amount into four categories. Sixty-one percent of students with credit cards 

held a balance of  $999 or less, an additional thirteen percent held balances of $1,000 - 

$1,499, seventeen percent had balances of $1,500 - $4,999, and approximately nine 

percent of credit card holders had balances of $5,000 or greater. The “$0 -$999” was both 

the mean and mode category for credit card debt.   

Concern over student loan debt and credit card debt were both operationalized as 

a three-category variable. When asked how concerned they were about their debt, 

students chose one from three possible categories: “ Not at all Concerned,” “Somewhat 

Concerned,” and “Very Concerned.” Among the 585 students with loans who responded 

to this question, the mode value for concern over student loan debt was “Somewhat 

Concerned” (N = 274), while the mode for concern over credit card debt among the 665 

students who responded to this question was “Not Concerned” (N = 336).       
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Table 4.1 Dependent Variables, Frequencies & Proportions 

Total Sample Frequency Total N Proportion 

    

Holds Loan(s)  585 1173 50% 

    

Holds Credit Card(s)  669 1168 57% 

    

Student Loan Amount    

$0-$4,999 117 505 23% 

$5,000-$9,999 169 505 34% 

$10,000 -$14,999 90 505 18% 

$15,000-Greater 129 505 25% 

    

Credit Card Amount    

$0-$999 366 602 61% 

$1,000-$1,499 80 602 13% 

$1,500-$4,999 103 602 17% 

$5,000-Greater  53 602 9% 

    

Student Loan Concern    

“Very Concerned” 220 585 38% 

“Somewhat Concerned”  274 585 47% 

“Not at all Concerned”  91 585 15% 

        

Credit Card Concern     

“Very Concerned” 155 665 23% 

“Somewhat Concerned”  174 665 26% 

“Not at all Concerned”  336 665 51% 

        

Student Loan Use    

School Supplies 398 576 69% 

Shopping 122 584 13% 

Housing 303 584 33% 

Paying off other Bills 223 584 24% 

Social Events 149 584 16% 
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Table 4.1 Continued     

Total Sample Frequency Total N Proportion 

Credit Card Use    

Tuition and Fees 137 663 21% 

School Supplies 456 664 69% 

Shopping 447 662 68% 

Housing 68 661 10% 

Paying off other Bills 293 663 44% 

Social Events 439 662 66% 

        

Hypothetical Student Loan Use    

Spend less on social events with friends 582 1163 50% 

Take more classes to finish school more quickly 612 1164 53% 

Eat out less often 454 1164 39% 

Switch to part-time status 428 1164 37% 

Take a semester/quarter/year off from school 73 1164 6% 

Work more hours outside of school 267 1164 23% 

Move out of dorm/apartment to cheaper residence 307 1164 26% 

Ask others for financial assistance 379 1164 33% 

Would not make any changes 108 1164 9% 

        

Hypothetical Credit Card Use    

Spend less on social events with friends 740 1090 68% 

Take more classes to finish school more quickly 370 1089 34% 

Eat out less often 773 1090 71% 

Switch to part-time status 77 1091 7% 

Take a semester/quarter/year off from school 97 1090 9% 

Work more hours outside of school 655 1090 60% 

Move out of dorm/apartment to cheaper residence 283 1090 26% 

Ask others for financial assistance 395 1090 36% 

Would not make any changes 94 1089 9% 

    

 

 The survey included questions that asked students how they used their credit cards 

and student loans. Excluding tuition and fees, students were presented with six 

dichotomous loan use variables. These loan uses included: student loan use for school 
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supplies, student loan use for shopping, student loan use for housing (excluding living on 

campus), student loan use to pay other bills, student loan use for social events, and not 

using student loans for anything outside of tuition and fees. The six dichotomous 

variables for credit card use included five uses identical to the loan use variables. A 

seventh credit card variable referred to use on tuition and fees15. 

The hypothetical use variables drawn from the Student Debt Survey referred to 

possible behavioral changes assuming the hypothetical condition that the costs of college 

would be raised by $2,000 in the next quarter/semester16, and the student would need to 

cover that amount by using their credit card(s) or student loan(s). Because this question 

was hypothetical, responses were open to all students, not just those with student loans or 

credit cards. The nine outcomes for both credit cards and student loans were identical for 

comparison purposes. When asked how the additional $2,000 in debt would impact them, 

students responded to the following possible outcomes: students would spend less on 

social events with friends; students would take more classes/units to more quickly finish 

school; students would eat out less often; students would switch to part-time status; 

students would take a semester/quarter/year off of school; students would work more 

hours outside of school; students would find a cheaper residence; students would ask 

others for financial assistance, and finally students would not make any changes. 

                                                        
15 Tuition and Fees was not an option for student loans since loans are automatically applied towards tuition 
and fees, it is therefore not typically an “option” that students have for loan use.  
 
16 The average loan amount across the three institutions analyzed in this chapter ranged from $3,500-$6,500 
per year (AY 2011-2012). $2,000 was chosen because is signifies an amount of debt that is small enough to 
be considered a simple “increase” to an existing loan, but not too large so that it would be considered a 
discrete “additional” loan.  The point was to capture possible behavioral responses to the kinds of increases 
commonly experienced in higher education rather than to gauge responses to more extreme changes.   
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Independent Range Variables   

The independent range variables included the institution that students attended, 

students’ majors, whether or not students had a Pell grant (as a proxy for family income), 

and students’ college goals (measuring exchange- and use-value). Proportional and 

frequency data on these variables are found in Table 4.2. Student Debt Survey data was 

drawn from students attending three different institutions of higher education: a 

prestigious large public university (“Flagship U”), an exclusive private not-for-profit 

university (“Private Upper Crust”), and an inclusive public not-for-profit commuter 

university (“Public Commuter U”).  

A second independent range variable was student major. The Student Debt Survey 

yielded approximately 100 distinct majors representing a wide range of disciplines. The 

most populous majors included sociology, civil engineering, computer sciences, political 

science, and biology. I aggregated majors into a 5-category variable17 comprised of 

“Social Science,” “Physical/Biological Sciences,” “Engineering/Math,” “Humanities & 

Arts,” and a “Vocational” major category (I include the total list of majors and their 

corresponding aggregate coding in Appendix 4A). A third independent range variable 

was income, however the income variable proved to be unreliable data. As a result, the 

presence of Pell grant was used as a proxy18 for income. Over half (52%) of the sample 

                                                        
17  There were 49 “Undeclared” Majors. Since the purpose of the major variable for this research was to see 
to what extent students were cognitively connecting their potential labor market outcomes based on major 
with meanings assocated with student debt. Because “undeclared” majors are not in a position to make this 
cognitive connection (at least in a way I could measure with a survey), I counted these as missing data.  
 
18 The Pell grant is the largest federal need-based grant. The full award is currently $5,730 (2014). The 
amount students receive is dependent upon four factors: financial need; cost of institution; full-time or part-
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attending the three institutions analyzed in this sample stated that they had received a Pell 

Grant.  

The final independent range variable was student college goals. Students were 

asked to rank two different college goals as being “Most Important,” “Somewhat 

Important,” or “Least Important.” One of these goals centered on social life and was 

designed to measure students’ efforts to extract use-value out of their time in college: “I 

see college as an opportunity to socialize and have fun before entering the ‘real world.’” 

The other goal focused on the labor market and was designed to measure the exchange-

value that students seek while in college: “I see college as an opportunity to position 

myself in the best possible way for the labor market.” The overwhelmingly dominant 

response (63%) to the labor market/exchange-value goal was “Most Important,” while 

“Least Important” commanded a very large proportion (74%) of the responses to the 

social life/use-value goal question.19   

                                                                                                                                                                     

time status, and plans to attend the institution for more or less than one year. The majority of Pell Grants 
are distributed to students and families who earn $50,000 or less per year. While some Pel Grants are  
awarded to students and families making between $30,000 and $50,000, anything higher than $60,000 is 
extremely rare.  As a result, presence of Pell Grants is a good dichotomous proxy measure for income.  

 
19 There are several possible explanations for the absence of variation in these questions. The most probable 
is that the questions themselves were not able to capture the nuance and complexity of students’ collegiate 
goals. Indeed, data collected from in-depth interviews for this dissertation suggest that college goals are not 
only complex and often contradictory, but also changing over time. A second possibility is that students 
faced with the prospect of participating in a survey on student debt in a classroom setting would be less 
likely to choose valuing social life as a prominent goal of college. The responses may very well have been 
different if the survey was given outside of the gym prior to a major basketball game or during some 
campus social event. Therefore the college goal of pursuing social life is possibly a socially undesirable 
option for students to choose, and the survey responses might be capturing that social dynamic rather than 
reflecting actual goals. A third possibility is that borader economic concerns have in fact been internalized 
by this sample of students (and possibly a generation of students). We are just emerging from a severe 
economic recession (2008-2012), one that has been in forefront of the national consciousness for several 
years- the high school years for a majority of the students in this sample. It is not difficult to imagine that a 
spirit of economic uncertainty followed many of these students into college. And with this in mind, it is not 
surprising that current college students might find the idea of using college to party and to have a good time 
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Table 4.2 Independent Variables 

Independent Variables Frequency Total N Proportion 

    
RANGE VARIABLES    

Possess Pell grant 604 1162 52% 

    

Major    

Social Sciences 533 1116 48% 

Physical & Biological Science 122 1116 11% 

Engineering & Mathematics 210 1116 18% 

Humanities & Arts 126 1116 11% 

Business & Education & Health 134 1116 12% 

    

Institution    

“Flagship U” 444 1175 38% 

“Private Upper Crust U” 259 1175 22% 

“Public Commuter U” 472 1175 40% 

    

College Goals “Very or Somewhat 

Important” 
   

“I see college as an opportunity to socialize 

and have fun before entering the ‘real 
world.’” 

307 1159 26% 

“I see college as an opportunity to position 
 myself in the best possible way for the labor 

market.” 

1068 1161 92% 

    

CONTROL VARIABLES    

Mean Age 21.68 1165 100% 

    

Sex (# Female) 674 1174 57% 

    

Race    

White/Caucasian 288 1160 25% 

Latino/Hispanic 384 1160 33% 

Black/African American 58 1160 5% 

Asian/Pacific Islander 291 1160 25% 

Mixed/Other 139 1160 12% 

    

                                                                                                                                                                     

would be less palatable, and indeed less important, than the more mainstream attitude of using college for 
its more instrumental value- obtaining the skills and credential(s) to get a job.     
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Table 4.2 Continued    

Independent Variables Frequency Total N Proportion 

    

Years Until Graduation     

0 310 1171 27% 

1 294 1171 25% 

2 329 1171 28% 

3 228 1171 19% 

4 or More 7 1171 < 1% 

    

 

Control Variables 

The Student Debt Survey included four control variables: sex, age, race/ethnicity, 

and years until graduation (see Table 4.2 for frequency counts and proportions). Out of 

1174 respondents to the questionnaire, 57% were female. There was a large range for 

ages in this sample, with the youngest student respondent at 18 years old and the oldest at 

57. The mean age for the sample was 22 years old. The questionnaire yielded a wide 

variety of responses for the race/ethnicity question. These responses were aggregated into 

a five-category variable. The largest racial/ethnic group in this sample was 

Latino/Hispanic (33%), followed by White/Caucasian and Asian/Pacific Islander (both 

25%), Mixed Race/Other comprised (12%), and Black/African Americans were the least 

represented (5%) in this sample. Overall, the proportion of race/ethnicity, age, and sex 

were generally consistent with the proportions at the sampled institutions. Approximately 

equal numbers of students were zero, one, or two years away from graduation (27%, 

25%, 28% respectively). A slightly smaller proportion of students (20%) were at least 

three or more years away from graduation.
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Survey Data Analysis  

 Data analysis occurred in two stages. First, bivariate analysis was conducted to 

determine the overall empirical relationship between the dependent and independent 

variables. Secondly, both logistic and ordinal logistic regressions were conducted to 

determine the factors that predict each of the dependent variables. The ordinal logistic 

regressions (on loan and credit card amounts, and loan and credit card concern) were 

tested for the proportional odds assumption to verify that independent variables were 

similarly affecting the dependent variables across all categories. There were no violations 

among any of presented ordinal logistic models. 

 For each regression, I produced three models. The first model was composed of 

the independent “Range Variables:” Pell grant, institution, college major, and college 

goals. The second model was composed of the control variables: age, sex, race/ethnicity, 

and years until graduation. Both the loan concern and credit card concern regressions 

included an extra variable. Loan concern included loan amount, and credit card concern 

included credit card amount. This extra variable was included to determine the extent to 

which rational economic theory applied towards student debt attitudes. The third model is 

the saturated model with all independent variables. For each regression I include odds 

ratios, standard errors, and p-values. Model fit is explored using pseudo r-squared and the 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).   

 As I mentioned in chapter three, the sample for this research was one of 

convenience because a truly representative sample was not possible. As a result, the 

findings in this section cannot be generalized outside of this sample. Rather, they should 
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be interpreted as being qualitative in nature, more effectively used to explore patterns of 

meaning, develop typologies, and create new and more refined lines of future inquiry.     

FINDINGS: DEBT AMOUNTS, DEBT CONCERN & DEBT INSTRUMENT USE 

 The goal of this research is exploratory because the existing literature on student 

debt provides little insight into the meanings that undergraduates assign to their student 

debt. The broad scope of questions on the Student Debt Survey was an intentional effort 

to capture a variety of findings. Because these findings were so extensive, in the 

following section I will not report all of the findings from the Student Debt Survey20. 

Rather, I will focus on both the findings that specifically respond to the first two research 

questions.  

The first two research questions for the dissertation are: (R1) How are students’ 

goals of seeking use- or exchange-value out of college related to the amounts and kinds 

of debt that they hold, and their level of concern about their debt? And (R2) how are 

students’ goals of seeking use- or exchange-value out of college related to the ways they 

actually use their instruments of debt and how they might respond to a hypothetical 

increase to their debt balances?  

Bivariate findings show that both the labor market (exchange-value) and social 

life (use-value) emphases were significantly correlated with several demographic 

variables, and did so in the predicted directions. For example, students that held an 

                                                        
20 In much social science research, bivariate data is often reported but not extensively discussed. However, 
because this project is exploratory, and because the directions of relationships between variables is not well 
conceived in the literature, I will discuss some of the bivariate findings, particularly those findings that are 
reinforced in regression analysis. All correlations reported here are statistically significant (p ≤. 05 or 

better) relationships.  
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exchange-value orientation were positively correlated with engineering/mathematics 

(.0727) and vocational majors (.0735), and attending the labor-market oriented “Public 

Commuter U” (.1136). Having a labor market emphasis was negatively correlated with 

majoring in the humanities (-.0752), and attending “Private Upper Crust U” (-.1942)21.  

On the other hand, students emphasizing use-value were positively correlated with being 

further away from graduation (.0664), and being Asian/Pacific Islander (.0633). Having a 

social life emphasis was negatively correlated with age (-.0632), having a Pell grant (-

.0661), and being willing to cut back in social life spending (-.0776) as well as eating out 

as often (-.0775) in the case of an increase to one’s student debt balance.     

However, in terms of the first research question, neither social life emphasis nor 

labor market emphasis held a statistically significant correlation with debt amounts or 

concern about such debt. Similarly, neither of the use- or exchange-value variables 

emerged as strong predictors in ordinal logistic regression of debt amounts and debt 

concern. The sole exception was the finding that controlling for other factors, students 

placing an emphasis on achieving a robust social college experience were 33 percent 

more likely to be in the next highest credit card balance category than students who did 

not hold this goal (1.330*22).  

                                                        
21 Having a labor market emphasis was also positively correlated with being Latino/Hispanic (.0975), 
having a credit card (.0840), using student loans on school supplies (.0913) as well as on other bills (.0827), 
and being willing to work more hours outside of school in the case of a hypothetical increase of $2000 to 
one’s student loan balance. Alternatively, having a labor market emphasis was negatively correlated with 
being White/Caucasian (-.0992), being further from graduation (-.0802), having more highly educated 
parents (-.1397 for father’s education and -.1422 for mother’s education), using credit cards for school 

supplies (-.0822), and emphasizing social life as a college goal (-.2306).    

22 p ≤ .05 = *; p ≤ .01 = **; p ≤ .001 = ***  
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The second research question focused on more specific uses and potential uses of 

debt instruments. Specifically students were asked if they used their credit cards or 

student loans on school supplies, shopping, housing, social life, and to pay other bills. 

Students were also asked how they would respond to a $2,000 increase to their student 

loan and credit card balances. Would they cut back on social spending, eat out less often, 

move to a cheaper residence, take time off from school, switch to part time status, work 

more hours, ask others for help, or make no changes at all?   

Ordinal logistic regression displayed that holding other factors constant, having a 

labor market emphasis made one approximately 29 percent less likely to both be in the 

category of using student loans for shopping (.708*), and using loans for social events 

(.715*). For those students who emphasized the social life as their main college goal, 

having this perspective made one 20 percent less likely to cut back on social spending 

(.796*), 25 percent less likely to cut back on eating out so often (.749**), and 25 percent 

less likely to switch to part time status at school (.754*) in the hypothetical situation of 

having a $2,000 increase to one’s student loans.       

While these findings certainly make sense and the handful of relationships that 

were significant did seem to be working in the predicted direction, the Student Debt 

Survey was not the potent driving force across the dependent variables as was 

theoretically assumed. Part of this finding can be attributed to the fact that the use-value 

and exchange-value survey questions that did not well capture these phenomena. Another 

reason for this finding might be the overall lack of explanatory power of the statistical 

models. For example, all of the ordinal logistic regression saturated models had a Pseudo 
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R2 of less than .09, and only four out of the twenty-nine logistic regressions on the debt-

use and hypothetical change variables had a Pseudo R2 of .15 or more. However, 

findings from the qualitative data did provide significant support for the impact of 

exchange- and use-value. Data from the Student Debt Interview did strongly support the 

notion that college goals served as very important influences on students’ behaviors and 

attitudes regarding money. I will discuss these findings in chapter six in detail.  

Because the Student Debt Survey only provided modest evidence in terms of the 

predicted theoretical relationship between use- and exchange-value and debt, I expanded 

my research exploration to include relationships between the other range variables and 

money use in general. From this line of inquiry I found a broader but clear underlying 

pattern to the survey data. Specifically, that there was an inherent inequality in this 

sample between some students who are “advantaged” and others who are 

“disadvantaged23.” The remainder of the findings section in this chapter expands on this 

pattern. 

ADVANTAGED AND DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS 

In the process of conducting analysis I found that the survey results reflected an 

inequality in the sample between some students who were “advantaged” and others who 

were “disadvantaged.” The advantaged students in this sample were those who did not 

see their debt, either from loans or credit cards as being especially limiting or 

                                                        
23 The quotation marks are to emphasize that the terms advantage and disadvantage are my labels for the 

comparative patterns of inequality that I found in the data, not objective characterizations.   
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burdensome, while the disadvantaged students expressed more concern about the limiting 

effects of debt.   

The advantaged students tended to be younger, male, White/Caucasian, and 

attending “Private Upper Crust U,” while to a lesser extent “Flagship U.” Conversely, the 

more disadvantaged students in this sample tended to be older, female, Latino/Hispanic, 

attended “Public Commuter U” and received Pell grants. Many of these variables were 

positively correlated with one another in this sample. For example students at “Public 

Commuter U” were overwhelmingly older, Latino/Hispanic and Pell Grant recipients, 

while students at “Private Upper Crust U” were largely White/Caucasian and non-Pell 

recipients. Indeed, the most potent variable influencing the advantaged and disadvantaged 

pattern was the institution that students attended. It was the most consistent and powerful 

predictor variable across all of the regression models. Chapter six will explore the impact 

of institution on individual attitudes towards money and college goals.    

 Being advantaged or disadvantaged however was not directly a product of the 

institution that students attended, their sex, their race, or their Pell Grant status. Rather, 

the latent phenomenon at work was the expectation that students had that their current 

debt would be relatively benign (or harmful) in the long run. And students understood, at 

least unconsciously, that the demographic categories and institutional structures in which 

they were embedded have real life implications for the debt that they currently held. For 

example, students at “Public Commuter U” implicitly understood that the institution they 

were attending was not linked to the same occupational and salary opportunities as 

students who attended schools such as “Flagship U” and “Private Upper Crust U.” 
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Similarly, women and Latino/Hispanic students implicitly understood that the labor 

market of the recent past as well as their immediate future paid higher wages in aggregate 

to men and White/Caucasian workers than it did to women and persons of color. 

 Students’ advantaged or disadvantaged location based on their understanding 

(perhaps unconscious) or expectation of their eventual place in the broader stratification 

hierarchy was also reflected in the ways that they used their debt. For example, when 

debt use was necessary, disadvantaged students would seek to find ways to minimize the 

level of debt, whereas advantaged students did not need to make this effort. In other 

situations, when debt use was more voluntary, advantaged students were more likely than 

disadvantaged students to use their debt instruments in risky manners. In the following 

two sections, I will explore this pattern of inequality in terms of the survey’s outcome 

variables24.  

Advantage & Disadvantage: Debt Amounts & Debt Concern 

 The level of credit card debt and concern about that debt reflects the 

advantaged/disadvantaged pattern well. Higher credit card balances were correlated with 

several variables25, however only five were statistically significant in ordinal logistic 

regression (see Table 4.3 below). Holding other factors constant, older students were 

approximately 12 percent more likely to be in the next higher credit card amount category 

                                                        
24 In the following sections, regressions on five dependent variables are presented, and only the saturated 
models are discussed. In each case the saturated model was the best fit (lowest AIC).  
 
25 Significant correlations to credit card debt balance that did not remain significant in regression include: 
majoring in a vocational discipline (.119) or social science (-.093); being closer to graduation (.183), and 
attending “Private Upper Crust U” (-.096).    
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(1.123***). Students attending “Public Commuter U” were also more than twice as likely 

to be in a higher credit card balance category (2.120**). Also more likely to be in a  

Table 4.3. Ordinal Logistic Regression on Credit Card Debt Level  

Credit Card Amount 
Independent 

Range Variables 

(n = 574) 

Control Variables 
(n = 587) 

Saturated  
(n = 562) 

Independent Range Variables 
Odds 

Ratio 
SE 

Odds 

Ratio 
SE 

Odds 

Ratio 
SE 

Pell 1.190 .208 --- --- 1.181 .217 

Flagship U (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Private Upper Crust U 1.473 .463 --- --- 1.692 .562 

Commuter U 3.246*** .710 --- --- 2.179** .573 

Social Science (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Biological & Physical 

Sciences 
.902 .260 --- --- .852 .263 

Engineering/Math 1.202 .294 --- --- 1.348 .375 

Humanities 1.613 .510 --- --- 1.247 .412 

Vocational 1.063 .274 --- --- .894 .248 

Goal-Labor Market .938 .134 --- --- .827 .122 

Goal-Social Life 1.236 .169 --- --- 1.243 .177 

Control Variables       

Age --- --- 1.146*** .024 1.132*** .025 

Sex (Female) --- --- .735 .124 .888 .166 

Race-White/Caucasian 
(reference) 

--- --- --- --- --- --- 

Race-Latino/Hispanic --- --- 1.609* .392 1.199 .341 

Race-Black/African American --- --- 1.927 .922 1.785 .892 

Race-Asian/Pacific Islander --- --- 2.038** .524 1.864* .523 

Race-Mixed/Other --- --- 2.446** .794 2.162* .744 

Graduation --- --- .923 .086 .957 .099 

Pseudo R2 .037 .062 .078 

AIC 1235.489 1213.505 1169.685 

P ≤ .05 *; P ≤ .01 **; P ≤ .001 ***  
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higher credit card debt category were students identifying as Asian/Pacific Islander 

(1.748*) and Mixed/Multiple Race (2.002*) compared to White/Caucasian students. And 

as theorized, students with the goal of emphasizing social life in college (1.330**) were 

33 percent more likely to be in the next higher category of credit card debt.  

The significant predictors for student loan amounts (Table 4.4) were different 

from those that predicted higher credit card amounts. There were four variables that 

emerged as statistically significant26 in regression. Controlling for other factors, being 

further away in time from graduation made a student less likely by about half to be in a 

higher loan debt category (.514***). Having a Pell grant made students 54% less likely to 

have higher loan debt amounts (.462***). Students majoring in a vocational discipline 

were more than twice as likely to have more loan debt (2.255*). And attending “Public 

Commuter U” made students approximately 60% less likely (.427**) than students at 

“Flagship U” to have higher loan debt. 

Older students, those who identified as Asian/Pacific Islander and Mixed/Other 

Race, and those at “Public Commuter U” had greater odds being in a higher credit card 

debt category than their reference groups because they needed to. Credit card debt is a 

relatively risky debt form because of higher interest rates and more pressing repayment 

schedules. Therefore, students who use it are those who can either afford to dismiss the 

risk, or those for whom credit card use is a necessity. When seen in the context of the 

                                                        
26 Statisitcally significant correlates that did not remain significant in ordinal logistic regression include 

being a White/Caucasian student (.088) and being an older student (.158).   
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other regressions, it is clear that in this sample, higher credit card debt is the product of 

the later.   

Table 4.4. Ordinal Logistic Regression on Student Loan Amount 

Loan Amount 
Independent Range 
Variables (n = 477) 

Control Variables 
(n = 497) 

Saturated  
(n = 471) 

Independent Range Variables 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 

Pell .512*** .092 --- --- .515*** .097 

Flagship U (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Private Upper Crust U .530** .133 --- --- .659 .177 

Commuter U .809 .162 --- --- .413*** .106 

Social Science (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Biological & Physical 
Sciences 

1.234 .388 --- --- 1.666 .556 

Engineering/Math .623 .159 --- --- .946 .271 

Humanities 1.163 .322 --- --- 1.033 .296 

Vocational 1.928** .578 --- --- 2.482** .785 

Goal-Labor Market 1.07 .149 --- --- 1.083 .154 

Goal-Social Life .783 .116 --- --- .885 .135 

Control Variables       

Age --- --- 1.026 .020 1.0234 .023 

Sex --- --- 1.031 .173 .936 .173 

Race-White/Caucasian 
(reference) 

--- --- --- --- --- --- 

Race-Latino/Hispanic --- --- .445*** .105 .580* .156 

Race-Black/African American --- --- .793 .300 1.098 .450 

Race-Asian/Pacific Islander --- --- .759 .192 .846 .233 

Race-Mixed/Other --- --- 1.019 .299 1.181 .377 

Graduation --- --- .615*** .054 .542*** .057 

Pseudo R2 .026 .045 .073 

AIC 1292. 755 1310.751 1229.19 

P ≤ .05 *; P ≤ .01 **; P ≤ .001 ***  

Students who accrue higher levels of debt do so because it is either necessary for 

them to do so or the risk of such debt does not deter them from assuming it. In the case of 
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student loan debt both of these cases apply. Students with Pell grants do not need to 

assume higher loan debt totals because they are already receiving need-based aid that 

mitigates the net costs of college, and students at “Public Commuter U” are paying a 

relatively inexpensive price of admission. It is also possible that student’s at “Public 

Commuter U” are hesitant to assume loan debt because of their expected lower wages in 

the long run compared to students at other institutions. And of course, loan debt will be 

less for students who have been enrolled for a comparatively short period of time. On the 

other hand, loan debt is higher for students in vocational majors because these are 

students who understand the direct investment of their time in college since their post-

college labor market expectations are much less hazy than students majoring in the social 

science reference group.  

A rational economic perspective would suggest that the more debt level a person 

had the more concern about debt that person would have, and indeed there was evidence 

of this logic in the data. Regression analysis showed that after holding other variables 

constant, students with higher loan balances were 60 percent more likely than their 

counterparts to have higher levels of concern about loan debt (1.605**). Similarly 

students with higher credit card amounts were 70 percent more likely to have a higher 

level of concern about their credit card debt (1.702***). While both higher credit card 

balances and student loan balances were positively and significantly correlated with 

higher levels of concern about that debt, they do not tell the whole story27. 

                                                        
27 Because concern about loans and credit cards is such a key element of how students make sense of their 

debt, I include more discussion of correlations here than in other areas.  
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Table 4.5. Ordinal Logistic Regression on Credit Card Concern 

Credit Card Concern 
Independent Range 
Variables (n = 568) 

Control Variables 
(n = 650) 

Saturated  
(n = 556) 

Independent Range Variables 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE| 

Pell 1.373 .232 --- --- 1.237 .220 

Flagship U (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Private Upper Crust U .451** .145 --- --- .527* .176 

Commuter U 2.769*** .578 --- --- 2.176** .536 

Social Science (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Biological & Physical Sciences .739 .210 --- --- .811 .244 

Engineering/Math .395*** .097 --- --- .552* .155 

Humanities 1.131 .344 --- --- 1.186 .368 

Vocational .502** .129 --- --- .607 .164 

Goal-Labor Market 1.046 .147 --- --- 1.001 .146 

Goal-Social Life 1.213 .171 --- --- 1.236 .180 

Credit Card amount  1.355*** .110 --- --- 1.395*** .123 

Control Variables       

Age --- --- 1.056** .020 1.014 .021 

Sex (female)  --- --- 1.509** .237 1.647** .304 

Race-White/Caucasian 
(reference) 

--- --- --- --- --- --- 

Race-Latino/Hispanic --- --- 3.206*** .702 1.797* .488 

Race-Black/African American --- --- 2.097 .952 1.575 .793 

Race-Asian/Pacific Islander --- --- 1.554* .355 1.046 .286 

Race-Mixed/Other --- --- 2.012* .584 1.293 .434 

Graduation --- --- .816** .068 .962 .096 

Pseudo R2 .076 .059 .089 

AIC 1125.262 1282.829 1098.112 

P ≤ .05 *; P ≤ .01 **; P ≤ .001 ***  

Among this sample of undergraduate college students, there was a great deal of 

overlap among the significant correlates and regression predictors for concern about both 

credit card debt and student loan debt. I found several statistically significant (p ≤ .05) 
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overlapping correlates among the two credit card concern variables and the independent 

variables: White/Caucasian students were negatively correlated with concern on both 

variables (-.179 on credit card concern and -.181 on student loan concern); attending 

“Private Upper Crust U” were both negatively correlated with credit card and student 

loan concern (-.255 & -.146 respectively). Latino/Hispanic students were positively 

correlated with both credit card concern (.233) as well as student loan concern (.115), as 

were being female (.095 for credit card & .201 for student loans), and having a Pell grant 

(.164 for credit cards & .108 for student loans). Finally, both credit card concern and 

student loan concern were also highly correlated with each other (.4008).  

 According to bivariate findings, concern about credit cards was also greater 

among those closer to graduation (.209) and older students (.197) and those attending 

“Public Commuter U” (.3071). Concern about student loans was lower for students 

majoring in engineering/math (.099) and attending “Flagship U” was correlated 

differently on the concern variables. Students at “Flagship” were more concerned about 

their student loan debt (.090) and less concerned about their credit card debt (-.145)28. 

Ordinal logistic regression showed that five significant factors on concern about 

credit card debt (see Table 4.5). When controlling for the other variables in the model, 

students at “Private Upper Crust” were 50 percent less likely to be in a higher concerned 

category (.523*), and students at “Public Commuter U” were approximately twice as 

                                                        
28 Part of the explanation as to why “Flagship U” students would be more worried about their loans than 
their credit cards is simply that more of “Flagship U” students (54 percent compared to 47 percent at the 
other two institutions) have higher levels of loan debt. However, the loan debt at “Flagship U” while high is 
not significantly higher. All three institutions have the $5,000-$19,999 as their mean level of debt. Chapter 

six will elaborate on why students “Flagship U” might come to see their loan debt as comparatively risky.     
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likely to be in a higher level of concern (2.232***) than were students attending 

“Flagship U.” Students majoring in engineering/math were about 45 percent less likely to 

be in a higher concern level (.549*), while both females (1.652**) and Latino/Hispanic 

students (1.787*) were more likely than their White/Caucasian counterparts to be in 

higher levels of concern.   

Ordinal logistic regression on student loan concern produced very similar results 

to concern about credit card debt (see Table 4.6). When holding other factors constant, 

Latino/Hispanic students were again much more likely to be in a higher concern category 

than White/Caucasian students (2.063**). Females (2.006***) were twice as likely than 

their male counterparts to be in a higher category of concern. Like concern over credit 

card debt, Both engineering/math majors (.508*) and students attending “Private Upper 

Crust U” (.482**) were about half as likely as their social science major and “Flagship 

U” counterparts to be in a higher loan concern category.      

There were a few differences between the regressions on student loan and credit 

card debt concern. First, where attending “Public Commuter U” is a strong predictor of 

being in a higher credit card concern category, it is not statistically significant in the loan 

concern regression (although it is in the same positive direction). Also, closeness to 

graduation was not statistically significant in terms of predicting higher levels of credit 

card concern, it was so in the loan concern regression although it was those students 

furthest away from graduation that were 34% more likely to be in a higher category of 

concern. Finally, Asian/Pacific Islander students (2.032**) were more than twice as 

likely to be in a higher category of loan concern than their White/Caucasian counterparts.  
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Table 4.6. Ordinal Logistic Regression on Student Loan Concern 

Loan Concern 
Independent Range 
Variables (n = 474) 

Control Variables 
(n = 578) 

Saturated 
 (n = 469) 

Independent Range Variables 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 

Pell 1.288 .249 --- --- 1.218 .244 

Flagship U (reference)  --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Private Upper Crust U .474** .127      --- --- .513* .143 

Commuter U .982 .205 --- --- 1.319 .356 

Social Science (reference) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Biological & Physical Sciences .800 .260 --- --- .661 .232 

Engineering/Math .501** .136 --- --- .532* .161 

Humanities 1.062 .303 --- --- 1.099 .329 

Vocational .775 .238 --- --- .644 .207 

Goal-Labor Market .995 .145 --- --- .987 .146 

Goal-Social Life 1.207 .192 --- --- 1.196 .196 

Loan amount  1.162 .097 --- --- 1.351*** .124 

Control Variables       

Age --- --- 1.008 .020 1.002 
.021

8 

Sex (female) --- --- 2.385*** .399 2.033*** .399 

Race-White/Caucasian 
(reference) 

--- --- --- --- --- --- 

Race-Latino/Hispanic --- --- 2.895*** .656 2.121** .591 

Race-Black/African American --- --- 1.169 .438 .808 .373 

Race-Asian/Pacific Islander --- --- 2.742*** .668 2.006** .573 

Race-Mixed/Other --- --- 2.133*** .589 1.672 .545 

Graduation --- --- 1.094 .093 1.359** .148 

Pseudo R2 .024 .046 .062 

AIC 966.920 1134.015 934.459 
P ≤ .05 *; P ≤ .01 **; P ≤ .001 ***  

The ordinal logistic regression on the two concern variables presents relatively 

consistent findings. In addition to the rational economic expectation that higher debt 

levels predict concern, after holding all other modeled variables constant, women and 
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Latino/Hispanic students are more likely to be concerned, while students who are 

majoring in Engineering and students attending “Private Upper Crust U” are less likely to 

have higher levels of concern. These findings suggest that the factors that go into 

accruing debt are not necessarily the same factors that reflect attitudes towards that debt. 

The meanings that students attach to their loans and credit cards are based on more than 

simply the debt amount that students accrue. Several other logistic regressions were run 

on dichotomous variables measuring debt instrument use as well as potential debt 

instrument use in the hypothetical case of a $2,000 increased balance. Analyses of these 

regressions provided more evidence of the “advantaged” and disadvantaged” pattern.   

Advantage & Disadvantage: Student Loan and Credit Card Debt Use  

 Bivariate analyses and logistic regression analysis of the student loan and credit 

card use variables provided additional support of the advantaged/disadvantaged student 

pattern. These models also had higher Pseudo R2 than the ordinal logistic models and 

therefore provide more compelling support than the ordinal models by themselves. 

Because there were a total of twelve loan and credit card use variables29, I will not be 

discussing them all in this chapter. Instead, I will be focusing on just a few that are 

exemplary of the advantaged/disadvantaged pattern. Specifically I will discuss the 

regressions on using student loans to pay off other bills, using credit cards to pay for 

tuition and fees, and using credit cards to pay for social events and shopping.  

                                                        
29 The use variables for credit cards are: on tuition and fees; on school supplies; on shopping; on housing; 
to pay for other bills; and on social life. The use variables for student loans are: on school supplies; on 

shopping; on housing; to pay for other bills; and on social life.      
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Student loans have typically been used for helping students afford the necessary 

costs of college. After family contributions and grants and scholarships have been 

accounted for, student loans are offered to students to help make up the difference 

between what students and their families can afford and the remaining costs of college. 

Overall then, because I do not ask students if they use their loans for tuition and fees, 

using loans in this sample is a reflection of disadvantage, an artifact of not having the 

resources to afford the varied costs of college beyond tuition and fees. It was not 

surprising then that in this sample, loan use was often positively correlated with other 

variables associated with being disadvantaged. For example, older students were more 

likely to use their loans on school supplies and housing, and Pell grant recipients were 

much more likely to use their loans on school supplies, housing, and shopping. In 

addition, every racial group was more likely to use their loans on shopping than were 

White/Caucasian students, and students from “Private Upper Crust U” were much less 

likely to use their loans across all four categories of loans use.   

Using student loans for paying off other bills is a comparatively extreme example 

of use, and suggests a difficulty among those who use their loans this way in paying for 

college (see Table 4.7). Student loans are often deposited to students electronically, and 

when tuition and fees are taken out the remainder of these loans end up being transferred 

into students checking or savings accounts. Loans are then sometimes used to pay for 

school supplies and housing costs, as well as the social events that go along with the 

traditional college experience. Using loans to pay off other bills however signals a sense 
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of financial trouble for students. This is beyond the intended uses for student loans, and 

suggests that for some students the costs of college are not easily in hand.  

In this sample using loans for paying other bills is positively correlated with these 

being older (.308), being Latino/Hispanic (.172), being closer to graduating (.363), 

having a Pell grant (.229) majoring in a vocational field (.164), and attending “Public 

Commuter U” (.411). On the other hand, using loans to pay for other bills is negatively 

correlated with majoring in social science (-.112) attending “Private Upper Crust U” (-

.361) and “Flagship U” (-.107) and being White/Caucasian (-.165).  

Most of these correlated variables remained significant in ordinal logistic 

regression. When controlling for other variables in the model, recipients of Pell grants 

were almost three times as likely to use their loans for paying off other bills (2.862***). 

Attending “Private Upper U” crust made one 91 percent less likely (.089***) to use their 

loans in this manner, and those attending “Public Commuter U” more than twice as likely 

(2.210**). Finally, students who were further away from graduation (.636***) made 

them less likely to engage in this behavior by approximately 36 percent.    

Students in this sample did not use their credit cards as often as they did their 

student loans. However, when they did it supported the advantaged/disadvantaged 

pattern. For example, “Public Commuter U” had higher odds than their institutional 

counterparts of using their credit cards for tuition and fees and to pay for other bills. 

Using credit cards for shopping and social events are relatively risky, and thus they 

suggest a strategy of use that advantaged students could and might engage in. Indeed the 

zero-order correlations showed that using credit cards for shopping was positively 
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correlated with students attending “Private Upper Crust U” (.147) and being an 

Asian/Pacific Islander (.167), while it was negatively correlated with age (-.122), 

Latino/Hispanic students (-.141), those attending “Public Commuter U” (-.164), and 

students majoring in biological & physical sciences (-.076). Similarly, using credit cards 

on social events was positively correlated with being White/Caucasian (.088) and 

Asian/Pacific Islander (.115), social science majors (.110), and students attending 

“Private Upper Crust U” (.106) as well as “Flagship U” (.088). Using credit cards for 

social events was negatively correlated with being Latino/Hispanic (-.142) and being 

Black/African American (-.126), majoring in a vocational field (-.085), being an older 

student (-.101), and attending “Public Commuter U” (-.163). 

Only two variables were statistically significant predictors of using credit cards 

for shopping. After holding other variables constant, students attending “Private Upper 

Crust U” were more than two and a half times more likely than students at “Flagship U” 

to use their credit cards for shopping (2.678**), and Asian/Pacific Islander students were 

approximately twice as likely as White/Caucasian students to use their credit cards for 

shopping (1.99*). Regression on using loans for social events yielded three statistically 

significant variables. Latino/Hispanic students (.522*) were about half as likely as 

White/Caucasian students and Black/African American students (.178**) were over 

eighty percent less likely to use their credit cards for social events. The presence of 

Black/African American students in this case was especially powerful since it was the 

only regression in which they were a statistically significant predictor in the saturated 

model. It is clear that Black/African American students, who represent only 5% of this 
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study’s sample, find the use of their credit cards on social events to be an especially risky 

behavior, in comparison to students who identify as White/Caucasian. Students majoring 

in vocational fields (.529**) were also less likely to use their credit cards on social events 

than were students majoring in social science.            

Table 4.7. Logistic Regression on Student Loan use for Paying Off Other Bills  

 

Loan Use Other Bills 
Independent Range 
Variables (n = 552) 

Control Variables 
(n = 574) 

Saturated  
(n = 545) 

Independent Range Variables 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 
Odds 
Ratio 

SE 

Pell 2.837*** .648 --- --- 2.862*** .683 

Flagship U --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Private Upper Crust U .072 .000 --- --- .089*** .055 

Commuter U 4.159 .000 --- --- 2.210* .652 

Social Science (referent) --- --- --- --- --- --- 

Biological & Physical Sciences 1.138 .425 --- --- 1.613 .669 

Engineering/Math .762 .233 --- --- 1.124 .396 

Humanities 1.325 .422 --- --- 1.326 .450 

Vocational 1.077 .362 --- --- 1.312 .467 

Goal-Labor Market 1.015 .165 --- --- .968 .182 

Goal-Social Life .819 .210 --- --- .824 .218 

Control Variables       

Age --- --- 1.084*** 027 1.037 .026 

Sex --- --- 1.053 .208 1.020 .241 

Race-White/Caucasian 
(referent) 

--- --- --- --- --- --- 

Race-Latino/Hispanic --- --- 3.068*** .873 1.359 .465 

Race-Black/African American --- --- 1.751 .787 1.525 .788 

Race-Asian/Pacific Islander --- --- 2.748*** .844 1.641 .584 

Race-Mixed/Other --- --- 1.567 .564 1.027 .436 

Graduation --- --- .555*** .059 .636*** .080 

Pseudo R2 .22 .15 .25 

P ≤ .05 *; P ≤ .01 **; P ≤ .001 ***  
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Advantage & Disadvantage: Hypothetical Increases to Loan & Credit Cards  

 Students were asked to choose whether they would or would not make eight 

possible changes based on a hypothetical increase of $2,000 to their credit card or student 

loan balances. The outcomes for these sixteen logistic regressions (saturated models) 

supported the advantaged/disadvantaged theme. For example, in the case of a 

hypothetical increase to their student loans, students at “Public Commuter U” were more 

likely to make behavioral changes than students at “Flagship U” in terms of spending less 

on social life, eating out less often, working more hours outside of school, and asking 

others for financial help. In the case of a hypothetical increase to credit card debt, 

students at “Public Commuter U” were more likely to make behavioral changes in terms 

of taking more classes to finish school sooner, spending less on eating out, and being 

willing to switch to part time status. Similarly, women displayed their disadvantaged 

status in this sample by being more likely to cut spending on social life, more likely to 

move to a cheaper residence, and less likely to make no changes in cases of a 

hypothetical increase to their credit cards or their student loans.    

Among the hypothetical conditions, two presented data that very clearly speak to 

the advantaged/disadvantaged pattern proposed in this chapter. These two hypothetical 

changes are: opting to take off time from school in the case of an increased $2,000 to 

their student loan balance, and taking time off from school in the case of an increased 

$2,000 to their credit card balance. The impact of taking time off from college includes 

increasing time to graduate as well as increasing the possibility of non-completion. 

Choosing to make this change based on a $2,000 increase (a relatively minor increase 
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compared to the broader costs of college) suggests a relative inability to weather the 

financial fluctuations of college.  

Bivariate data showed that students attending “Public Commuter U” (.189) and 

students associated with its attendance, such as age (.135), being Latino/Hispanic (.114), 

and majoring in vocational fields (.067) were significant correlates to this potentially 

risky behavior. In turn, White/Caucasian students (-.083), and students attending “Private 

Upper Crust U” (-.096) and “Flagship U” (-.108) were negatively correlated with this 

hypothetical behavioral change. When posing the same question but replacing the loan 

increase with a $2,000 credit card balance increase, the same correlates emerged as 

significant. The sole exception was White/Caucasian students who were negatively 

correlated as predicted but not statistically significant.  

 Logistic regression for both hypothetical increases to student loans and credit 

cards produced similar results. In both cases, after controlling for other variables, 

attendance at “Public Commuter U” was a major factor. Students attending “Public 

Commuter U” were six times more likely than students at “Flagship U” to engage in this 

behavior in the case of a hypothetical increase to their loan balances (6.05***), and more 

than six and a half times more likely in the case of a hypothetical increase to their credit 

cards (6.59***). In addition, older students were slightly more likely to take time off in 

this hypothetical situation when it involved a loan balance increase (1.05*), and students 

further away from graduation were 39 percent more likely to take time off in the case of 

an increase to their loans (1.39*) and 48 percent more likely when the increase would 

affect their credit cards (1.48**).    
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 With the exception of using loans to pay off other bills (pseudoR2 = .25), each of 

the discussed regressions on hypothetical changes had low explanatory power. The 

Pseudo R2  for the other eight regressions ranged from .06 to .11). In part, this is because 

that the regression models failed to capture the factors that drive undergraduate students 

to think about and use student debt in the ways that they do. This low explanatory power 

is not surprising since college students are a very heterogeneous group, and thoughts 

about debt and motivations towards debt use are inevitably heterogeneous as well. More 

importantly, this work was designed to be exploratory, to sacrifice model explanatory 

power for greater insight into which predictive factors are comparatively more salient. 

Therefore, while the models were unable to provide a robust explanation for student debt 

use and meanings, they do show clear patterns. There are for example advantaged and 

disadvantaged students in this sample and that stratification is largely influenced by 

institution, sex and major.      

DISCUSSION  

 One of the key findings from this survey data is that there is an underlying pattern 

of inequality in the data between what I refer to as advantaged and disadvantaged 

students. In the following section, I will discuss how the data from this survey serves to 

bolster or contradict the existing findings from the literature on student debt. Specifically, 

I will be focusing on the findings involving sex, race, age, distance to graduation, major, 

class, and institution.     
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Gender & Debt  

The existing literature on student debt has produced several findings regarding the 

relationship between student debt and sex. For instance, there is strong empirical 

evidence that men spend more money than women, and tend to do so on leisure activities 

(Lea, Webley & Bellamy 2001; Morgan, Roberts & Powdrill 2001; Hayhoe, Leach, 

Turner, Bruin, & Lawrence 2000; Boddington & Kemp 1999). It has also been found that 

women are better than men at financial budgeting and planning (Chudry, Foxall & 

Pallister 2011; Morgan et al. 2001; Hayhoe et al. 2000). And female students experience 

higher levels of debt concern and are less tolerant of debt than are men (Ratcliff & 

McKernan 2013; Stradling 2001; Morgan et al 2001; Davies & Lea 1995). 

The Student Loan Survey provides data to bolster these findings. Female students 

were significantly more likely to be concerned about both their student loan and credit 

card debt, despite the fact that they have approximately equal amounts of student loan 

debt to men and lower credit card balances. The survey also provided evidence that being 

female was positively correlated with most of the changes and cut backs proposed in the 

case of a hypothetical $2,000 increase to debt balances. The survey data therefore, 

seemed to support the existing literature on sex and debt, namely, that women are both 

more conscientious about money and debt, and are more likely to be concerned about 

debt.  

It is possible that the reason for this difference of sex in the findings is the product 

of rational economic logic. That is, women understand, at least implicitly, that they are 

comparatively disadvantaged in the labor market in terms of wages, salary, stability of 
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employment, and upward mobility. As a result, they are more conscientious of their debt 

use and more concerned about debt balances. However, it is also possible that at least part 

of the sex differences in these debt outcomes is a product of gender socialization. Future 

research should endeavor to explore these findings. 

Race & Debt   

The literature on student debt and race has found that Black/African American 

students tended to have higher debt amounts and were more likely than White/Caucasian 

students to be at risk for “unmanageable” debt burdens (this was defined as $40,000 or 

more in 2009) (Kantrowitz 2009). The literature also finds that Black/African American 

students and Latino/Hispanic students tended to be more concerned about their 

indebtedness than both White/Caucasian and Asian/Pacific Islander students (Ratcliffe & 

McKernan 2013).  

 The support for the broader literature findings in terms of race is mixed. Among 

the survey data, White/Caucasian and Mixed/Other Race students rather than 

Black/African American students, had the highest student loan amounts in this sample of 

undergraduates, and Asian/Pacific Islander students were more likely to have higher 

credit card balances. On the other hand, Latinos/Hispanic students held the lowest debt 

totals in this sample. In terms of concern about debt, Latino/Hispanic students were more 

likely to be concerned about their credit card, and both Latino/Hispanic and Asian/Pacific 

Island students were more likely to be worried about student loans. Both Asian/Pacific 

Islander and Latino/Hispanic students have less student debt on average than do 

White/Caucasians. Like females then, who have less debt than males but are more 
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concerned, so to are the less indebted and more concerned Latinos/Hispanic and 

Asian/Pacific Island students. Like sex, race differences across these debt outcomes may 

be a product of rational economic logic, since labor market wage and salaries are skewed 

toward White/Caucasians.   

Major & Debt 

 The literature informs that the “softer” sciences such as sociology, and some of 

the lower paying vocational fields such as education, social services, and some health 

professions tend to be the most vulnerable to “unmanageable debt” (Kantrowitz 2009). In 

terms of concern about debt, Baum & Saunders (1998) found that undergraduate students 

in the fine arts were more concerned than students in other majors. This suggests that the 

ability to pay off debt in the long run is an important factor in determining how students 

feel about their loans and credit cards.  

 Among the Student Debt Survey data, and similar to the broader literature, I 

found that it was the vocational majors that had higher levels of debt, although very few, 

if any, students were on the track to what would be considered “unmanageable debt 

burdens.” Additionally, students who were majoring in engineering/mathematics were 

less concerned about both their credit card and student loan debt. This supports the 

broader literature, which suggests that the ability to pay off debt in the longer run is a key 

factor in terms of making sense of debt.    

Age & Distance to Graduation & Debt  

 Several studies have found that the longer students have had their debt, the more 

accepting they become of that debt (Lea et al. 2001; Drentea 2000; Bodding & Kemp 
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1999; Davies & Lea 1995). Attitudes over time towards debt got better especially if the 

students were planning on graduate school (Trent et al 2006). However, there does seem 

to be a point at which students start to anticipate paying the debt back, and that is when 

anxiety can set in (Stradling 2001).  

 In this dissertation’s survey, I found that age, controlling for other variables was 

only significant in terms of predicting higher levels of credit card debt. In terms of 

concern about debt, I found that the further away students were from graduation, the 

more concerned they became about their debt. This supports the findings in the literature. 

However, this concept becomes even more complicated in the next chapter when I 

discuss student semantics over terms like concern and worry or anxiety. It does appear 

clear however that the factors affecting concern or worry about debt are more than just 

debt amounts.   

Social Class & Debt  

 The relationship between social class and debt is a rich area of study in the 

existing literature. In terms of accruing debt, we know that students from lower income 

families borrow more (Sallie Mae 2008; IPSOS Public Affairs & Sallie Mae 2012). We 

also know that Pell grant recipients are more likely to amass “unmanageable” levels of 

debt (Kantrowitz 2009). In terms of attitudes towards debt, research has found that 

students from lower income families are more concerned about debt (Ratcliff & 

McKernan 2013, Baum & O’Malley 2003; Christie, Munro & Rettig 2001). The 

subsection of literature on the typology of students in debt has found that students’ 

attitudes towards their debt is heavily impacted by their families financial backgrounds 
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(Chrsitie & Munro 2003; Chrisite et al. 2001; Hesketh 1999). Sometimes significant 

parental support can bolster student attitudes towards debt, such as the “confidents” and 

“casuals” in Hesketh’s study. Other times, comparatively wealthy families can create 

anxiety for students (Wasleman, Gee & Gentile 2014). Wasleman et al. found that lower 

income students had better mental health scores than did wealthier students when both 

have higher debt. The authors suggested that the reason for this is that debt is perceived 

as more of an investment for the less well off students and more of a burden for the 

students from wealthy families.     

 In this study, family income and social class were measured as a single variable, 

possessing a Pell grant. Students with a Pell grant were less likely to accrue loan debt, but 

other than being less likely to use their student loans to pay for other bills, this variable 

was not explicitly linked with debt concern. However, the variable institution attended, in 

this study was a very potent factor in predicting many of the outcome variables and was 

the key element undergirding the advantaged/disadvantaged pattern in the data. In this 

sample, nearly twice as many students at “Public Commuter U” had Pell grants as did 

students attending “Private Upper Crust U.” And insomuch as we can conflate these 

institutions with class position, the data does seem to support the overall finding in the 

literature- that students from comparatively wealthier families were less concerned about 

their debt and felt more confident in their use of money, whereas students from families 

that were less well off tended to have higher levels of concern about debt and used their 

money in less risky manners.         
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CONCLUSION 

 The two key findings from the Student Debt Survey were: (1) that the variables 

designed to measure use- and exchange-value did not do so at levels expected based on 

the dissertation’s theoretical frame. As a result, I expanded the exploratory parameters of 

the Student Debt Interview to include money use in general, instead of solely student 

debt. Chapters five and six explore these findings. (2) I found patterns in the survey data 

reflecting a comparatively advantaged and disadvantaged student type. These types were 

differentiated on the basis of the ways that they used and made sense of being in debt. I 

argued that the primary characteristic of an advantaged student is that he or she was more 

or less confident in their longer-term ability to handle their debt.   

The most prominent factor determining which students were advantaged and 

which were not was the institution that the students attended. Students attending “Public 

Commuter U” were consistently more concerned, were faced with using their debt 

instruments for more risky behaviors, and were more willing to engage in more drastic 

behaviors when faced with increasing debt levels. Students positively correlated with 

“Public Commuter U” also tended to emerge in the data as being in a more precarious 

financial position, namely students receiving Pell grants, Latino/Hispanic students, and 

older students. Students attending “Public Commuter U” were therefore considered by 

me to be comparatively “disadvantaged.”   

Alternatively, students attending “Private Upper Crust U,” where larger 

proportions of White/Caucasian students and social science and humanities majors reside, 

less concerned about debt and were more willing to engage in riskier debt behavior. 
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Students attending “Private Upper Crust U” were considered by me to be comparatively 

advantaged, whereas student from “Public Commuter U” were comparatively 

disadvantaged. Students attending “Flagship U” were located somewhere in the middle of 

the advantaged and disadvantaged student spectrum. Table 4.7 compares the three 

sampled institutions across several demographic variables. “Flagship U” was 

comparatively more varied in terms of demographics as well as other institutional factors, 

such as school opportunities and costs, so it is not surprising that responses to issues of 

debt would be varied as well.  

Institutional attendance however, while important, was not the only factor 

involved in making sense of the advantaged/disadvantaged pattern in the data. Both 

major and sex for instance, significantly predicted outcomes associated with advantage 

and disadvantage independent of institution. Women for and engineering/mathematics 

were more likely to be concerned about both credit card and loan debt.  

Table 4.7. Institutional Demographics  

 
“Private Upper 

Crust” 
“Flagship U” 

“Public 
Commuter U” 

Sex (female) 61% 64% 49% 

Age (mean) 19.60 20.29 23.99 

White/Caucasian 50% 27% 8% 

Latino/Hispanic 9% 25% 54% 

Black/African American 7% 6% 3% 

Asian/Pacific Islander 16% 31% 25% 

Mixed/Other Race 17% 12% 9% 

Social Science 64% 52% 29% 

Biological/Physical Science 11% 6% 15% 

Engineering/Math 3% 16% 27% 

Humanities 9% 19% 4% 

Vocational  0% 4% 25% 

Pell 32% 54% 61% 
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I argue in this chapter that what makes students advantaged or disadvantaged are 

the students’ perceptions of their long-term ability to handle being in debt. These 

perceptions are in part guided by both an explicit understanding of how one’s 

demographic coordinates are comparatively linked with opportunity structures, how some 

majors pay off more than others in the labor market, how graduating from some 

institutions pay off in the long run more than other institutions, how some family 

financial situations inspire confidence and serve as safety nets while other students’ 

family financial circumstances produce a cautious uneasiness. Much of this perception of 

advantage or disadvantage however is likely an unconscious understanding that we are all 

embedded in demographic and institutional social structures that constrain and empower 

us, and in effect frame our life chances. While some variables, such as sex and major, are 

important factors in the advantaged/disadvantaged pattern found in the data, it is the 

institution that students attend that most powerfully and consistently predict who has a 

relative economic freedom during their time in college and who does not.  

Before following up on these institutional differences, which I do in chapter 6, I 

will address the third, fourth, and fifth research questions: Specifically, Is there a 

dominant orientation towards student debt that exists for today’s college students? 

If so, what are the specific norms and dimensions of this orientation? And, if there is 

not a single dominant orientation, are there multiple distinct orientations? If so, how 

are such distinct orientations differentiated? Finally, What are the demographic and 

institutional characteristics of the students who embody and display the attitudes 

and behaviors that comprise the orientation(s) of debt? I find in my qualitative 
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analysis of the Student Debt Interview that there is in fact a dominant or coherent 

orientation that students make towards their student debt. This dominant orientation 

eliminates research questions four and five. I address this coherent orientation towards 

student debt and describe its dimensions in chapter in the next chapter.   
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APPENDIX 4A. MAJOR AND AGGREGATE LABELS 

 

Major (# of Students) Aggregate Label 

Accounting (21) Vocational 

American Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

American Indian Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

Anthropology (5) Social Science 

Applied Mathematics (1) Engineering/Math 

Art History (1) Humanities/Arts 

Art: Fashion and Textile Design (1) Humanities/Arts 

Biochemsitry (23) Physical/Biol Science 

Bioengineering (2) Engineering/Math 

Biology (57) Physical/Biol Science 

Broadcast Journalism (1) Vocational 

Business (5) Vocational 

Business & Management (1) Vocational 

Business & Marketing (1) Vocational 

Business Administration (11) Vocational 

Business Administration & Finance (1) Vocational 

Business Administration & Accounting (1) Vocational 

Business Economics (14) Social Science 

Business Finance (1) Vocational 

Business Management (5) Vocational 

Business Marketing (2) Vocational 

Business Operation Management (1) Vocational 

Business-HR (1) Vocational 

Business/CIS (1) Vocational 

Chemical Engineering (3) Engineering/Math 

Chemistry (5) Physical/Biol Science 

Chicana Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

Child Development (8) Vocational 

CIS (4) Engineering/Math 

CIS & Management (1) Engineering/Math 

Civil Engineering (58) Engineering/Math 

Cognitive Science (5) Humanities/Arts 

Communication Studies (5) Vocational 

Communications (14) Vocational 

Communications-Public Relations (1) Vocational 

Communications/HR (1) Vocational 

Communicative Disorders (1 Vocational 

Computer Engineering (1) Engineering/Math 

Computer Information Systems (3) Engineering/Math 

Computer Science (48) Engineering/Math 

Computer Science/Japanese (1) Engineering/Math 
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Major (# of Students) Aggregate Label 

Criminal Justice (3) Social Science 

Critical Theory and Social Justice (7) Social Science 

Diplomacy and World Affairs (24) Social Science 

Economics (32) Social Science 

Electrical and Computer Engineering (1) Engineering/Math 

Electrical Engineering (14) Engineering/Math 

Engineering (4) Engineering/Math 

English (9) Humanities/Arts 

English and Comparative Literature Studies (2) Humanities/Arts 

English and History (1) Humanities/Arts 

Environmental Geosciences (1) Physical/Biol Science 

Environmental Science (3) Physical/Biol Science 

Exercise and Bioscience (1) Humanities/Arts 

Exercise Science (1) Humanities/Arts 

Fashion and Textiles (2) Humanities/Arts 

Film and Television (1) Humanities/Arts 

Finance (1) Vocational 

Finance/CIS (1) Vocational 

Fire Administration (2) Social Science 

Gender Studies (27) Humanities/Arts 

Global China Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

History (42) Humanities/Arts 

Human Resources (1) Vocational 

Industrial Technology (1) Vocational 

International Business (1) Vocational 

International Development Studies (9) Social Science 

Interpersonal Communications (1) Vocational 

Japanese (1) Humanities/Arts 

Kinesiology (11) Vocational 

Latino/a and Latin American Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

Liberal Studies (3) Humanities/Arts 

Linguistics (1) Humanities/Arts 

Management (2) Vocational 

Marine Biology  (1) Physical/Biol Science 

Marketing (6) Vocational 

Materials Science (2) Engineering/Math 

Math/Computer Science (1) Engineering/Math 

Mathematics (19) Engineering/Math 

Mechanical Engineering (31) Engineering/Math 

Media Arts and Culture (1) Humanities/Arts 

Microbiology (4) Physical/Biol Science 

Music (4) Humanities/Arts 

Music History (1) Humanities/Arts 

Neuroscience (3) Physical/Biol Science 
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Major (# of Students) Aggregate Label 

Nursing (10) Vocational 

Nutritional Science (2) Vocational 

Pharmacy & Chemistry (1) Vocational 

Philosophy (1) Humanities/Arts 

Physics (19) Physical/Biol Science 

Physics/Biology (1) Physical/Biol Science 

Physiological Science (3) Physical/Biol Science 

Physiology (1) Physical/Biol Science 

Political Science (46) Social Science 

Psychobiology (2) Social Science 

Psychology (35) Social Science 

Public Health (1) Vocational 

Public Relations (1) Vocational 

Rehabilitation Sciences (3) Vocational 

Religious Studies (1) Humanities/Arts 

Social Work (3) Social Science 

Sociology (338) Social Science 

Sociology/Law and Society (10) Social Science 

Spanish (4) Humanities/Arts 

Spanish Literature (1) Humanities/Arts 

Statistics (2) Engineering/Math 

Television Film and Media (3) Vocational 

Theatre Arts and Dance (1) Humanities/Arts 

Urban and Environmental Policy (1) Social Science 

Women's Studies (n = 1) Humanities/Arts 

World Arts & Cultures/Dance (1) Humanities/Arts 
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CHAPTER 5: THE COMMON ORIENTATION TO STUDENT DEBT  

 The present chapter will elaborate on the quantitative data presented in chapter 

four using qualitative data collected from 84 in-depth interviews with students from all 

three sampled institutions (See Appendix 5A). This qualitative data adds subjective 

richness and nuance to the findings that help paint a more comprehensive picture of how 

students make sense of being in debt while still in college.   

The prior chapter addressed the first two research questions: namely, to what 

extent does exchange- and use-value affect how much debt students accrue, how 

concerned they are about that debt, how they use their debt instruments, and how they 

might act in the face of a hypothetical increase to their debt levels. Findings from the 

quantitative analysis of the Student Debt Survey evidenced that neither use- nor 

exchange-value orientations significantly affected debt amounts, debt concern, or debt 

use. As I suggested in chapter four there are many possible reasons for these findings. It 

is possible for instance, that the survey items designed to measure use- and exchange-

value did not well capture these orientations. It is also possible that the student 

participants simply did not perceive a salient link between their college goals and their 

debt use, amounts, and concern. By itself the quantitative data in chapter three on this 

issue is disconcerting since based on this dissertation’s theoretical frame it was expected 

that students’ college goals should have at least a modicum of influence on their financial 

actions while in college.  

The qualitative data however offers a different finding from that in the Student 

Debt Survey. The findings in chapter six will show that an emphasis on obtaining use-
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value or exchange-value in the form of college goals do in fact have a potent impact on 

money use and attitudes towards money. At the same time though, students’ efforts at 

seeking exchange- or use-value out of college do not seem to matter in terms of student 

attitudes toward student debt in particular. It seems then, that the absence of significant 

impact by the use- and exchange-value variables is both an artifact of an inaccurate 

survey question as well as an accurate reflection of the common orientation towards 

student debt in particular.    

One result of the apparent absence of a statistically significant relationship 

between college goals and debt attitudes and behavior in the survey was that it prompted 

me to conduct an expanded analysis of the broader relationships between the range 

variables and money in general. This expanded analysis yielded the key finding that some 

college students in this sample are privileged compared to others. And these comparative 

advantages and disadvantages are most salient along institutional dimensions.   

The present chapter on the other hand answers research questions three and four. 

Namely, is there a dominant orientation towards student debt that exists for today’s 

college students? If so, what are the specific norms and dimensions of this orientation?  

And if there is not a single dominant orientation, are there multiple distinct orientations? 

If so, how are such distinct orientations differentiated? In the following sections of this 

chapter, I first discuss the Student Debt Interview instrument and elaborate on how the 

data analysis was conducted. I then, present the findings from the interviews. Finally, I 

discuss how the findings here relate to the existing literature on student debt.  
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THE STUDENT DEBT INTERVIEW  

The Student Debt Interview was designed to elicit details and nuance about the 

meanings that students ascribe to their debt (see Appendix 3C for most current interview 

guide). A total of 84 interviews were conducted from across the three sampled 

institutions, 34 respondents from “Public Commuter U,” 21 respondents from “Private 

Upper Crust U,” and 29 respondents from “Flagship U.” The final interview sample was 

composed of 5930 students with greater than $5,000 in total student debt. In general, the 

sample of interview respondents reflected the demographics of the sample of Student 

Debt Survey takers (see Appendix 4B for details). 

The Student Debt Interview was an emergent process. The interview guide was 

altered and updated as completed interviews offered new data that suggested ways to 

reshape and refine the interview questions. The original interview guide was composed of 

the following sections: how the student pays for college; how the student thinks about the 

college experience; how the student feels about their student loans and credit cards; and 

how the student thinks that his or her college experience is affected by debt. Over time, 

the interview guide came to include more questions about money in general, not just debt. 

For example, the most recent interview guide included questions on money use patterns 

as well as questions about where and how the student came to think about money in 

general. The more recent interview guides also included more direct questions about debt 

that reflected clear dimensions of debt meanings, such as “is your student debt a burden 

                                                        
30 An addition, two students (for a total n = 61) held more than $5,000 in debt, but were confident that their 

parents would be paying back their debt; therefore I do not count them in my “indebted” category.    
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or an investment” and “is being in debt in college a necessity or a choice?” I explain why 

these changes occurred in the following section.  

Interview Data and Processes 

Data for the Student Debt Interview was collected in two stages. During the first 

stage, I recruited interview participants by emailing the students who had taken the 

Student Debt Survey and volunteered to participate in a follow-up interview. This process 

yielded 40 total interviews. The remaining 43 interviews were obtained in a different 

method. The survey results had reached a point of saturation where additional surveys 

were not producing any new findings. In addition to data saturation, printing up 

additional surveys and asking professors for more class time (about 15 minutes) to 

administer the survey when all I needed were interviews was determined to be wasted 

effort. Instead, I emailed professors and lecturers and asked for three to four minutes to 

speak to their class and pass around a sign up sheet for students to volunteer for the 

interview31.  Face-to-face interviews were scheduled via email and then conducted on 

student’s campuses32. All interviews were held in public spaces such as outside benches, 

parts of the library, or on-campus coffee shops. The interviews took about 30-45 minutes 

to complete and were digitally recorded for transcription purposes only.  

Transcription was not completely verbatim. Some interview sections were edited. 

For example when students described how they were paying for college, I would 

summarize or just “bullet-point” the data since the same information could be obtained 

through listing as could be through verbatim transcription. In other cases, I would 

                                                        
31 Institutional research board approval was obtained from each institution for each method change.  
32 Eight interviews were conducted over the phone due to scheduling conflicts. 
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bracket33 and summarize parts of the interview that were not relevant to my dissertation. 

For instance, one student described how it felt to have served in the Army, and another 

student discussed how he had thought about starting up a fast food franchise the year 

before. Because useful data sometimes emerges from unanticipated comments, I was 

conservative in the frequency and the quantity of my editing.          

Interview Analysis: Coding and Concept Map 

  Analysis of the interview transcripts involved two overlapping processes. The 

first process was to code the antecedent concepts. These concepts were derived prior to 

conducting the interviews and were drawn from the dissertation theory and literature 

review. The antecedent concepts that were included in the interview guides were: Use- 

and exchange-value; paying for college; beliefs and values about debt; and debt and the 

college experience. In the process of asking students questions about these concepts, I 

developed codes and dimensions that allowed me to categorize the data. For example, in 

the process of ascertaining how students seek exchange- and use-value out of their time 

in college, I focused my questions around the codes of “ideal college experience” and 

“college goals.” Students responses to questions about the “ideal college experience” led 

me to the dimensions of “social” versus “academic” since for most students, the ideal 

college experience seemed to be understood as existing somewhere on a continuum with 

the ideal types of “purely social” and “purely academic” at opposite poles. In terms of 

college goals, the dimensions “emphasis on labor market,” “emphasis on intellectual 

                                                        
33 “Bracketing” simply refers to paraphrasing/summarizing the respondent’s comments within brackets so 
that it remained clear in the transcripts whether or not the comments were literal transcriptions from the 
respondent or paraphrasing from the interviewer.  
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development,” and “emphasis on social life,” the same variables as used in the student 

debt survey proved useful.           

As more and more interview transcripts were read, a handful of emergent 

concepts, codes and dimensions emerged (see Table 5.1 below for the complete 

“Qualitative Concept Map” which includes both antecedent and emergent concepts, 

codes, and dimensions). I found four main concepts that emerged during the process of 

conducting interviews. These are “framing the concept of debt,” that is, what are the 

cognitive methods by which students make sense of their debt? I found for instance, that 

students generally thought about their student loan debt as a “future thing” that did not 

have to be thought about while one was currently in college. Similarly, students tended to 

gauge their feelings about debt in terms how they perceived their situations in 

comparison to others. Sometimes these comparisons were with college friends, other 

times with strangers and acquaintances, and sometimes the comparisons were with their 

non-college general age cohorts.  

I also found it vital to ask about “values and norms of money use in general,” 

rather than just student debt. This concept came about because while I found few 

differences between the institution attended and meanings of student debt, I found major 

differences between institutions and money use in general. Also, face-to-face discussions 

with students about their college goals evidenced, in a way that the Student Debt Survey 

did not, a link between students’ emphasizing seeking use- and exchange-value out of 

college with values, beliefs, and behaviors about money in general. To explore this 

emergent category of “beliefs, values and norms, I applied the codes “general attitudes 
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towards and norms of consumption on campus” and “attitudes and norms of campus 

peers/friends on consumption in general. 

In order to dig deeper into students’ attitudes towards money in general, I also 

focused on the concept of how students learned about money, emphasizing the codes 

“influential persons” and “influential events and experiences.” Finally, predictions about 

“how students might feel about debt after college” emerged as a concept in the data after 

it became clear that many students embraced a “future orientation” towards debt. The 

code “when the rubber meets the road” was created to reflect how students imagine their 

attitudes and feelings towards debt when they finally have to start paying the loan debt 

back.  

Analysis of the various concepts, codes, and dimensions resulted in two main 

findings regarding the student interview respondents. First, there is indeed a common 

orientation towards student debt, and this orientation is generally positive. Secondly, 

there are significant and clear differences in student orientations to money norms on 

campus and money use in general, excluding student loans, and these differences are 

largely a product of institutional attendance. The current chapter will examine the first 

finding and chapter six will examine the second.    
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Table 5.1 Student Debt Interview: Qualitative Concept Map 

Antecedent Concepts  Code(s) Dimensions Emergent 
Dimensions  

    
Use value and Exchange value Ideal college experience Social; academic ------ 
 College goals Labor market; social life; 

intellectual 
Personal 
empowerment 

    
Paying for college Paying for college Parents; work on campus, work 

off campus; financial aid; living 
situation  

Military support 

    
Beliefs and values about debt Concern about loans High concern, low concern, 

medium concern, none 
Concern or worry 
about loans 

 Concern about credit cards High concern, low concern, 
medium concern, none 

Concern or worry 
about credit cards  

 Usefulness of student debt Investment or burden   
    
Debt and the College experience Expectations about debt and 

college 
Big impact; little impact; some 
impact; none 

 

 Impact of debt on college 
experience 

Better than expected; worse than 
expected; similar to expectations.  
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Table 5.1 - Continued 

Emergent Concepts  Code(s) Dimensions 
 

 

Framing the concept of debt Comparison processes  Compared to significant others; 
compared to general others  
Future Orientation  

 

    
Beliefs & values & norms of 
money use in general  

General attitudes and norms of 
consumption on campus 

Consumerist ethos; thrift ethos.   

 Attitudes and norms of campus 
peers/friends on consumption 

Consumerist ethos; thrift ethos; 
class conflict 

 

    
Learning about money Influential persons Parents; friends growing up; 

friends now; others 
 

 Influential events/experiences Experiences growing up; 
experiences currently 

 

    
Feeling about debt after college When the rubber hits the road Feeling better; feeling worse; 

feeling the same  
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QUALITATIVE FINDINGS PART I: THE COMMON DEBT ORIENTATION 

 The following sections will present the portion of the qualitative findings from the 

Student Debt Interview that focus specifically on the meanings that students make about 

being in debt while in college. The findings in this chapter suggest that when it comes to 

college debt, and student loans in particular, the meanings that students make about debt 

comprise a cohesive orientation towards debt, regardless of students’ institutional 

location. In the following few paragraphs, I will briefly discuss the common public 

orientation towards student debt, namely that student debt is a major social problem. I 

will then discuss the elements of the common college student orientation towards student 

debt, which as I will show, is not as dire in its outlook. This dissertation’s qualitative data 

is composed of the attitudes, feelings, and beliefs of individual students, and individual 

findings can sometimes be contradictory to the broader patterns. After reporting on the 

common student orientation to student debt, I will present examples of contradictory 

cases so that the reader can get a feel for a more thorough range of qualitative data. 

Finally, I will connect the findings from this section to the literature in this area, and 

discuss how these findings support, challenge, and therefore contribute to the existing 

literature.  

A Looming Crisis? 

The non-academic press is replete with stories of how student debt is a looming 

crisis.  Some of this literature focuses on how the current generation of college students 

face disadvantages from which their parents and grandparents were insulated (see for e.g. 

Leicht & Fitzgerald 2007; Kamenetz 2006; Draut 2005). Other authors include rising 
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student debt among their critiques of higher education trends (see for instance Selingo 

2013; Professor X 2011; Kamenetz 2006). Not to mention the seemingly ubiquitous 

newspaper and magazine articles lamenting the rise in debt (see for e.g., Stigletz 2013, 

Block 2006; Gertner 2006; Waldman 2004).   

For college students and their families as well as interested observers, student 

debt is often written about as a dangerous obstacle that only the financially deft or the 

lucky wealthy are able to avoid. For the rest of us, stories of student debt often take the 

form of cautionary tales or future portraits of a generation in peril. A simple Google 

News Stories search of the term “student loans” is illustrative of this pattern. The 

following story titles34 were found on one page of findings:  

“College Loans Taken Blindly” 

“The Mental and Physical Toll of Student Loans”  

“Degrees of Debt: A Generation Hobbled by the Soaring Cost of College” 

“Student Loans: Debt for Life” 

“Is There a Better Way to Deal with Student-Loan Debt?” 

“Drowning in Student Loan Debt” 

 

                                                        
34Marks Jarvis, Gail. “College Loans Taken Blindly.” January 25, 2015. The New York Times; White, 
Gillian B. “The Mental and Physical Toll of Student Loans.” February 2, 2015. The Atlantic; Martin, 
Andrew & Andrew W. Lehren. “Degrees of Debt: A Generation Hobbled by the Soaring Cost of College.” 
May 12, 2012. The New York Times; Coy, Peter. “Student Loans: Debt for Life.” Sept 18, 2012. 
Bloomberg Business; White, Gillian B. “Is There a Better Way to Deal with Student-Loan Debt?” Jan 26, 
2015. The Atlantic; Stockard, Sam. “Drowning in Student Loan Debt.” January 31, 2015. Memphis Daily 

News.  
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The narrative of the looming student debt crisis is directly related to the question 

“is college worth it?” The structure of higher education is one in which we push for 

universal enrollment at one-end, and we are told that despite the variability of what is 

actually learned during college, the signaling value of the credential and/or the 

investment in human capital at the back-end is sound. The “is college worth it” question 

is usually addressed with economic data on earnings (see for examples Akers & Chingos 

2014; Fry 2014; Hershbein et al. 2014; Baum, Kurose & Ma 2013; Avery & Turner 

2012). The overall answer the question “is college worth it” according to the data is that 

it depends on where you go to school, where you go to work, and what type of work you 

do. But in general, over time, the rise in student debt is generally matched by a rise in 

income.   

However, elite colleges and universities and majors coupled to remunerative 

occupations are not accessible to all. How do the majority of students feel about their 

college and debt choices? To what extent is college “worth it?” What does it mean to be 

enmeshed in this current higher education system for those who are experiencing it? The 

qualitative data in this chapter will delve into these issues with the goal of better 

understanding what role student debt plays in this expansive higher education social 

structure.     

The student debt interview involved questions about students’ college goals, how 

money was thought about and used, how students felt about being in debt, and how being 

indebted impacted students’ college experiences. While the findings from chapter six 

center on institutional divergence on these concepts, the results from this present chapter 
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points to a surprising coherence. Across the three institutions as well as other 

demographic characteristics, the qualitative data offers a common student orientation 

towards student debt.   

This common orientation towards student debt is composed of the following five 

key characteristics (see Table 5.2 for a description of this debt orientation). First, students 

made sense of their debt through a “future orientation,” meaning that they viewed their 

debt as something that will confront them as a reality only in the future. For the time 

being, in school, the debt was not a particularly salient issue. Second, students’ feelings 

and beliefs about debt were based on “comparison processes.” When asked about their 

feelings and attitudes towards student debt, the interviewed respondents typically drew on 

how their particular situation compared to other people. Third, a majority of the 

interviewed students perceived their debt to be more of an “investment rather than a 

burden.” Fourth, students tended to perceive their debt as a topic of “concern rather than 

worry.” And fifth, the feelings and attitudes that students in this sample discussed with 

me point to the notion that student debt, rather than being disruptive to the college 

experience is in fact an integral, and indeed relatively positive, part of that experience. 

Context of the Student Debt Orientation 

The common orientation towards student debt among this sample of college 

students is complex and at times seemingly contradictory. Making sense of this 

orientation requires first understanding that the students in this sample hold a few core 

values. Specifically, students believed that obtaining a college degree is important, good, 

and in many cases viewed as necessary. In addition, most students, at a basic level, are 
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seeking out both use-value and exchange value out of their time in college. Students also 

felt that debt in general was to be avoided if at all possible35. The following findings 

section will first elaborate these contextual qualitative findings. I will then discuss the 

five core elements of the common orientation to student debt. 

Table 5.2 Common Orientation Towards Student Debt  

Key Concepts Key Findings  

Beliefs and Values about Debt Student debt generally seen as investment  

 Student debt seen as a concern rather than a worry 

Debt and the College Experience 
Impact of student debt on college is net-positive (prior to 
college and during college)  

Framing Debt Student debt is perceived through a lens of future orientation  

 
Student’s frame their feelings and belief about debt by using 
comparisons processes 

 

Context: The Necessity of College & the Convergence of College Goals  

In chapter six I will describe how institutional attendance helped to structure 

students’ college goals so that students in general at “Flagship U” held different goals 

than did students at “Public Commuter U” or “Private Upper Crust U.” At a more 

fundamental level however, students in this sample shared two common goals: the idea 

that obtaining a college degree was a good idea; and that no matter the institutional 

attendance, students craved both exchange- and use-value out of their college experience.  

                                                        
35 In addition to these core values, it is also vital to understand that in this sample of college students, the 
vast majority of student debt that almost all students held was a product of student loans, not credit card 
debt. As a result, when students in this sample spoke about student debt they are in effect speaking about 

student loans.  
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The notion that students’ would highly value obtaining a college degree is not 

surprising, but the fact that it was universally perceived as a necessity is important when 

trying to make sense of student debt. When college is necessary, then student debt, 

particularly from student loans, also assumes that inevitable quality. The popular press 

sometimes presents student loan debt as the product of flippant, immature, or naïve 

student choices that could have been mitigated or avoided altogether had the student 

chosen a more practical major or attended a less expensive college or university. While 

this is no doubt true for some students in some situations, it ignores the fact that for most 

students, and almost universally in this sample, obtaining a bachelor’s degree was 

perceived as a minimum option. Debt for these students was not a choice over how to 

attend college, rather a necessity that allowed them to attend.  

Thinking about college as a necessity was in part a product of socialization. 

Isabella, 24 year-old Sociology major from “Public Commuter U” told me, “For my 

family, education is very important. If you are not educated you are not going to go 

anywhere in life…career wise, if you don’t have that degree, that piece of paper, you are 

not going to get very far.” For other students, it was clear that college as a necessity was 

reinforced through comparing themselves with their non-college peers. Twenty-one year-

old Sociology major Jacqueline from “Private Upper Crust U” provided this perspective: 

“Seeing my friends struggle at community colleges, they are just not happy. Now I’m 21, I 

have a college degree, yeah I’ll have to pay off my debt, but I have the option to get a 

real job now, a real salary-paying job.”  
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These quotes emphasize the link between college and the labor market. And the 

college goal findings from the Student Debt Survey unambiguously supported this. 

Students across all three institutions placed a greater importance on the goal of using 

college to get a good job, whereas the goal of using college to enrich one’s social life was 

a significantly less popular survey response. Across the total sample, 63 percent of the 

respondents felt that positioning themselves for the labor market was the most college 

goal, 43 percent felt that intellectual development was the most important goal, while 

only 7 percent of the sample felt that having a robust social life was the most important 

goal. These survey findings suggest that students’ goals are centered on obtaining 

exchange-value from college in the form of credentials and usable skills; and that the use-

value, or non-academic elements of the college experience, is not a priority for this 

sample of college students.  

The qualitative data however, showed that students’ college goals did indeed 

involve both exchange- and use-values.  Kristen, 21 year-old Biochemistry major from 

“Private Upper Crust U” explains how college was a time for growth in multiple ways: 

“It’s definitely a critical time in socializing. In learning boundaries, learning financial 

boundaries, learning social boundaries, learning academic boundaries…it’s a time when 

a lot of people have to learn how to be independent and that’s from testing the waters.” 

Similarly, Javier 22 year-old Biology major from “Public Commuter U” pointed out how 

his college goals have changed over time:  

…that was a lot of fun, going out to clubs, going to house parties, the crazy stuff, 

that was fun, like walking down campus and recognizing like 100 people that was 

cool…But now that I’m about to graduate from college, its also about gaining 
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maturity, gaining the tools to actually accomplish your goals, which for me is to 

go on to medical school and become a doctor. 

 

Caryn, 20 year-old Sociology major from “Flagship U” told me about how some of her 

college goals were implicit: “Going out, having fun with friends, going out to parties and 

stuff. And at the end of it, having a degree that is gonna get you a nice job. So it’s like 

party and work.” 

Context: Debt-Avoidant Values 

In general, the students in this sample saw their student loans as necessary tools 

that allowed them to attend college as well as its full range of experiences. This does not 

mean however that students generally felt positively about their debt. In fact, students 

actually tried to avoid debt if at all possible, and were vocal about this attitude. Mila, 27 

year-old Marketing and Management major from “Public Commuter U” expressed her 

negative feelings about debt, and she was not able to empathize with those students who 

did not feel negatively about their debt:    

I feel so passionately against debt, and when I hear about students being 

in debt, I really can’t believe that people are willing to submit themselves 

to that. I don’t think they understand the long-term effects of that. And so 

being able to speak my side of the story, since not a lot of people are in my 

shoes…Whatever kind of debt it is, I just don’t think people are 

educated…If people learned that when you get that first job, start 

throwing money at your student loan…don’t go out and buy a new car, 

new Mercedes, or a whatever it may be. Pay off your student loan that first 

year or two, and live within your means. And then enjoy all the hard work 

that you went through. Instead, people pay off the minimum and are stuck 

with that debt until they are god knows how old. 

 

Mila’s logic of debt-minimization and debt-avoidance was a more feasible option for 

“Public Commuter U” students, where the price of admission was comparatively 

inexpensive. Loans at “Public Commuter U” were often thought of as one choice among 
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several on how to afford the costs of college. For example, students at “Public Commuter 

U” were more likely to work outside of college (61 percent) compared to those students 

at “Flagship U” (34 percent) and “Private Upper Crust U” (27 percent). Alternatively at 

“Flagship U” and “Private Upper Crust U,” student loans were more common due to 

higher tuition prices and fees, and therefore assumed a more taken-for-granted feeling.  

Because loans were often taken-for-granted, I found that debt-avoidant attitudes 

were most salient across all three institutions when discussing credit cards. Not 

surprisingly credit cards were viewed as a worse kind of debt because of their high 

interest rates and comparatively unforgiving terms of repayment. The comparatively low 

credit card balances at “Flagship U” and “Private Upper Crust U” did not seem to 

improve or soften attitudes towards debt among these students36. For instance, 19 year-

old Biology major Jill from “Private Upper Crust U” learned the dangerous temptation of 

credit cards from her mother:  

My mom and her friends have always been like ‘don’t get a credit card.’ I 

don’t want to give myself the freedom to think that I can go buy anything, 

when in reality you are paying that stuff back. It’s not freedom to go and 

buy whatever…I’m afraid that I would save it for emergencies but use it to 

go buy more [non-emergency things], and end up having to owe so much 

more. I don’t want to give myself the temptation to go out and buy things.  

 

                                                        
36 Eleven of the 17 students who spoke about credit cards at “Private Upper Crust U” had credit cards, and 
all 11 students had current balances of less than $2000.  Similarly at “Flagship U,” only 3 out of the 16 
students with credit cards had balances of over $500. Compared to the students at “Public Commuter U” 
(14 out of 25 students with credit cards held balances of greater than $1000, and 6 of these students have 
balances of over $5000), the students at “Private Upper Crust U” and “Flagship” had relatively low levels 

of credit cards debt.  
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Twenty-five year-old, Art History major Ruby attending “Flagship U” expressed 

a similar perspective: “I could go to apply for a credit card if I wanted to, but my parents 

reasoning is that I don’t have a job, so how am I going to pay for the card; and I don’t 

want to add any unnecessary debt.” While discussions about credit cards often served as 

a focal point for debt-avoidant attitudes, student loans were discussed in a more neutral 

and sometimes positive light.  

Main Orientation: Loans are a Future Thing 

Most interviewed students believed that attending college was a necessity, and 

loans were often a necessary tool in that endeavor. In addition to this taken-for-granted 

quality, student loans were also understood to be a “future thing,” meaning that student 

loan debt did not have to be paid off until after one was done with college. In addition to 

academics, students were faced with multiple college experiences that command their 

attention. Because of their temporal distance, student loans were not high on the list of 

those experiences pressing for students’ attention. Edwin, a 21 year-old Urban & 

Environmental policy major from “Private Upper Crust U” summarized this position well 

when I asked him if he is at all interested in the details of his loan debt:           

Uh no. I don’t think I would be… I mean I’m going to eventually. I mean I 

don’t think I’d like to be reminded every few months. I think that would 

suck and probably take away from the college experience. Because I do 

believe that college is like the best time of your life...And in all honesty, I 

am going to have to address this debt eventually…so why worry now?  

 

When considered together, the taken-for-granted nature of students with the fact that loan 

repayment does not begin until six months after graduation, set a context in which 
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students did not need to think about, and most often did not want to think about their 

loans. Loans were simply not salient at this point in their lives.    

 While credit cards were widely viewed by the students in this sample as being a 

bad kind of debt that is to be avoided if possible, loans on the other hand were understood 

to be comparatively benign. Because student loans comprised the lion’s share of student 

debt in this sample, students’ feelings about their combined student debt, in general, were 

most often absent of severe worry.   

Main Orientation: Concern not Worry 

Early in the interview data collection process, I noticed that students were 

differentiating between concern and worry when it came to talking about student debt. 

Concern was a cognitive construction and comparatively less potent than worry, which 

was emotional and comparatively severe. Sue, 21 year-old International Relations major 

from “Private Upper Crust U” described it this way: “Concern is like knowing that they 

[loans/credit cards] are there. Whereas being worried is more feeling like they have 

negative impact on the decisions that you make to live your life.” Similarly, 21 year-old 

Art History major Claire from “Flagship U” told me “…it’s like a problem that you don’t 

face directly... I felt like worrying about it now would just be more stress in my life…It’s 

more of a concern than a worry for me.” 

  Some students recognized the advantage to being only concerned instead of 

worried about debt. Nicole, 18 year-old Diplomacy & World Affairs major from “Private 

Upper Crust” told me “…if I were concerned about my debt every day I wouldn’t be a 

very good student. Worry is something that like bogs you down, like you cant live without 
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thinking about it. I can live without thinking about it because I have to…I will become 

very worried as it becomes more of a reality as I graduate…” Several students connected 

this cognitive versus emotional difference to the idea that loan debt did not have to be 

dealt with until after their bachelor’s degree was completed. Ruby, 25 year-old Art 

History major from “Flagship U” told me:  

I’m less worried about it [student loan] than I will be in the future. I think 

I’d be really worried about it if I graduated from school and then I 

couldn’t find a job. That’s when I would really truly start to worry about 

it. Because my sister went through that and I saw how stressful that was 

for her. And that would stress me out. If I don’t find a good job, debt is 

going to be my biggest worry I guess. [How about concern? Are you 
concerned about your debt?] It’s more of a concern than a worry.  
 

Jonathan, 22 year-old Urban & Environmental Policy major from “Private upper Crust 

U” also referred to the future when he discussed his loan debt with me: “Concern is like a 

looming issue, but not a problem. Concern is like, it’s not gonna ruin me, but its 

something that I’m gonna have to figure it out.” The fact that most students are 

concerned and not worried does not mean that debt has little impact on students. Melissa, 

23 year-old Critical Theory & Social Justice major from “Private Upper-Crust U” 

described it this way: “They are both scary. There is a difference [between worry and 

concern] but they also overlap. Every time I spend money, I have this feeling, like 

[expletive], that happened. I think it’s both [worry and concern].   

Main Orientation: Comparison Processes 

 An important reason why students in this sample felt relatively less stress and 

worry about their student debt was that they used a comparative lens to determine their 

feelings and attitudes about debt. Despite students’ objective conditions, they did not 
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necessarily feel disadvantaged if they saw their condition as relatively advantaged 

compared to others.    

Some students compared their situation to a generalized other. Lisa, 21 year-old 

from “Private Upper Crust U” has $7,000 in student debt and described her debt this way: 

“I wouldn’t necessarily say worried…I figured it was relatively low compared to most 

people’s, so I figured that it wasn’t something to worry about.” Twenty-one year-old Sue 

has $48,000 in student debt from “Private Upper Crust U” and situates herself in the 

middle: “I know people who are in a better situation than this level of debt, but I [also] 

know people who are taking out $150,000 here. I can’t even imagine what that would feel 

like.”  

 Other students picked out particular others to compare themselves against. 

Jacqueline, 21 year-old from “Private Upper Crust U” has more than $30,000 in debt, and 

she focused her comparison on her sister.  

I know I’m going to be able to pay it off…because knowing how I save. 

Like my sister, we’re the opposite, she spends a lot more money than I do 

just going out to restaurants and she has I want to say like $35,000 on her 

school loans. So I haven’t talked to her about debt either. I am assuming 

that she has started to pay it off because she has a full time job now as a 

teacher, so I don’t know if she’s worried, but I know if she can do it I can 

do it because I know she spends more money than I do. 

 

Matthew, 20 year-old from “Private Upper Crust U” had between $5,000 and $10,000 in 

student loans. He centered his comparison on his brother. “Compared to my brother who 

is taking out $20k in loans every year and he went to a private high school and I went to 

a public school. There has been a lot of money spent on him and I never asked for much.”  
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Still other students made comparisons with the opportunity cost of not attending 

college. Adam, 20 year-old from “Flagship U” is $11,000 in debt and in addition to 

comparing himself to other college students in more debt, also compared himself to his 

non-college peers. “I calculated my future while doing that [attending college] and not 

doing that, and I’ve sort of validated it in my head, and I tell myself that I am not taking 

as much as other people, and I can only have one [college] experience… it’s an 

opportunity that I have been afforded.” Jacqueline, a student from “Private Upper Crust 

U” had more than $30,000 in student loans and less than $500 in credit card debt. She 

was relatively positive about her debt both in comparison to her friends in college and at 

other colleges.  

I guess because I am on so many loans, it really hasn’t impacted me so 

much. I mean, my friend who is paying out of pocket right now, it is 

definitely impacting her. I mean, she hates [“Private Upper Crust U”]. She 

tells me all of the time that she had rather she had gone to [“Public 
Commuter U”] because there’s less debt… Since I am not paying the 

school right now, I am not feeling the pressure... Seeing my friends 

struggle at community colleges, they are just not happy. Now I’m 21, I 

have a college degree, yeah I’ll have to pay off my debt, but I have the 

option to get a real job now, a real salary-paying job. And that just opens 

up doors to network and even travel. Which I know for them is not even an 

option. I have been to 6 or 7 countries, I have studied abroad in Brazil, 

[“Private Upper Crust U”] has given me those options. My friends at 

[other public state school] don’t have those options.     

 

Similarly, 19 year-old Ellie from “Flagship U” has $10,000 in student debt and knows 

this is more debt than her non-college peers, but still sees herself in an advantaged 

position: 

 It’s bad because I have to pay it off, but its good because I get so much 

for it… I would never be able to have such a great experience… college is 

so amazing, everyone from my high school that didn’t go to college, that 

went to community college or went straight to work, you are missing out 
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on so much! Yeah I have more debt than you, but everything I’ve been 

able to gain, the internships, all the friends, hanging out with friends, not 

having to go home… so amazing that I would never give it up. 

 

 Student debt- comprised largely of loans- is generally seen as a normative part of 

the college experience. This quality along with the fact that students do not have to pay 

them off until after their time in college and the fact that students evaluated their feelings 

about debt through a comparative lens, led to a generally optimistic outlook towards debt. 

In the following section I will discuss how students describe the impact of their debt on 

the college experience.  

Main Orientation: Student Debt as Investment   

 I asked students if they considered their student loans to be an investment or a 

burden. Overall, more students found their loans to be an investment, however about a 

third of the respondents perceived their loans to be a burden or as some combination of 

investment and burden. Some students saw the college degree as a kind of rite of passage, 

and therefore student debt from student loans were easily perceived as an investment. 

Twenty year-old Madison from “Flagship U” had $20,000 in loan debt. She told me 

“…it’s worth it, it’s definitely worth it…it’s something no one can take away from you, a 

college degree. Other students saw their loans as an investment in a very specific set of 

skills. Charles, a 26 year-old student at “Public Commuter U” had $17,00 in student loan 

debt and was an entrepreneur. He valued the business skills he was acquiring in college: 

“They [loans] are an investment. To me school is more than just a piece of paper since 

I’m the president of my company. A lot of the stuff [I learn] helps me mold my company. 
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Since the day my company started, I apply whatever I learn and I see the benefit right 

away.”  

 Several students used comparison processes to see their student loan(s) as 

investments. Jacob, 27 year-old from “Public Commuter U” had only $4,000 in debt. The 

meanings about this debt had changed as his comparisons shifted from the past to the 

future:   

My opinion has actually changed about that [loans]…[the peers he 
graduated with form high school got full-rides when they went to college]. 
I had to take out loans and I was kind of disappointed in myself…but then 

the last few years, I realized medical school is like $250 grand, it’s so 

expensive. I think the average debt that someone graduates with is like 

$180, $200 grand now. And so this loan doesn’t even compare to the loan 

that I am about to take… Also I’ve come to realize that money is money 

and that is not everything… for me now it’s like I have this education, I 

can do stuff with it. It doesn’t really revolve around having to pay back the 

loan. 

 

Twenty-five year-old Ruby also found her $6,250 in debt from “Flagship U” debt to be 

an investment when comparing it to the idea of having no college education at all. “It’s 

an investment because I’m putting money into my education, and if I didn’t put money 

into my education I’d be suffering at Starbucks for the rest of my life. As much as I love 

Starbucks, this is not what I want to do. So if I put a little, well a lot of money in now it 

helps my future. So I figure some debt is, I guess worth it.” 
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Main Orientation: The Positive Net Impact of Student Debt   

I asked students how being in debt had impacted their college experience. 

Students offered a wide variety of responses, however in general the responses indicated 

that student debt impacted the college experience in a net-positive way. This is not to 

suggest that students saw their debt as uniformly trouble free. Indeed several students 

pointed out the concerns they held towards debt. But to the extent that student debt 

affected their time in college, it was generally perceived to be helpful and sometimes 

even empowering.  

Positive Net Impact: Prior to College  

About of a quarter of the students in this sample did not view their student debt as 

directly impacting their time while in, and experiences at college. However among this 

group were a handful of students who felt that debt did affect their decisions while they 

were in the process of applying to college. Ian, a 20 year-old student with $12,000 in 

student loans explained it this way:  

One of the decisions to come to [“Private Upper Crust U”] was that it 

would be cheaper. While I knew that my parents were ready to sell the 

house and move into a smaller apartment to pay for my college, I didn’t 

want to impose that onto my parents. And so one of the things was to apply 

to smaller local schools, or applying to state schools like the University of 

California system. For me to come here is my opportunity to take 

advantage of as much as I can. 

 

Twenty year-old Elena holds $15,000 in student loan debt, and like Ian, Elena recognizes 

how debt is connected to her choice to attend “Private Upper Crust U.”   

I guess the way that I view student loan debt is it’s kind of something that I 

have to do…I would say it’s a necessity in that I don’t know what else I 

would do. [Well you could have gone to another school]. In that sense it 

has impacted my academics because I realize the type of education that 
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I’m getting here, and I appreciate it, and that is why to me it seems worth 

it to take out those loans. I don’t know if I would have had the same 

experience if I went to a different school or a bigger school. 

 

Here Elena expressed a common attitude among this sample of college students, namely 

that because her student debt was necessary to attend college, the debt was easier to 

rationalize as good or useful.  

Catherine, a 20 year-old student attending “Flagship U” had $14,000 in student 

loan debt saw her debt as a reluctant but worthwhile necessity. “It’s like an investment. 

You are going to be in debt, fine. You are better off taking on debt and then paying it off 

rather than trying to get money to survive.” Twenty-two year-old Mia, also from 

“Flagship U” had $30,000 in debt, had seen how her student debt impacted her college 

experience. “I think they are an investment. Yeah, I never saw them as like a 

burden…They helped me…Now that I don’t have the money coming in and I have to 

work, I can’t do all the things that I did because I don’t have that extra money. Even if I 

didn’t use it, I knew it was there, I could always touch it if I needed it.”  

Positive Net Impact: Debt as Tool for Fully Experiencing College  

Several students emphasized the short-term value of their loans. Ian had $12,000 

in student loans and told me that it inspired him to get all he could out of college:“[Debt] 

is why I have a double major, which is why I am active in campus organizations. With 

this $60,000 I can leave without making an impact or I could you know, suck the marrow 

out of the college experience.” Similarly, Kristen told me her $35,000-$40,000 in student 

debt inspired her academically: “…It has been making [me] a little more rigorous in my 
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studies so I could go to grad school next year and defer my loans instead of having to pay 

them off immediately.”  

Diego, had between $5,000 and $10,000 in student debt, also shared this 

sentiment: “I feel that while I’m here I should get the most out of my debt…immersing 

myself in the college experience. I’m in debt regardless…and I feel that I should get the 

most out of it…so I want to pick my professor’s brain, I want to network with people, I 

want to know what people think about things.” Similarly, Stella from “Flagship U” held 

about $10,000 in student debt and saw her debt as empowering:   

I think that it [debt] is impacting it [college experience] positively, because 

I am getting money to spend, it allows me to not have to work and take 

time away from classes right now.  [She has seen the effect of part time 
work on her cousins’ school attendance patterns-they eventually dropped 
out]…I consider them [student debt loans] to be an investment. If I didn’t 

have the loan money, I probably wouldn’t be going to school full-time and 

[I would not] finish in four years.    

 

Positive Net Impact: the Ambiguity of Student Debt    

 While a majority of the students in this sample saw their student loan debt as 

generally beneficial, there were often mixed reviews, displaying an attitude I would 

describe as generally positive with hints of concern and occasional worry. Joshua, 29 

year-old from “Public Commuter U” held between $35,000 and $40,000 in debt. He had 

mixed feelings about his student loan debt: “I know they are providing a service, but I 

think of them like a mosquito. They are there, they are sucking a little bit out of me all of 

the time, until I can finally pay the off and get them out of there…they are all just kind of 

leeching off of me. Hopefully I do something while they are feeding off of me.” Twenty-

one year-old Alyssa had $10,000 in student loan debt from “Flagship U” originally 
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thought of her debt as a burden but was slowly altering her view: “I guess looking at it 

now it’s a burden, but the bigger picture is I carry myself in a different way, I speak in a 

different way, I’m able to engage with people in a different way, so maybe its an 

investment and I just have to put it to use to see that investment in action.”  

Ian, who wanted to “suck the marrow out of college experience,” provided a nice 

example of this ambiguity. He admitted to me that when it comes to student debt, there is 

likely more depth of meaning than is displayed by the faces that students project. 

“Emotions play a large role, we are a very emotional beings. For people that say they 

are only concerned, I would say there is probably a little worry there.” Ian went on to 

discuss a friend of his that was having a harder time than he was.  

I have a friend who is in a similar situation with me. And she has crushed 

herself into the ground, because she feels like she is wasting time. She has 

difficulty in class, she feels like she is wasting her parents money, there is 

so much anger and guilt there. She was going for an Economics major and 

change[d] her major]]. She was to tears, and that is the opposite side 

where you are aware of the debt that you are incurring to your parents. It 

drives you crazy, like every single moment that is being wasted is like 

money that is being thrown away. I’m not as drastic on that level, but I am 

aware that hopefully this is money that I will be able to make and pay 

back to my parents. 

 

Ian’s statement exemplifies the stress, anger, and guilt that can accompany 

student debt, as well as demonstrating how comparison processes work to mitigate these 

feelings for some students. Nicole had $10,000 in loans and also expressed a generally 

positive attitude towards her debt when she compared herself to others, but still harbored 

some worried feelings.   

No. I’m living my dream of being at a four-year university…even though I 

have some problems, I am grateful; I have no right to complain. There are 

a lot of people that would kill to be on the position that I am. And not a lot 
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of people see that…there is always that little thing in the back of my head, 

there is the possibility that I’d have to drop out if I couldn’t afford it. 

 

Jay had approximately $16,000 in debt. His ambiguity towards debt was due to the 

complicated situation of being debt-avoidant in a situation in which his debt was 

inexorably linked to his goal of obtaining a college degree:   

Obviously, you wish you weren’t in debt while you are in college. 

Sometimes I feel like I am wasting my time and money by not doing my 

homework. The little voice inside of my head is like you should be doing 

this because you are spending a lot of money to go here. But to me it’s 

worth it. Because I am learning a lot and college is seen as very important 

in our society. And we are taught that you should go to college no matter 

what. And this includes raking in 50k or more in debt. So that’s sort of the 

way I take it too, like it’s college, it’s supposed to be this way.  

 

Similarly, Lance viewed his $15,000-$20,000 in student loan debt and an additional 

$2,000 in credit card debt in mostly negative terms but still recognized the broader value 

of the college education that the tools of debt were providing.     

It definitely has hindered my social life because I haven’t done everything 

that I wanted to do. I haven’t had the money to pay for concerts or pay for 

dinner and all those things, and that sucks…. and I feel like it detracts 

from my academic work as well.  It helps because I recognize that my 

college education has value. In that I realize that this is not for [expletive] 
and giggles. I’m not here to have fun, I’m not here to have an experience, 

I’m here to learn. So I am putting money into myself because I want to be 

a lawyer…Well I’m constantly stressed, but financial worries don’t stress 

me out as much as I feel like they should…Definitely, like what am I going 

to do, how am I going to do it? When I talk to my mom about it, then I get 

really stressed out. Because then I am engaging with it with someone who 

really knows what she’s talking about. I feel that is when the stress comes 

out, as opposed to just me alone looking at it.   

 

Positive Net Impact: The Context Matters   

Lance’s previous comment illuminates a key finding of this dissertation- that the 

meanings of debt changed in different contexts. Lance for instance, became more stressed 
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about his loans when he talked about them with his Mother. Several other students 

pointed out that while student debt was largely unspoken during college, it will become 

much more ominous when it needs to be paid off. Elena, for instance, told me “… I guess 

to me right now it’s [her student loan] like good I guess, for now. But I think later when I 

actually have to pay it off it’s gonna be bad.” Ruben has $26,000 in debt and held a 

similar view: “…at this time, it doesn’t impact me negatively, because I’m not paying for 

it I guess…but I know that it’s there, and I’m conscious and aware of the debt 

accumulating…It doesn’t worry me that much, I guess out of sight, out of mind, because I 

don’t get a physical bill.” 

 Hilda had $4,000 in student loan debt and told me “…for the most part it doesn’t 

affect me. Except for like twice a quarter. When you go on the [personal online school 

account web page] and you are like ‘damn, look at all this loan money.’ [What about on a 

day-to-day basis.] Day-to-day, not too much. I think I think a little bit more about what 

I’m buying than if I didn’t have any debt. Maya had approximately $17,000 in student 

debt and provided a nice example of the mindset of a student who was on the cusp of 

having to pay her loans back:   

Yeah…oh my God, I’m pretty much done with school. I didn’t have to 

worry about it before because I was taking out loans to pay for other 

loans, but now I’m not going to be going to school, what am I going to do? 

… [How confident are you in your long-term plans?] Not very much at 

all…I think in the back of my mind, I know what I want to do, but now I 

just try to think about the things I could possibly do. 
  

 Interestingly, one context that did not seem to matter much in the qualitative 

findings was the amount of debt that students had. In chapter three, I found that amount 

of student loan and credit card debt positively predicted concern about debt. The 
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interview findings did not clearly reflect this pattern. While some students did lament 

their levels of debt, these monetary totals were generally less important to students than 

other contextual factors, such as when the repayment period for the debt began, what they 

had in mind for their post-college plans, and how they compared to their peers as well as 

non- college peers. One illustrative example is the case of Jonathan. Jonathan had 

$40,000-$45,000 in student debt, this was among the higher debt totals in this sample of 

college students. He was unabashedly not concerned with his debt amount in part because 

he knows that he is unable to do anything about it at the moment, and he has job lined up 

for after college:  

…Not to sound cocky, but my current job is pretty hopeful, it’s bright. 

Right now I work for a developer and I know how much I’m going to make 

after I graduate, and with that along with the projected growth in the next 

5 or 10 years, I know that I can make enough money to sustain my living 

and pay off the loans without it ruining me. [I ask him how long- he says 

10-15 years]. [So none of this is a worry for you?] No and it has become a 

kind of reality, its not something that I could avoid, its something that I 

have to do. And because it’s not going to go away, I’d rather not worry 

about it. 

 

 Miles, a 20 year-old from “Flagship U” with $7,000 in debt told me that how he 

viewed his debt depended on what happens over the next few years: “…It all depends on 

how this 2 years vs. 3 years pays off [how much longer until he graduates]. If I have to 

get out in 2 years, then its kind of a burden…”Miles was an electrical engineering major 

and saw the advantage in spending 3 more years rather than 2 because a shorter time 

would mean more classes for him, meaning more stress, and also meaning less time for 

developing social networks (internships and research experience) that will benefit him in 

the labor market. While taking more time in college would mean more debt for Miles, the 
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extra debt would more directly be an investment tool, while less debt in his case would be 

a burden. Miles’ case showcases the complexity of the meanings that students made of 

being in debt, particularly when attempting to pair longer-term career goals with short-

term college experience expectations.  

Contradictory Cases  

 Within each element of the orientation towards student debt there were some 

cases that did not reflect the general findings. For example, there were students who were 

exclusively seeking exchange value and dismissive to even the idea of seeking out use-

value at college, and other students did not seem to be particularly debt avoidant, even in 

terms of their credit cards. Two areas of cases though are important to discuss because 

they contradict the essence of the common orientation towards student debt described 

above. These two cases are: (1) students who are explicitly worried about their student 

debt as opposed to the less intense concern; (2) and students who see their student loans 

exclusively as burdens as opposed to investments.    

Debt as Worry and Burden   

 The vast majority of the students who spoke about loans being an investment or a 

burden chose the former over the later. There were also several students who had mixed 

views on the topic. Only 3 students, Claire, Camille, and Penelope, all from “Flagship 

U,” found their loans to be exclusively a burden.  Twenty-one year-old Penelope told me 

“...I don’t see them as an investment. The money is just like holding me back. Later on 

when I have to pay back these bills it’s going to make things more complicated I think.” 

Claire recognized that even though the debt is a burden, it was also a necessity. “I think a 
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burden… I don’t like the fact that I’m paying so much for the year that I borrowed for…I 

don’t know if I wouldn’t have done anything differently. That’s the thing…” Camille, also 

recognized the necessity of the debt, and resents it. 

I’m gonna say they are a burden. I think education in general is too 

expensive, so I don’t really feel that I’m taking out an appropriate amount 

of loans for what I’m getting. These amazing tuition hikes make me feel 

like I shouldn’t have to take out as much as I am to live off of, but I am. 

That’s what makes me feel like it’s a burden. But this is what I have to do 

to get where I want to be. 

 

 While loans as a burden seemed to be a “Flagship U” phenomenon, students who 

were explicitly worried about their student debt were found at all three sampled 

institutions. Melissa is 23-years old at “Private Upper Crust U,” she sees her debt as 

being paralyzing: “…I think its stressful and seems like being stuck in one place, like 

being in a car and the wheels are turning but you are not going anywhere.” Thirty-one 

year-old Ruben from “Public Commuter U” became worried when he added up his debt 

total:  

I looked over my loans not too long ago…I totaled up everything to see. 

And it’s scary. It’s scary to see that number on that paper, and you have to 

give that all back….As students we’ve been taught since elementary to go 

to school, to stay in school, your next school is middle school, then after 

middle school its high school, then its college, then once you get to college 

they just kind of say okay you’re done. They just kind of kick you out and 

leave you to figure out the rest of your life. Its vey stressful trying to figure 

out like what is the next step…When I totaled up my loans there was a lot 

of worry.  
 

Sadie is 20 years-old from “Flagship U,” and like Ruben, she became worried when she 

added up her total: “It’s definitely scary, it makes me anxious [the fact that her debt is so 

high, and] the relative lack of jobs for those with “high degrees” scares me…sometimes 

it affects [my] studies because it puts a lot of pressure on me so that I can’t concentrate 
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sometimes [she is referring to her understanding that PhDs and MAs are currently 

suffering in the labor market similar to other less educated students].   

 Determining why these students are worried about their debt is not as simple as it 

would appear. Among the eight students in this sample that were explicitly worried about 

their debt, only Sadie and Ruben had higher than average levels (greater than $25,000) of 

student debt. The remaining six students had relatively low levels of debt: Melissa had 

about $10,000 in debt, Christina had no loans but $10,000-$15,000 in credit card debt; 

Darcy had $12,000 in student debt; Caryn held $8,000 in debt; Penelope had $7,000 in 

debt; and Amber did not have any debt at all. The mode category for student loan debt 

total in both the larger Student Debt Survey sample as well as the Student Debt Interview 

sample was $5,000 - $9,999; and the mode category for credit card debt in both of these 

samples was $0 - $499.  

 The literature on student debt suggests that students’ major might be a factor in 

how worried students would be about their debt. Students understand that some majors 

are more tightly coupled to well paying occupations, so perhaps those students who had 

chosen majors more loosely connected would feel more worry. There was some moderate 

support for this, since five of the eight worried cases were social sciences or humanities 

(Anthropology, English, Sociology, Communication, Critical Theory & Social Justice). 

In addition, the remaining three cases (two Child Development majors and one 

Rehabilitation Services) are not traditionally majors linked to well-paying occupations. 

However, the existing economic literature that examines for whom college is worth it, 

examines both major and debt levels together to determine the contextual value of a 
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degree, and none of these cases have the debt totals to warrant serious repayment 

concerns. One clear pattern in the data that warrants future study is the fact that all except 

one of the students who exclusively viewed their loans as burdens and who were worried 

about their debt were women. This replicates consistent findings in the literature, namely 

that women are simply more conscientious about money and more debt-avoidant than are 

men (Ratcliff & McKernan 2013; Chudy, et al. 2011; Morgan, et al. 2001; Hayhoe, et al. 

2000; Davies & Lea 1995).  

 The interview data itself provided some clues as to the reasons behind these 

contradictory cases. Christina, for example worries about debt because she learned 

negative lessons about debt from her mother. “I don’t see myself as a consumer, my mom 

is a compulsive buyer…she buys things she doesn’t need, like rings…I think that’s why 

I’m afraid of debt, seeing that they are always in debt…you are never going to have an 

abundance of anything because you will always be paying something off.” On the other 

hand, Darcy told me that her anxiety over debt was tied to a major mistake she made in 

the past that fills her with regret: “my debt lays at [another College, where she had 

flunked out due to too much partying] and I feel that It’s my mistake. And I need to pay 

for it.” While these reasons appear to be more psychological and particular rather than 

sociological in nature, they make clear that the driving forces that influence the student 

mentality towards debt need to be explored in more detail in the future.  

Findings Summary 

 In general then, student debt does not seem to play a significantly negative role in 

the day-to-day experiences for this sample of undergraduate college students. There are 
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several reasons for this. Because a college degree is considered a necessity for the 

students in this sample, so too are the student loans that make attending college 

affordable. Students also tended to frame their thinking about debt in ways that made 

student loans feel comparatively benign. For instance, student loans do not need to be 

paid back until after college is complete, they are therefore “out-of-sight and out-of-

mind.” Similarly, students often made comparisons between themselves and other peers, 

as well as non-college peers, to describe their attitudes towards being in debt. Students 

tended to see their student debt as an investment, which allowed them to see their student 

loans as useful tools rather than burdens. These factors combined in ways that allowed 

students to feel concern about their loans as opposed to worry, and perceive their debt as 

having a net-positive impact on their college experiences.  

 Students in this sample also described themselves as debt-avoidant. This was 

evidenced by their feelings and attitudes towards credit cards and credit card debt. Given 

this debt-avoidant attitude along with the forces mitigating concern about debt, it is not 

surprising that students often made ambiguous meanings about their debt. Because of the 

ambiguity of this orientation, it should not be surprising that students developed 

metaphors to describe their debt that ranged from foreboding (“like a dark cloud” or 

“someone lurking behind you” or “a disease to eradicate”) to more neutral (“being in a 

car and the wheels are turning but you are not going anywhere” or “a mosquito injecting 

you with vitamins”) to a more positive investment (“it’s like buying a high-end 

Mustang”). What was more surprising was that the total levels of debt did not seem to 

directly translate to students viewing their debt as a worry or a burden. Overall, students 
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felt that their student debt served to enhance their college experience albeit with hints of 

concern.      

DISCUSSION  

 The literature on student debt paints a clear picture about amounts of student debt, 

who holds this debt, and who is likely to take on larger, more risky levels of debt. These 

students tend to be from lower-income families (Ratcliff & McKernan 2013; Baum & 

O’Malley 2003), they tend to major in the humanities, the fine arts, and the “soft” 

sciences (Baum & Saunders 1998), they tend be female (Ratcliff & McKernan 2013; Lea 

et al 2001; Morgan et al 2001; Davies & Lea 1995), and they are often Black/African 

American or Latino/Hispanic (Ratcliffe & McKernan 2013). The quantitative data from 

chapter four generally support these findings and therefore serve to bolster the empirical 

evidence behind the idea that while student debt is growing in aggregate, the effects of 

debt are much more problematic for some students while not as much for others.  

 The qualitative data in this chapter only briefly speaks to this literature on risky 

levels of debt. In this research, those students who considered their debt a burden and 

those who were most worried about their debt were not solely associated with the amount 

of debt that those students held. This finding aligns with some early research (Drentea 

2000; Humphrey et al. 1998)37. The literature on feelings and attitudes towards debt as 

well as the contexts that shape these attitudes and feelings are less well defined in the 

literature, and it is in this vein of research that my data most effectively contributes.  

                                                        
37 Although not the most recent findings (Wasleman, et al. 2014). 
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 I divide up the following discussion section into two parts. First, I expand on how 

my data contributes to the existing literature on student debt in two areas: to what extent 

are loans an investment or a burden? And to what extent are loans now normalized and 

common? Secondly, I explain how my findings contribute two novel elements to the 

literature: the first of which is the concept that undergraduate students tend to understand 

their student loans through a future orientation- that is, as something that should be dealt 

with in the future instead of the present. Secondly, students regularly use comparison 

processes when making sense of their feelings about student debt. I believe that the 

qualitative data presented in this chapter contributes significantly to the student debt 

literature by providing a stronger than previously available explanation of the complex, 

ambiguous, and the seemingly contradictory meanings that students make about their 

student debt. 

Loans are both Investments and Normalized Parts of College  

 The existing literature on student debt is consistent in its findings on the issue of 

student loan debt burden. While some students do face higher debt burdens than others 

(Kantrowitz 2009; and King & Bannon 2002), most students see their student loans as 

ranging from somewhat of a burden (Baum & O’Malley 2003; Stradling 2001; 

Boddington & Kemp 1999; and Baum & Saunders 1998) to a level so low that they are 

not thought about as debt at all (Chudy, et al. 2011; Davies & Lea 1995).  

 My research fully supports these findings. Student interviewees were most often 

concerned about debt but not worried. Concern for these students was a cognitive 

experience in which they thought about what being in debt would mean for their college 
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experience and their future. Student loans for these students were largely understood to 

be human capital investments both in terms of obtaining profitable credentials and in 

terms of personal growth and development. The comparisons that students made between 

themselves and their non-college peers clearly reflected the positive value that students in 

this sample attributed to going to college and the loans that allowed them to do so.  

 Besides comparison processes, understanding loans as neutral or positive was in 

part due to how loans are distributed. Loans are part of the electronic financial aid 

package and are usually designated towards tuition, fees, and housing costs, they are 

almost never handled by students directly. Students’ interactions with loans are 

infrequent at best. Loans are accepted by the click of a computer mouse and the money is 

used towards whatever expenses the student needs covered after grants and scholarships 

are factored in minus parental contributions. Students therefore do not handle their loans 

directly, they do not physically deposit the loan money nor do they physically pay the 

costs of college with this money. Rather loans are an electronic line on a personal web 

page that informs students that the price of admission to college, which student view as 

both necessary and comparatively valuable, is financially covered, albeit for the 

meanwhile.    

 Many students at “Flagship U” and “Private Upper Crust U” took on more loan 

debt than was minimally required to make up for an absence of other financial support, or 

to cover the amount that they would otherwise obtain through work-study grants. 

Occasionally, students received a refund check of some small amount of left over loan 

money. When students did receive leftover money from loan disbursements, this money 
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was used in ways that enhanced the student’s social college experience. The most 

common expenditure among this sample of college students, at all three institutions, was 

going out to eat with friends. However, loan money was also regularly used for events 

such as clothes shopping and going out to watch a movie. Loan money was therefore 

understood by many students to be both an investment in purchasing admission to a 

college education, and as an investment in obtaining the full college experience.  

 The existing literature also points out that student loans are perceived as 

normalized and common in college (Chudy, et al. 2011; Stradling 2001). While some 

students had reservations about debt, almost all recognized how the rising price of 

admission to college made debt avoidance difficult. My data also clearly supports this 

finding. Most of the respondents in this sample felt that student loans, and indeed some 

student debt, were common. Among the sample of approximately 1200 Student Debt 

Survey takers, 50 percent had student loans, with first year students slightly lower (40 

percent) and senior students higher (57 percent). While some students do graduate 

without student loan debt, most do not, and when we factor in credit cards, a vast 

majority of students leave college with some kind and amount of debt. Among the 

graduating seniors in my sample of Student Loan Survey takers38, 89 percent of students 

had either student loan or credit card debt or both. The handful of students who were both 

loan-free and felt that loans were not ‘just a natural part of the college experience’ were 

                                                        
38 I do not include the Student Debt Interview students since students in debt were actively sought out to 

include in the sample.  
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attending “Public Commuter U,” where the comparatively inexpensive price of admission 

paired with non-traditional students allowed for more flexible college financing patterns.  

    Taking into account the consistent increase in the number of higher education 

students, the rising costs of college admission, and a federal financial aid policy that is 

more geared towards the middle-class, it is likely that we will continue to see a rise in 

both the percentage of student debtors and at increasing amounts. Of course the necessity 

of student loans does not guarantee that they will be experienced as good or as normal, 

however their prevalence seems to make them easier to accept as just part of the 

experience of going to college.    

Novel Contributions: Futuristic Lens & Comparison Processes  

 In addition to supporting the findings in the student debt literature that student 

loans tend to be seen as investments and normalized parts of the college experience, this 

dissertation provides two novel elements that have been previously absent in this 

literature. First, students apply a future orientation to thinking about their student loans. 

Secondly, students draw comparisons both with college peers as well as non-college 

peers to frame their feelings towards their debt. In terms of this particular study, both of 

these cognitive practices allowed students to take a neutral, and often positive stance on 

their student debt. At a broader level, these practices lend support to the notion that the 

meanings that students make of their debt situation are more closely linked to subjective 

contexts and considerations rather than objective elements such as a debt amounts or 

rates of interest.   
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 College students are not expected to repay their loans until six months after they 

have completed their schooling. And even then, there are multiple ways to postpone 

repayment. As a result the loans taken during college are for practical purposes out-of-

sight, out-of-mind. This future-orientation tends to transcend institutional type, year in 

college, as well as demographics because the loan taking to loan-repayment process is 

structured at the national level. Students are inundated with academic requirements and 

social opportunities during their time in college. While student loans are now considered 

part of the college experience, they do so as a backdrop, something that facilitated college 

without being a salient element of college.  

 The feelings that students in this sample have towards their debt, when they are 

prompted to consider it, were framed by comparisons. The meanings that students made 

of their debt were most often not centered on objective amounts, rather on subjective 

comparisons with others. Several students spoke about how their debt was much less than 

their college peers (although occasionally more) and it was these comparisons that led to 

students feeling good or bad about their debt. Students also compared themselves to their 

friends, acquaintances, or others who unlike themselves did not pursue higher education. 

Because the students I interviewed understood that the relative value of the terminal high 

school diploma has decreased over the last few decades, they all felt comparatively 

positive about their choice to attend college. This more macro-outlook allowed for 

students to more easily justify their student debt as an investment.   

 The data from this dissertation chapter provides strong evidence that the meanings 

that students make of their student loans are more strongly influenced by subjective 
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contexts in addition to raw debt amounts. The varied comparisons that students make 

between themselves and others, the fact that student loans are not salient elements of their 

time in college, the fact that loans have a taken-for-granted quality, and the simple fact 

that students do not usually have much control over the use of their loans, all factor 

together to make a common orientation towards loans- one that sees them as useful tools 

for the college experience and investments towards improved human capital.  

 The above is not to say that debt amounts are unimportant. Nor does it argue that 

objective and instrumental rationality are absent in making sense of loans. The fact that 

students with majors linked with higher paying occupations were less concerned than 

their peers with majors not linked to such occupations, underscores this point. Still, I 

suggest that the findings from this dissertation provide a needed corrective to the biases 

in the popular press and other non-academic sources that emphasize objective debt 

amounts and interest rates as independent variables in determining meanings and 

attitudes towards debt. The dissertation’s data shows that the meanings that students 

make of their loans is not primarily determined by the amount of debt that they borrow, 

nor the interest rates that they pay. Rather, meanings are forged from a complex 

combination of cultural pressures and opportunities as well as institutionalized social 

structures. 

 

This chapter described and explained the common orientation towards student 

debt. This common orientation transcended many demographic variables as well as the 

institution that students’ attended. Alternatively, the institution attended did play a very 
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strong role in terms of college goals, money use, and money attitudes. Chapter six will 

explore these relationships and connect these findings to the literature on student 

typologies.    
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APPENDIX 5A. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 

Respondent 
(Alias) 

Institution Age Sex Major Race 

Michael “Private Upper Crust U” 18 Male Undecided White 

Jenny “Private Upper Crust U” 18 Female Physics Asian 

Jacqueline “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Female Sociology Latina 

Edwin “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Male 
Urban & 

Environmental Policy 
Latino 

Stacy “Private Upper Crust U” 19 Female Cognitive Science White 

Jay “Private Upper Crust U” 19 Male 
Diplomacy & World 

Affairs 
Latino 

Lisa “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Female Religious Studies Black 

Sue “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Female 
International 

Relations 
White 

Geoff “Private Upper Crust U” 20 Male Undecided White 

Nicole “Private Upper Crust U” 18 Female 
Diplomacy & World 

Affairs 
Latina 

Ian “Private Upper Crust U” 20 Male 
Psychology & 

Politics 
Asian 

Jonathan “Private Upper Crust U” 22 Male 
Urban & 

Environmental Policy 
Asian 

Irene “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Female Sociology White 

Elena “Private Upper Crust U” 20 Female 
Latina & Latino and 

Latin American 
Studies 

Latina 

Brian “Private Upper Crust U” 19 Male Sociology Asian 

Kristen “Private Upper Crust U” 21 Female Biochemistry White 

Jill “Private Upper Crust U” 19 Female Biology Latina 

Lance “Private Upper Crust U” 20 Male 
Critical Theory & 

Social Justice 
Mixed 

Melissa “Private Upper Crust U” 23 Female 
Critical Theory & 

Social Justice 
White 

Matthew “Private Upper Crust U” 20 Male Psychology White 

Anna “Private Upper Crust U” 22 Female 
Sociology & Spanish 

Literary Studies 
White & 
Latina 

Sofia “Public Commuter U” 31 Female Child Development Asian 
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Respondent 

(Alias) 
Institution Age Sex Major Race 

Isabella “Public Commuter U” 24 Female Sociology Latina 

Marisol “Public Commuter U” 21 Female Sociology Latina 

Diego “Public Commuter U” 24 Male 
Electrical 

Engineering 
Latino 

Logan “Public Commuter U” 26 Male Computer Science Asian 

Mason “Public Commuter U” 31 Male Computer Science Asian 

Ava “Public Commuter U” 57 Female Accounting Asian 

Valeria “Public Commuter U” 22 Female Television & Film Latina 

Emma “Public Commuter U” 27 Female Sociology Asian 

Charlotte “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Biology Latina 

Javier “Public Commuter U” 22 Male Biology Latino 

Olivia “Public Commuter U” 22 Female Child Development Asian 

Jacob “Public Commuter U” 27 Male Sociology Latino 

Lily “Public Commuter U” 25 Female Public Health Asian 

Alex “Public Commuter U” NA Male Sociology Latino 

Chloe “Public Commuter U” NA Female Political Science 
Caucasi

an 

Zoe “Public Commuter U” NA Female 
Computer 

Information Systems 
Asian 

Amber “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Child Development Asian 

Karina “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Nursing Asian 

Ruben “Public Commuter U” 31 Male 
Rehabilitation 

Services 
Latino 

Christina “Public Commuter U” 25 Female 
Communication 

Studies 
Latina 

Layla “Public Commuter U” 22 Female Criminal Justice White 

Grette “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Nursing Asian 

Francisco “Public Commuter U” 30 Male Business Latino 

Joshua “Public Commuter U” 29 Male Business Mixed 

Lucy “Public Commuter U” 27 Female Child Development Latina 

Ricardo “Public Commuter U” 32 Male Social Work Latino 
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Respondent 

(Alias) 
Institution Age Sex Major Race 

Mila “Public Commuter U” 27 Female 
Marketing & 
Management 

Latina 

Scarlett “Public Commuter U” 24 Female 
Asian & Asian 

American Studies 
Black 

Alejandro “Public Commuter U” 24 Male Criminal Justice Latino 

Grace “Public Commuter U” 26 Female 
Psychology and 

Marketing 
Latina 

Charles “Public Commuter U” 26 Male Finance and Law Latino 

Darcy “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Child Development Asian 

Maya “Public Commuter U” 23 Female Exercise Science Asian 

Zachary “Flagship U” 19 Male History White 

Leah “Flagship U” 22 Female Sociology White 

Owen “Flagship U” 18 Male Computer Science Asian 

Ellie “Flagship U” 19 Female 
Psychology & 

Sociology 
Asian 

Victoria “Flagship U” 22 Female Psychology Black 

Hilda “Flagship U” 18 Female Psychology White 

Christian “Flagship U” 19 Male Sociology Latino 

Tony “Flagship U” 19 Male Sociology Latino 

Alexis “Flagship U” 19 Female Undeclared Asian 

Lauren “Flagship U” 28 Female Anthropology Mixed 

Adam “Flagship U” 21 Male Anthropology Asian 

Sadie “Flagship U” 20 Female Anthropology Asian 

Alyssa “Flagship U” 21 Female Anthropology Mixed 

Penelope “Flagship U” 21 Female English 
African 

& 
Latina 

Sydney “Flagship U” 22 Female Physiology Latina 

Riley “Flagship U” 23 Male 
Physiology & 

Biology 
Mixed 

Julian “Flagship U” 18 Male Elec. Engineering Asian 

Miles “Flagship U” 20 Male 
Electrical 

Engineering 
White 
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Respondent 

(Alias) 
Institution Age Sex Major Race 

Violet “Flagship U” 23 Female Sociology 
Native 

America
n 

Catherine “Flagship U” 20 Female Computer Science Latina 

Stella “Flagship U” 20 Female Sociology Latina 

Claire “Flagship U” 21 Female Art History Asian 

Ruby “Flagship U” 25 Female Art History White 

Camilla “Flagship U” 21 Female Anthropology Latina 

Mia “Flagship U” 22 Female Film & Television Latino 

Arianna “Flagship U” 24 Female English White 

Madison “Flagship U” 20 Female Anthropology White 

Heather “Flagship U” 20 Female Sociology Asian 

Caryn “Flagship U” 20 Female Sociology Mixed 
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APPENDIX 5A. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS CONTINUED 

Respondent 
Time to 

Graduation 
Mother’s 
Education 

Father’s 
Education 

Tax Status: 
Family 
Income 

Michael 3 more years 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Professional 

Degree 
Dependent > $250,000 

Jenny 4 more years Master’s Degree Ph.D. Dependent DNK 

Jacqueline < 1 year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
HS Diploma Dependent 

$75,000-
$100,000 

Edwin NA NA NA Dependent NA 

Stacy 3 more years Master’s Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$25,000- 
$50,000 

Jay 2 more years NA NA Dependent 
$75,000-
$100,000 

Lisa 1 more year NA NA Dependent NA 

Sue < 1 year NA NA Dependent NA 

Geoff 3 more years < HS Diploma 
Master’s 
Degree 

Dependent > $250,000 

Nicole 3 more years Some Coll. Some Coll. Dependent 
$60,000-
$70,000 

Ian 2 more years NA NA Dependent 
$50,000-
$75,000 

Jonathan 1 more year NA NA Dependent $50,000 

Irene 1 more year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent $150,000 

Elena 1 more year NA NA Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Brian 2 more years Master’s Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$25,000-
$50,000 

Kristen < 1 year HS Diploma HS diploma Dependent $30,000 

Jill 3 more years Some Coll. 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent 

$25,000-
$50,000 

Lance 2 more years 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
DNK Dependent 

$100,000-
$150,000 

Melissa < 1 year < HS Diploma 
Master’s 
Degree 

Dependent DNK 

Matthew 1 more year Some Coll. DNK Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Anna < 1 year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Professional 

Degree 
Dependent $250,000 + 

Sofia 1 more year Some Coll. 
Master’s 
Degree 

Indep. DNK 
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Respondent 
Time to 

Graduation 

Mother’s 

Education 

Father’s 

Education 
Tax Status: 

Family 

Income 

Isabella < 1 year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Indep. < $25,000 

Marisol < 1 year HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent < $25,000 

Diego < 2 years < HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. < $25,000 

Logan 2 more years HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. < $25,000 

Mason 4 more years 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Master’s Indep. < $25,000 

Ava 
< 1 more 

year 
< HS Diploma 

< HS 
Diploma 

Indep. < $25,000 

Valeria < 1 year DNK DNK Dependent DNK 

Emma < 1 year HS Diploma 
Master’s 
Degree 

Indep. < $25,000 

Charlotte 2 more years HS Diploma 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$75,000-
$100,000 

Javier < 1 year HS Diploma Some Coll. Dependent 
$75,000-
$100,000 

Olivia < 1 year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
HS diploma Dependent 

$25,000-
$50,000 

Jacob 2 more years 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
< HS 

Diploma 
Indep. 

$25,000-
$50,000 

Lily 3 more years HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Alex < 1 year NA NA Indep. NA 

Chloe < 1 year NA NA Indep. NA 

Zoe < 1 year NA NA Indep. NA 

Amber < 1 year < HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Karina < 1 year < HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Indep. < $25,000 

Ruben < 1 year HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. < $25,000 

Christina 1 more year HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Layla 1 more year Some Coll. Some Coll. Dependent NA 

Grette < 1 year < HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent < $25,000 

Francisco < 1 year HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. 
$100,000-
$125,000 

Joshua < 1 year HS Diploma Some Coll. Indep. < $25,000 
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Respondent 
Time to 

Graduation 

Mother’s 

Education 

Father’s 

Education 
Tax Status: 

Family 

Income 

Lucy 1 more year < HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Indep. < $25,000 

Ricardo NA HS Diploma HS Diploma Indep. NA 

Mila < 1 year HS Diploma HS Diploma Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Scarlett < 1 year Some Coll. Some Coll. Indep. < $25,000 

Alejandro 1 more year NA NA Indep. 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Grace > 5 years NA NA Indep. < $25,000 

Charles 1 more year NA NA Indep. $80,000 

Darcy 1 more year Some Coll. Some Coll.  Indep. < $25,000 

Maya < 1 year < HS Diploma HS Diploma Dependent 
$20,000-
$50,000 

Zachary 2 more years 
Professional 

Degree 
HS Diploma Dependent 

$100,000-
$150,000 

Leah < 1 year Master’s Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$100,000-
$150,000 

Owen 4 more years 
Professional 

Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent $30,000 

Ellie 2 more years Some Coll. 
< Hs 

Diploma 
Dependent < $25,000 

Victoria < 1 year Some Coll. HS Diploma Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Hilda 4 more years 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
HS Diploma Dependent < $25,000 

Christian     Dependent  

Tony 2 more years Some Coll. Some Coll. Dependent 
$50,000-
$75,000 

Alexis 2 more years Master’s Degree 
Master’s 
Degree 

Dependent 
$200,000-
$250,000 

Lauren 
< 1 more 

year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Master’s 
Degree 

Indep. < $25,000 

Adam 1 more year HS Diploma Some Coll. Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Sadie 2 more years NA 
Professional 

Degree 
Dependent $100,000 

Alyssa 1 more year Some Coll. HS Diploma Dependent 
$90,000-
$100,000 

Penelope 1 more year < HS Diploma HS Diploma Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 

Sydney < 1 year < HS Diploma DNK Dependent 
$25,000-
$50,000 
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Respondent 
Time to 

Graduation 

Mother’s 

Education 

Father’s 

Education 
Tax Status: 

Family 

Income 

Riley < 1 year 
Professional 

Degree 
Professional 

Degree 
Dependent 

$150,000-
$200,000 

Julian 4 more years 
Professional 

Degree 
Professional 

Degree 
Dependent DNK 

Miles 2 more years Some Coll. 
Master’s 
Degree 

Dependent $200,000 

Violet NA HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent < $25,000 

Catherine 2 more years < HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent 

$25,000-
$50,000 

Stella 2 more years < HS Diploma 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent < $25,000 

Claire 1 more year 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$125,000-
$150,000 

Ruby < 1 year Master’s Degree PhD Indep. < $25,000 

Camilla 1 more year HS Diploma HS Diploma Dependent $50,000 

Mia < 1 year HS Diploma HS Diploma Dependent $50,000 

Arianna 1 more year Some Coll. 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Indep. 

$75,000-
$100,000 

Madison 2 more years Some Coll. 
Bachelor’s 

Degree 
Dependent 

$100,000-
$150,000 

Heather 1 more year Master’s Degree 
Master’s 
Degree 

Dependent 
$100,000-
$150,000 

Caryn 1 more year Some Coll. 
< HS 

Diploma 
Dependent 

$50,000-
$75,000 
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APPENDIX 5A. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS CONTINUED 

Respondent 
Ranked 
College 

Goalsa 

Debt Amount: 
Loans 

Debt Amount: 
Credit Card 

Total Debt 

Michael LM: 2; SL: 3 No DNK 
$20,000 but parents 

will handle debt 

Jenny LM: 2; SL: 1 No DNK None 

Jacqueline LM: 2; SL: 3 > $30,000 $0-$500 > $30,000 

Edwin LM: 2; SL: 3 $20,000 $0 $20,000 

Stacy LM: 2; SL: 3 $5,000-$10,000 $0-$500 $5,000-$10,000 

Jay LM: 2; SL: 2 $15,000 $800 $16,000 

Lisa NA $7,000 No $7,000 

Sue NA $48,000 No $48,000 

Geoff LM: 3; SL: 2 No No None 

Nicole LM: 1; SL: 2 $10,000 No $10,000 

Ian LM: 2; SL: 3 $12,000 $0 $12,000 

Jonathan LM: 1; SL: 3 $40,000-$45,000 $0 $40,000-$45,000 

Irene LM: 2; SL: 3 $8,000 NA 
$8,000 but parents 

will pay 

Elena LM: 2; SL: 2 $15,000 $0 $15,000 

Brian LM: 2; SL: 3 < $5,000 NA < $5,000 

Kristen LM: 1; SL: 3 $35,000-$40,000 $1,000 $36,000-$41,000 

Jill NA $5,000 No $5,000 

Lance LM: 1; SL: 3 $15,000-$20,000 $2,000 $17,000-$22,000 
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Respondent 

Ranked 

College 
Goalsa 

Debt Amount: 
Loans 

Debt Amount: 
Credit Card 

Total Debt 

Melissa LM: 2; SL: 3 $10,000 $0-$500 $10,000 

Matthew LM: 1; SL: 3 $5,000-$10,000 No $5,000-$10,000 

Anna LM: 1; SL: 3 No $0 None 

Sofia LM: 2; SL: 3 No No None 

Isabella LM: 1; SL: 3 No $250 $250 

Marisol LM: 2; SL: 3 No < $500 < $500 

Diego LM: 1; SL: 2 $5,000-$10,000 < $500 $5,000-$10,499 

Logan LM: 2; SL: 3 $10,000-$15,000 $10,000 $20,000-$25,000 

Mason LM: 1; SL: 3 No No None 

Ava LM: 1; SL: 3 $15,000-$20,000 $600 $15,600-$20,600 

Valeria LM: 1; SL: 3 < $5,000 No < $5,000 

Emma LM: 1; SL: 1 $5,000-$10,000 No $5,000-$10,000 

Charlotte LM: 1; SL: 2 No < $1,000 < $1,000 

Javier LM: 3; SL: 2 $15,000 $1,000-$2,000 $16,000-$18,000 

Olivia LM: 1; SL: 3 No DNK DNK 

Jacob LM: 1; SL: 3 $4,000 No $4,000 

Lily LM: 1; SL: 3 No No None 

Alex NA No $1,700 $1700 

Chloe NA $5,000 $600 $5,600 
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Respondent 

Ranked 

College 
Goalsa 

Debt Amount: 
Loans 

Debt Amount: 
Credit Card 

Total Debt 

Zoe NA $5,000 $0 $5,000 

Amber LM: 2; SL: 2 No $0 $0 

Karina LM: 1; SL: 3 $5,000-$10,000 $0-$500 $5,000-$10,500 

Ruben LM: 1; SL: 3 $25,000 $1,000 $26,000 

Christina LM: 2; SL: 2 No $5,000-$10,000 $5,000-$10,000 

Layla LM: 1; SL: 3 $40,000 $0 $40,000 

Grette LM: 1; SL: 3 $5,000-$10,000 $0-$500 $5,500-$10,500 

Francisco LM: 2; SL: 3 No $10,000 $10,000 

Joshua LM: 2; SL: 3 $26,000 $10,000-$15,000 $36,000-$41,000 

Lucy LM: 1; SL: 1 No $13,000 $13,000 

Ricardo LM: 2; SL: 3 $11,000 No 
 

$11,000 

Mila LM: 2; SL: 3 $3,500 No $3,500 

Scarlett LM: 1; SL: 2 $16,000 $1,600 $17,600 

Alejandro LM: 1; SL: 3 No $7,000 $7,000 

Grace LM: 2; SL: 3 $30,000 1500 $31,500 

Charles LM: 2; SL: 3 $17,000 $0 $17,000 

Darcy LM: 1; SL: 3 $12,000 $0 $12,000 

Maya LM: 1; SL: 3 $16,000 $500 $16,500 

Zachary LM: 1; SL: 3 $15,000-$20,000 $0 $15,000-$20,000 
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Respondent 

Ranked 

College 
Goalsa 

Debt Amount: 
Loans 

Debt Amount: 
Credit Card 

Total Debt 

Leah LM: 1; SL: 3 No $0 $0 

Owen LM: 1; SL: 3 No No $0 

Ellie LM: 3; SL: 2 $10,000 $0 $10,000 

Victoria LM: 2; SL: 3 $10,000-$15,000 No $10,000-$15,000 

Hilda LM: 1; SL: 3 $3,500 $500 $4,000 

Christian LM: 2; SL: 3 $3,800 $0 $3,800 

Tony LM: 1; SL: 3 No $0-$500 $0-$500 

Alexis LM: 2; SL: 3 No $0 $0 

Lauren LM: 1; SL: 3 $10,000 $0 $10,000 

Adam LM: 2; SL: 2 $11,000 No $11,000 

Sadie LM: 1; SL: 3 $45,000 No $45,000 

Alyssa LM: 2; SL: 3 $10,000 $0 $10,000 

Penelope LM: 2; SL: 3 $7,000 No $7,000 

Sydney LM: 2; SL: 2 $5,500 No $5,500 

Riley LM: 1; SL: 3 $3,000 No $3,000 

Julian LM: 3; SL: 2 $9,000 No $9,000 

Miles LM: 1; SL: 3 $7,000 No $7,000 

Violet LM: 1; SL: 3 No $7,500 $7,500 

Catherine LM: 1; SL: 3 $14,000 $0 $14,000 
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Respondent 

Ranked 

College 
Goalsa 

Debt Amount: 
Loans 

Debt Amount: 
Credit Card 

Total Debt 

Stella LM: 1; SL: 2 $9,000 $800 $9,800 

Claire LM: 2; SL: 2 $32,000 No $32,000 

Ruby LM: 2; SL: 3 $6,000 $250 $6,250 

Camilla LM: 1; SL: 3 $30,000 No $30,000 

Mia LM: 1; SL: 3 $28,000 $2,000 $30,000 

Arianna LM: 2; SL: 3 $18,000 $500 $18,500 

Madison LM: 2; SL: 2 $20,000 $0 $20,000 

Heather LM: 2; SL: 3 $25,000 No $25,000 

Caryn LM: 1; SL: 2 $8,000 No $8,000 
     

a: “LM” refers to “Labor Market Goal,” “and “SL” refers to “Social Life.” “1” refers to most important 
goal, “2” refers to somewhat important, “3” refers to less important.   
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APPENDIX 5B. SAMPLE AND INTERVIEW SUB-SAMPLE REPRESENTATIVENESS 

 
Total 

Sample 

“Flagship 
U” 

 

“Private 
Upper Crust 

U” 

“Public 

Commuter 
U” 

 

Interview 
Sample 

 

      
 N = 1175 N = 444 N = 259 N = 472 N = 84 
      

Mean Age 21.68 20.29 19.60 24.16 22.81 
 

Sex (Female) 
66% 64% 60% 70% 65% 

 
Major 

     

Social Sciences 48% 54% 73% 29% 49% 
Physical & Biological 

Science 
11% 6% 13% 15% 11% 

Engineering & 
Mathematics 

18% 16% 3% 27% 10% 

Humanities & Arts 11% 20% 11% 4% 10% 
Business & Education 

& Health 
12% 4% --- 25% 20% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 

Race 
     

White/Caucasian 25% 27% 50% 8% 21% 
Latino/Hispanic 33% 24% 9% 54% 35% 

Black/African American 5% 6% 7% 3% 5% 
Asian/Pacific Islander 25% 31% 16% 25% 30% 

Mixed/Other 12% 12% 18% 10% 9% 
 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 

Years to Graduation 
     

0 27% 17% 10% 45% 38% 
1 25% 25% 16% 30% 26% 
2 28% 36% 31% 18% 20% 
3 19% 21% 41% 6% 9% 

4 or More 1% 1% 1% 0% 7% 
 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

      

Possess Student Loan(s) 50% 54% 47% 47% 74% 
 

Possess Credit Card(s) 
57% 52% 48% 69% 68% 

 

Possess Pell grant 
52% 54% 32% 61% 57% 
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Total 

Sample  

“Flagship 
U” 

 

“Private 
Upper Crust 

U”  

 

“Public 
Commuter 

U” 

 

Interview 
Sample 

 

      
 N =1175 N = 444 N = 259 N = 472 N =84 

Student Loan Debt       
$0-$4,999 23% 22% 24% 23% 11% 

$5,000-$9,999 34% 30% 48% 31% 29% 
$10,000-$14,999 18% 20% 9% 19% 20% 
$15,000-$19,999 8% 10% 6% 7% 16% 
$20,000-$24,999 7% 6% 4% 10% 3% 
$25,000-$29,999 4% 4% 2% 5% 6% 
$30,000 or More 6% 8% 7% 5% 15% 

 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 

Credit Card Debt 
     

$0-$499 42% 57% 49% 30% 54% 
$500-$999 19% 18% 22% 19% 16% 

$1,000-$1,499 13% 10% 13% 15% 6% 
$1,500-$1,999 6% 5% 5% 8% 6% 
$2,000-$4,999 11% 6% 7% 15% 4% 
$5,000-$9,999 6% 4% 2% 8% 6% 

$10,000-$14,999 2% 0% 2% 3% 8% 
$15,000-$20,000 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

> $20,000 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 

Labor Market 
Positioning as Primary 

College Goal 

63% 67% 43% 69% 50% 

 
Social Life as Primary 

College Goal 

7% 5% 9% 8% 4% 
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CHAPTER 6: INSTITUTIONAL DIVERGENCE 

In chapter five, I discussed a cohesive orientation in terms of how students made 

sense of being in debt while still in college. This orientation was composed of five main 

characteristics: (1) student debt was perceived to be more of an investment rather than a 

burden; (2) student debt was perceived by students to be more of a concern rather than a 

worry; students justified these perceptions by (3) viewing their loans through a future 

orientation, and (4) by comparing themselves to others when evaluating themselves in 

relation to their debt. And while students did not describe student debt solely using 

positive rhetoric, (5) the overall pattern was that students believed their debt to have a net 

positive impact on their college experience.      

Despite this convergence in attitudes and feelings toward student debt, interviews 

with students also pointed to a divergence in opinions and attitudes in terms of college 

goals and norms regarding money in general while at college. This divergence was 

largely a product of institutional differences. It is not necessarily surprising that students 

attending different universities would have different opinions, as neither college students 

nor institutions of higher education in the United States are a homogeneous group. Both 

students and institutions of higher education make enrollment choices based on their 

goals, resulting in clusters of student types at different colleges and universities.  

Through analysis of data obtained from the Student Debt Survey, I found strong 

evidence of institutional differences. Specifically, that students from “Public Commuter 

U” were more likely to be among what I call the “disadvantaged” students as opposed to 

the “advantaged students” who were more prevalent at “Private Upper Crust U,” and to a 
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lesser extent at “Flagship U.” More surprising is the fact that in my data, feelings and 

attitudes about student debt do not significantly vary by institution39. I suggest that this 

finding is the product of how student loans are institutionalized in higher education, and 

how students across all three sampled institutions understand loans to be more help than a 

hindrance at this time in their lives.   

This coherence towards debt however does not hold for how students think about 

using money in general while in college, nor students’ broader college goals. In this 

chapter I will delineate why the institutions in which students were enrolled are important 

to examine, and I will provide qualitative data examples showing how these institutions 

foster general student types that are different from one another. 

INSTITUTIONAL DIFFERENCES 

 Higher education institutions are not simply empty vessels that students inhabit 

for a time period and eventually leave. Institutions have their own long-established sets of 

expectations, norms and rules that simultaneously constrain and empower student action 

                                                        
39 I found in the Student Debt Survey that students at “Private Upper Crust U” were statistically less likely 
than students at the other two institutions to be very concerned about their student loans. However, students 
at all three institutions were at least somewhat concerned about their debt (88% of indebted students were 
“somewhat” or “very” concerned about their student loan debt at “Flagship U,” 83% at “Public Commuter 
U,” and 79% at “Private Upper Crust U).” Because students at all three institutions scored so high on levels 
of concern, I centered my interview questions on teasing out precisely which types of students were the 
most concerned. In the process, it became clear that the language of concern was relatively benign 
compared to the word “worry.” Concern was a cognitive process that was focused on the long-term impact 
of debt, whereas worry was more emotional, linked by students to mental stress, anxiety, and depression, 
and was centered on short-term more pressing issues. Only a handful of students, mostly women, saw their 
debt in this more worried way. I did not find significant differences in worrying about debt across 
institutions. I suggest that while a vast majority of students were concerned about their student debt, and 
indeed slightly fewer were concerned at “Private Upper Crust U,” very few students across the entire 
sample were “worried” about their debt, and these worried students are not concentrated at any one 
institution. Therefore while concern is diffused across this sample, the fact that student loans were 
institutionalized, the positive elements that students perceived their loans to hold, and the belief in the 
comparative value of a college education, limited this general concern from evolving into worry for most 

students, at least while they were still in school.   
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in different ways. Institutions of higher education differ in multiple ways such as their 

stated mission, their size, the demographic characteristics of their students, and their 

location. The three institutions sampled for this dissertation were no exception (see 

Appendix 5B for basic institutional demographic information). The qualitative findings 

from the Student Debt Interviews pointed to four key institutional dimensions that 

impacted student attitudes and beliefs about money and college. These dimensions were: 

(1) key demographic variables; (2) the institutional mission of the university; (3) the 

prices of attending college; and (4) patterns of living on and off campus. 

Key Demographic Variables  

 The key demographic variables for the purpose of this project included the size of 

the university, the proportion of “non-traditional” students attending the university, and 

the relative prestige of the college/university. For each of these institutions, one variable 

stood out in terms of influencing student attitudes and beliefs. “Private Upper Crust U” 

matriculated a comparatively small student population. “Public Commuter U” stood out 

in terms of enrolling a comparatively high proportion of “non-traditional” students. And 

“Flagship U” stood out in its comparative high level of prestige (Table 3.2 provides a 

comparison of these variables).    

Institutional Missions 

 A review of the three institutional mission statements pointed to goals and 

qualities that college/university administrators have chosen to highlight. The language 

used in these statements emphasized some qualities over others. For instance, the 

language from “Private Upper Crust U” focused on offering a rich liberal arts education, 
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providing their students with a “total” educational experience, and positioned these 

students for leadership roles. “Public Commuter U” emphasized their multifaceted 

institutional goals and comprehensive academic program, which well suited their very 

diverse student population, and promoted their extensive links with the regional 

community of business, cultural, and governmental actors. “Flagship U,” also provided 

comprehensive academic offerings and matriculated a diverse student population. 

Compared to the other two institutions however, “Flagship U” stood out in its language 

emphasizing a strong research orientation and the global reach and marketability of a 

“Flagship U” credential.  

 While institutional data is not able to perfectly capture the nuance of a mission 

statement, some data can serve as circumstantial evidence of an institutional ethos. For 

example, the availability of majors, specifically the proportion of vocational majors 

speaks to institutional goals, as do research expenditures, and the availability of student 

clubs and organizations. Similarly, the proportion of international student enrollment 

suggests the extent to which the institution has a global reach. Table 6.1 provides 

information about these variables across the three sampled institutions.  

 The data from table 6.1 shows that, “Public Commuter U” had a very high 

vocational orientation suggesting its emphasis on linking its students with the labor 

market. Alternatively, “Private Upper Crust U” had a comparatively limited number of 

majors of which only three percent were vocational, evidencing that institution’s 

emphasis on providing a traditional liberal arts education. Both “Private Upper Crust U” 

and “Flagship U” appeared to be committed to offering a robust college experience based 
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on the proportionally large numbers of clubs and organizations available for students. 

Finally, “Flagship U” had by far the largest proportions of international students and 

research expenditures, evidencing it efforts to be a competitive institution at the global 

level.    

Table 6.1. Major, International Student, & Research Data by Institution  

 
“Private Upper 

Crust U” 

“Public 

Commuter U” 

“Flagship 

U” 

Number of Majorsa 31 75 128 

Proportion of Vocational 

Majorsb 3% 45% 8% 

One Organization per x 

Studentsc  
35.17 148.78 52.78 

Proportion of International 

Students  
4.8% 4.1% 12.5% 

Total Research Expendituresd $2.7 Mil.  $2.7 Mil.   $810.5 Mil.  

Research Expenditures as % 

of Total Core Expensesd  
3% 1% 24% 

a: Refers to Bachelor’s Degree only; Data obtained from institution’s web page  
b: See Appendix 6.b for total list of all institutional majors 
c: Number of undergraduate students divided by number of undergraduate clubs on campus 
d: IPEDS data (AY 2012-2013) 
 

  In the data obtained from interviews, I found that students experienced 

these institutional qualities as both constraining their choices and behaviors in some ways 

while empowering them in other ways. Students from “Private Upper Crust U” students 

found themselves in a culture that valued the “total” college experience, one that sought 

to not only pair them up with high status roles in the labor market, but also empowered 

their personal and social growth. Students at “Public Commuter U” found that the 

university had tailored itself to offering the broadest range of courses possible for a wide 

range of student demographics, and emphasized the efficient and inexpensive transition 
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of its students into the labor market in various capacities. “Flagship U” students were also 

very diverse, but they were also entering the university with higher grade point averages 

and stronger test scores. These were students who had embraced academics, and part of 

the “Flagship U” culture was to provide the competitive academic rigor required to 

produce graduates that were competitive on a global scale.   

The Prices of Admission 

 In addition to the mission statements that set broad cultural standards for these 

universities, the varied costs of college also served to differentiate these three institutions 

from each another. The cost of attending college sets structural limits which students and 

parents are forced to reckon with. Students at “Private Upper Crust U” had much higher 

total expenses than did either students at “Flagship U” or “Public Commuter U.” Even 

after for accounting for financial aid, students at “Private Upper Crust U” had more than 

two times the net costs of students at “Flagship U” and more than six times the cost of 

students at “Public Commuter U” (see Table 3.1 for details).   

The comparatively high price of admission for “Private Upper Crust U” kept 

many students from choosing it as their institution, since only a relatively small 

proportion of potential college students could afford the $63,000 per year price tag. Yet 

the robust grant aid that “Private Upper Crust U” provided allowed the institution to 

select the students it wanted, creating an intimate campus culture. On the other hand, the 

large heterogeneous populations at “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” saw cheaper 

tuition rates compared to “Private Upper Crust U” but their financial situations were 

influenced heavily by their room and board costs, the single largest single cost they faced. 
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I found that students at “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” have very different 

strategies for handling these costs, leading to very different experiences with money.        

Living On & Off Campus  

 The three institutions had different strategies when it comes to housing. The norm 

at “Private Upper Crust U” was for students to live in on-campus housing for the 

majority, if not all of their time at the university. At “Public Commuter U” the pattern 

was very different, only five percent of students lived on campus. This was in large part 

because of the high proportion of non-traditional students at “Public Commuter U.” 

Students at “Flagship U” had a dilemma. Living on campus was expensive- room and 

board was $14,000 per year, however, living off-campus was not any cheaper. Compared 

to “Private Upper Crust U” and especially “Public Commuter U,” the efficacy of saving 

money by living off campus was not open to students at “Flagship U” because of where it 

was located in Los Angeles. 

 In summary, the three institutions in this sample differed on key variables, and 

these variables served to create social structures and cultures that both constrained 

students as well as empowered them. “Private Upper Crust U” was a small, relatively 

expensive college where most students lived on campus. The students that attended 

“Private Upper Crust” were upper middle-class and often wealthy, and the institution 

offered robust financial aid to the minority of students who did not fit this socio-

economic profile. From the student perspective, attending “Private Upper Crust” was an 

intimate experience, with frequent interactions with others in a “total” college experience.  
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“Public Commuter U” on the other hand was large and inexpensive, where 

students rarely lived on campus. The price of admission was relatively cheap, and made 

cheaper by the fact that so few students paid for room and board. These were mostly non-

traditional students that were seeking vocational credentials and skills directly 

transferable to the labor market. From the student perspective, college was simply one of 

many things going on their lives, and their attitudes towards college and money reflected 

this.  

Finally, students at “Flagship U” were among the more elite students in the 

United States. They had chosen to attend a prestigious university, where knowledge 

production was at the forefront of institutional goals. Because of where “Flagship U” was 

located in Los Angeles, obtaining the “total” college experience for these students was a 

dilemma where prices were inevitably high. From the student perspective, university life 

was a balancing act where competitive pressure to succeed academically was balanced 

with desires for a risky and expensive social college experience. In the following section 

I will elaborate on the qualitative findings in the areas of college goals and norms 

regarding money during college across these three institutions.    

QUALITATIVE FINDINGS  

Students from the three sampled institutions differed in terms of their attitudes 

and feelings about college goals and their norms regarding money. These differences 

were directly related to the institutional elements previously discussed: the size of the 

institution, student demographics, level of institutional prestige, mission statement, and 

costs of living on or off campus. I will show how students take these factors into account 
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when describing what their college goals are and how they think about and use their 

money.  

College Goals  

The Student Debt Survey provided very clear data on the explicit goals that 

students had for their time in college. That data showed that a vast majority of students 

across all three institutions highly valued obtaining favorable labor market positions more 

than they did experiencing a rich social life while in college. Approximately 80-90 

percent of students labeled the labor market goal to be “most” or “somewhat” important, 

while only 20-30 percent did so for the goal of having a good social life. The interview 

data however produced different results. Notably, student goals for the college experience 

were more complex and multidimensional than the Student Debt Survey suggested, and I 

found significant differences between institutions. 

College Goals - Areas of Institutional Coherence 

In general, students at the three sampled institutions held different goals, however 

they also had two goals in common, and these were not represented in the findings from 

the Student Debt Survey. First, a majority of students at all three institutions had concrete 

plans for attending graduate school after obtaining their bachelor’s degree. For instance, 

nine out of the twelve students who had concrete post-graduation plans from “Private 

Upper Crust U” were looking to attend graduate school, as did fifteen out of twenty-six 

students at “Public Commuter U,” and thirteen out of twenty-one students at “Flagship 

U.” These relatively high proportions were surprising considering the differences in 

institutional missions and student demographics.     
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Secondly, the interview respondents told a different story from that found in the 

Student Debt Survey in terms of how students sought exchange- and use-value from their 

time in college. Contrasting the findings from the Student Debt Survey, most students 

across all three institutions sought both exchange- and use-value at levels more equal 

than the survey data suggests. While the desire to obtain a strong labor market position 

was important to most students, the desire for a robust social college experience was also 

prominent. In addition, common goals such as developing new interpersonal relationships 

and broadening one’s social horizons were not well captured by the survey and can be 

interpreted as creating both exchange- and use-value. Similarly, activities such as college 

club parties served to provide both exchange and use-value for students. However, while 

the desire to obtain both exchange- and use-value were evident for most students, 

institutional social structures were not equally supportive of this goal. In the following 

section, I describe how college goals differed by institution. 

Institutional Differences–Craving the Total Experience at “Private Upper Crust U” 

The perception of an all-encompassing college experience was reflected in the 

goals that “Private Upper Crust U” students had for their college experience. When asked 

about their goals for college, students at “Upper Crust U” provided an extensive list: 

“strong academics,” “meeting diverse groups of others,” “experiencing different life 

views,” “graduating on time,” “personal growth,” “getting a useful degree,” “having a 

good relationship with the faculty,” “being able to network,” “partying and having fun,” 

and many others. The best way to describe the typical “Upper Crust” student’s college 

goals was to “have it all.”  
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One important component of “having it all” was a desire to have the “private 

school experience.” This experience referred to small, intimate classes, composed of 

informal relationships with faculty. Stacy, 19 year-old Cognitive Science major told me 

about how she came to choose to attend “Upper Crust:”  

Well quite frankly, I think the educational quality of all the liberal arts 

colleges was at the same level. While they have different course offerings, 

they all kind of have the same small class feel. And so what I really liked 

about [“Upper Crust”] was the community… I’m going to a place where I 

really like the people I’m with, I really like the professors. I mean the 

other day I was like IM-ing [Instant Messaging] one of my professors 

about an assignment… 

 

The college goal of having it all also meant a rigorous social life. Jay, 19 year-old 

Diplomacy and World Affairs major admitted that while “Upper Crust U” did not exactly 

match the typical (heavily social) college experience portrayed in the media, it did offer a 

rich social life, such as the one he was getting from his fraternity: “I’d say its more of a 

social life thing…all of the literature within the fraternity is like we are going to help you 

become a better person, like developing character, and it really isn’t. It’s about weekly 

parties and socializing and networking.” In addition to the private school experience and 

a robust social life, many “Upper Crust” students mentioned a desire for independence. 

Sue, 21 year-old International Relations major explained…“For me, a big part of it was 

getting away from home, getting to live somewhere else, and kind of all the new things 

that come with that, that force you into growing up a little…Even basic things like getting 

a flat tire. Dad’s not here, figure it out.”  

Students at “Upper Crust” were clearly seeking use-value from their college 

experience. However, many students were also craving the exchange-value that a 
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relatively prestigious private college was expected to provide. Nicole, 18 year-old 

Diplomacy & World Affairs major told me:  

My parents always tell me you are there to learn you are not there to make 

friends. It’s a harsh piece of advice but it’s definitely true. At the end of 

the day, I came here because I want to get a good job. It’s a scary thing to 

think about especially for a generation that has lived through two 

economic recessions that’s very wary of the government, that’s very 

insecure about financial security and the future. I tell my mom, I know this 

sounds horrible, but I want to be rich, I want to be financially secure. 

 

Ultimately the goal of having it all involved both use- and exchange-value, and 

the students that I interviewed understood that the small size and exclusive enrollment of 

“Upper Crust” was beneficial in providing both types of value. Michael, 18 year-old 

Undecided major explained it this way: 

The academic community and the social community are as much one 

entity as can be imagined. So you have people going to events that are 

organized by academic sectors in the college…Right, and obviously I’ll go 

to a party every weekend or every couple of weekends. But there are times 

when I will want to go talk to people about issues we have had in classes 

and I wont go out on a Friday night, which I will probably end up doing 

tonight since I have so much work. I think the smaller the school is, the 

more those two things blend into one.  

 

Geoff, 20 year-old Undecided major told me that sometimes the blending of social and 

personal and academic into one experience at a small school could be risky:   

…And I feel like being in a liberal arts school, I feel like its really hyper-

social, which is good, so like everything here is a social activity. It also 

gets kind of distracting. At a big school you can do your own thing, but 

here you are always surrounded. There is a thing here called the 

[“Private Upper Crust” 360], where you turn around when you are 

talking about someone, because they will probably be there…  

 

Students at “Private Upper Crust U” wanted it all, and this goal corresponded to the 

institutional mission of providing a “total” college experience. However, student goals 
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and institutional intentions did not always cleanly jibe as they did for “Private Upper 

Crust U” students. College goals at “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” were 

illustrative examples.    

Institutional Differences-Being Vocationally Oriented at “Public Commuter U” 

The non-traditional demographics at “Public Commuter,” especially the 

prominence of those older students who live off-campus, created a campus culture that 

was generally felt to be lacking in terms of use-value. Marisol, 21 year-old Sociology 

major described the campus culture this way: “I’d say it’s pretty crappy since I commute. 

I would’ve liked to dorm or communicate with more people…I’ve tried joining clubs, but 

I just don’t have the motivation to stay on campus when I know that I don’t have to be 

there.” Logan, 26 year-old Computer Science major recognized the comparative 

disadvantages of his college experience, referring to it as “…miserable…Because I 

always envisioned college to be the typical, like college pride, like maybe [“Flagship U”] 

or [Another large Southern California Private University], having a sense of community. 

Here, it is a commuter school, there is no culture here really…they do have clubs but they 

don’t really work in my opinion…It’s no better than [a for-profit college].” 

Despite the disappointment and desire for a stronger social campus experience, 

several students did find use-value at “Public Commuter U.” For example, Sociology 

major Alex told me that he liked the diversity on campus: “Like, I met people who were 

from all over the world, and I was like snap, where I’m from I only see Mexicans…” 

Alejandro, 24 year-old Criminal Justice major emphasized the personal growth he’s 

experienced: “I’ve learned a lot of lessons. Not like abstract theorems, [expletive] like 
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that, its life lessons, about how to deal with people and meet people.” Twenty-three year- 

old Amber also found use-value: “I really liked my college experience, because I got to 

meet a whole bunch of new people. Its very different from what I thought it was. I like my 

responsibility, it makes me grow as a person.” 

Ultimately, for many “Public Commuter U” students, college was just one among 

many relationships and processes that they were involved in. Many were working full-

time, and were engaged in major life events such as moving residences, transitioning out 

of the military, and having children. These out-of-school responsibilities in conjunction 

with the absence of social events on campus meant that most “Public Commuter U” 

students were focused on exchange-value. Isabella, 24 year-old Sociology major put it 

this way: “For my family, education is very important. If you are not educated you are 

not going to go anywhere in life…career wise, if you don’t have that degree, that piece of 

paper, you are not going to get very far.” Other students just did not have the desire to 

socialize on campus. Charlotte, 23 year-old Biology major told me: “I’ve never been the 

type of person who is very social, who goes out, who parties, I’ve never been that type of 

person. So I just concentrate on school and whatever clubs will help me get to my next 

point, my next level.”  

For the young adults at “Public Commuter U,” the “total college experience” of 

the sort that “Private Upper Crust U” students experienced, while attractive, was just not 

feasible. Most “Public Commuter U” students were simply too busy with their lives 

outside of campus, and when they were at school their focus was on academics and 
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completing the units that they set out to achieve. Students at “Flagship U” also had some 

difficulty in obtaining the full college experience, however for different reasons.    

Institutional Differences–Choosing What You Value at “Flagship U” 

The students at “Flagship U” knew that they were attending an elite university 

and there was an implicit understanding that their academic credentials eventually were 

likely to be exchanged for well paying jobs or prestigious graduate school slots. Because 

exchange-value as a college goal was often perceived as a given at “Flagship U,” the 

students I interviewed largely discussed what kind and how much use-value they were 

hoping to obtain. For 19 year-old Psychology major Ellie, the quintessential college 

experience involved living in the dorms, going to fraternity parties, studying all night in 

the library during finals, and developing lasting memories. For Ruby, 25 year-old Art 

History major and saxophone player in the marching band, the ideal college experience 

was about friendship. “I wanted to make friends and people that I could hang out with so 

that at the end of four years I wouldn’t just come home and have nothing to show for it 

except for a degree…” Leah, 22 year-old Sociology major described a more balanced, yet 

intense college experience: “…people here know that, when people go out, they go out 

hard…people here go out during the week and then study on the weekend. So compared 

to other colleges, I think we maybe go out less, but we take a lot of time to study. Like 

during midterm or finals week, nobody goes out, everybody is in [main library] studying. 

I think people here know that if you study and get good grades, you have advantages.” 

The heterogeneity of the student population at “Flagship” paired with 

comparatively high costs of attendance, especially the extremely high costs of housing, 
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created a social structure in which use-value was not easily accessible to all. Students 

often had to choose what elements of the non-academic college experience they could, or 

were willing, to afford. For example, Alyssa, a 21 year-old Anthropology major told me 

that at least one of her desired college experiences was out of her financial reach: “I was 

held back from joining a sorority when I got here because I knew they were pretty 

expensive.” Similarly 22 year-old Sociology major Leah considered her self a social 

person and wanted to join a sorority. “I went and visited and I was like, I have to live 

here. And I’m a very social person, but I ended up joining like two quarters later because 

my dad didn’t want to pay for it, and I didn’t want to pay for it either.”  

The college experience for “Flagship” students was therefore not one size fits all. 

While the constellation of social experiences available to students was varied, students 

had to choose which experiences were a useful investment of their money and time. 

Victoria, 22 year-old Psychology major explained how focusing on which college goals 

were the most important was not easy: “Choosing is difficult…I feel like they are all 

really important, because if you come to college and do only the first two [academics and 

labor market preparation goals], you position yourself in a way that you will have an 

advantage in the labor market, and you do all the readings and you get the good grades, 

you wont exactly have the networks that you would have if you involved yourself in the 

social networks here.  

Contradictory Cases–College Goals  

The values of qualitative data include the complexity, richness of data, meanings 

made, and even contradictions that people make of their lives in practice. While the 
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majority of students at these three institutions fell in line with the goals presented here, 

some did not. In the following section, I will briefly describe a few of theses cases.  

Not Valuing the Total College Experience at “Private Upper Crust U”   

 Students at “Private Upper Crust U” in general were looking for the total college 

experience. This experience combined intimate and rigorous academics, a rich social life, 

and a tight-knit culture that allowed for individual empowerment and personal growth. 

Most students at “Private Upper Crust U” were satisfied with institutional effectiveness in 

these areas. Lisa, 21 year-old Religious Studies major was among the few who were not 

satisfied. Lisa was from Philadelphia, and her initial college goals were fairly vague. She 

wanted to move to Los Angeles because it was warm, and attending college among her 

family and circle of friends was considered a “social norm.” She told me, “I wouldn’t say 

[I was] forced into this, more just like swept up into this, like ‘oh I have to go to college 

ok.’ At first I really didn’t think about it.” Now that she was at “Private Upper Crust” she 

has found that her broader interests of working with animals and living a more downsized 

life did not necessarily require a college degree. These interests were initiated during a 

leave of absence from which she obtained a kind of spiritual epiphany. As a result, she 

viewed college as an experience that had been hoisted upon her by society because 

“…college has become the new high school. It used to be that you had to graduate high 

school in order to get a job, now college is the thing to get a job.” Lisa’s negativity 

towards college was amplified by the student debt that she had accumulated, which she 

had come to view as a burden that was weighing her down and limiting her choices in 

life. For most students in this dissertation’s research sample, student loans were tools that 
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provided for a good college experience. For Lisa, the relationship had been reversed; the 

experience of college for her was centered on eventually servicing her loans.  

Twenty-two year-old Jonathan was similar to Lisa in that he came to “Private 

Upper Crust U” with “no particular goals in mind, [he] just felt that [he] had to go to 

college.” Financial problems in his sophomore year culminated with him leaving school 

for a year and taking a job at commercial real estate company. That experience changed 

his way of thinking about college.  

Before, I didn’t realize how important the degree was…all of my co- 

workers and principle directors would tell me, because I was considering 

dropping out, they were saying that if you do that you will always have a 

glass ceiling over your career. So if not [“Private Upper Crust U”], do 

whatever you can, even taking night classes at [“Public Commuter U”] or 

whatever, that I should get a bachelor’s degree.  

 

While Jonathon came to recognize the value of a college credential, he also began to 

question what college offered him in terms of value added.  

I wonder if those [life] skills are skills that are acquired only in college. 

Because in the year that I took off from school where I got real world 

experience, I was working full-time, I was paying my own rent, and I was 

dealing with people who were in the real estate industry, having to deal 

with them everyday kind of forced me to mature in a way….if I have a 

child…getting ready to go to college, I came to a personal decision that I 

would not force it. Like it was expected that I go to college. One thing I 

learned was that year off working had a way bigger impact on my 

character and development of practical skills than I got in the first two 

years of college. So for me, I somewhat value the experience of working 

more than being in class. But that’s just me.  

 

The “total” college experience desired by students and, and offered by “Private 

Upper Crust U” was obviously lost on Lisa and Jonathan. In a similar way, there were a 
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handful of students at “Public Commuter U” who were not as well suited to the no-frills, 

vocationally oriented college experience at that institution.  

Not Thinking About the Job Market at “Public Commuter U” 

While nearly all students across all three institutions desired at least some use-

value out of their college experience, most students at “Public Commuter U” were 

moderately disappointed that their institution offered relatively little use-value in the 

form of social college activities. On the other hand “Public Commuter U” offered a wide 

variety of courses and programs as well as a comparatively cheap price of admission. 

These qualities suited its non-traditional students that were primarily there to refine or 

retool their labor market skill set. Despite the air of disappointment in the social college 

culture, the vast majority of students did appreciate the institution’s commitment to 

providing exchange-value. Contradictory cases at “Public Commuter U” then were those 

students who were not as deeply enmeshed in outside-of-college activities, and who were 

not primarily thinking about college as a place to prepare for a job. In large measure, any 

of the students at “Private Upper Crust U,” who were seeking the “total” college 

experience, would make excellent contradictory case examples.  

Jacob, a 27 year-old Sociology major at “Public Commuter U,” was very clear 

that his goals college were not centered around obtaining exchange-value: “Not really, 

that [the labor market] wasn’t my concern coming to college. Actually, coming out of 

high school I didn’t think I was even gonna make it to college…To get a degree to be 

competitive to get a job, that wasn’t what I was thinking.”    
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Scarlett, 24 year-old Asian & Asian American Studies major, also devalued the 

exchange-value of college. For Scarlett, college was not a place to train for the labor 

market, rather to kill time before getting a job. “I’m realizing more and more that life is 

tough and I am in no hurry to go full force to being a full fledged adult.” This was a clear 

break from the majority of students at “Public Commuter U” who were in fact “full 

fledged adults” committed to their lives outside of college.  

All About the Job Market at “Flagship U” 

 Finding contradictory cases at “Flagship U” was more difficult than finding cases 

at the other two institutions because there were so many students from heterogeneous 

backgrounds, focused on a variety of goals, and an institutional structure that was 

dedicated to serving a diversity of wants and needs. One area that most students at 

“Flagship U” seemed to understand and appreciate however was the fact that they were 

attending a relatively prestigious school that also offered a tremendous amount of 

potential use-value. If any place could offer something for everyone, “Flagship U” was 

that place.      

 Both Alexis, 19 year-old Undeclared major, and 25 year-old Art History major 

Madison realized that the experience and education “Flagship U” was offering did not 

meet their ultimate goals. Alexis told me that she really wanted to study criminal justice 

and they don’t have that major at “Flagship U.” Because of that, she was thinking about 

switching to another state school or community college. I asked her, if she had thought 

about the effect of switching schools to a less prestigious institution. She responded.  

I’ve thought about that a lot. It hurts my pride a little bit…from a practical 

point of view, if I’m not going to graduate school, which I probably am 
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not, it would probably be better for me to do something more vocational 

than research based. I think the [“Flagship’s system] in general 

prepare[s] you for even higher education. And what I need is something 

practical that I can go into the working world with. 
 

Ruby felt the same way. Her post university goal was to be an interior designer. She told 

me that when she started at “Flagship U” she was enamored with the prestige of the 

school, but over time she began to think that she might have been better off at a less 

prestigious school with a major that was more tightly connected to the labor market. I 

asked Madison why she decided to attend “Flagship U,” she told me “…I did it for the 

letters [the acronym for the school]…if I had to do it again I probably wouldn’t go here, I 

would have majored in something else, I would have gone to a state school where they 

offer more artsy degrees, like interior design, things like that…its kind of an industry 

study and they don’t offer it at [“Flagship U”], it’s such a research based school.”  

NORMS REGARDING MONEY AT COLLEGE 

The section of the Student Debt Interview that focused on norms regarding money 

at college included questions about what students spent money on, what qualities students 

believe that they possess in terms of consumption and saving money, what specific 

money strategies they used, what students learned about money before they came to 

college, what has been learned since they have been at college, as well as the amounts 

and the ways that students paid for their college. Like college goals, I found both 

similarities across institutions as well as key distinctions in the interview responses that 

reinforced institutional differences. In the following sections I will first discuss how 

students at all three institutions were similar in terms of their norms regarding money. I 

will then discuss the differences I found by institution.      
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Areas of Institutional Coherence-Norms Regarding Money   

 Within the broad categories of paying for college and norms of money use at 

college, I found two similarities that students at all three sampled institutions shared. 

These two findings were: (1) the computerized and streamlined accounts that students 

used to pay for their tuitions and fees; and (2) the new financial consumption activities 

that emerged as a product of both being at college and becoming an adult.   

Institutional Coherence-The Computerized Process of Paying for College 

Institutions were very similar in terms of the basic structure of how students paid 

for college. This common process involved student access to an account that allowed 

them to view and make payments that were presented to them as an electronic balance 

sheet. This balance sheet was usually composed of itemized debits and credits. Debits 

typically included tuition prices, housing prices, meal plan prices, health plan prices, gym 

prices…etc. In turn, credits were composed of the elements of financial aid (scholarship 

and grant monies received, student loans offered, as well as work study opportunities 

offered).  

Typically, scholarship and grant money were applied to the total debits on the 

students’ accounts and depending on theses debits, these sources of financial aid could 

cover just a small fraction or the entirety of the costs. At all three of the institutions in 

this sample, scholarship and grant money almost always fell short of the net price of 

admission, more significantly for students at “Flagship U” and “Private Upper Crust U,” 

while less so for students at “Public Commuter U.” After scholarship and grant money 

had been subtracted from the debit column, the remainder was paid for through some 
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combination of student loans and or work-study, which was based on the amount that 

families were expected to be able to contribute. If family resources were relatively low, 

the loans provided the needed assistance to cover the amount of tuition and fees. If family 

resources were relatively high, student loans might not be necessary, but could be a 

useful financial tool for affording the varied (non-tuition and fees) costs of attending 

college. Within this computerized structure, student loans were perceived as 

institutionalized, they were a taken-for-granted part of the college enrollment process, 

and provided an additional layer of support for the common orientation towards student 

debt discussed in the prior chapter40.     

Institutional Coherence-New Financial Consumption Activities  

Students at all three institutions discussed how new opportunities and 

expectations for financial consumption abounded in college. Two explanations emerged 

in the data. First, college presented new peer interactions in new settings with multiple 

opportunities for interaction. Tony, 19 year-old Sociology major from “Flagship U” 

described to me how college offered new friends and new opportunities to financially 

consume: “…In high school, let’s say I would spend $20 going out with friends, in 

                                                        
40 The total costs of college - even at the less expensive “Public Commuter U” - are typically beyond the 
out-of-pocket costs that students and their families can afford. From the student perspective, borrowing a 
student loan is experienced as pushing a computer key and “choosing” to take a loan that pays for what the 
student cannot (or does not want) to afford. Loans therefore are perceived by students to be 
institutionalized, a taken-for-granted element of the process of going to college. And because students do 
not have to pay back their loans until after college, their loans are experienced and perceived as simply 
another line on their “credit” column in their student account. Loans become more easily comparable, at 
this point in students’ higher educational career, to their grants and scholarships than to their higher interest 
credit cards and other monthly bills. Student loans are therefore understood as a relatively benign 

investment by students, rather than a worrisome burden.      
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college you have a lot more opportunities to just waste money…you are not around your 

parents.” [Tell me about a recent time when you wasted money.] “Going out to dinner 

three days in a row. That never happened to me in high school.” 

A second and more prominent theme was that students were growing up and 

developing a new self-identity that involved the use of their own money, distinct from 

their parents. Ian, 20 year-old Psychology and Politics major from “Private Upper Crust 

U” told me how this new independence had the potential to create a more cavalier 

attitude towards consumption:  

As long as you are not living under the same roof, living at college is now 

a chance to be independent. Whatever processes were in play in an 

individual’s life can either be reversed, or…I have a lot of friends that 

came to college, and their parents might have been more financially 

aware, they come to college and with all this freedom they decide to blow 

it all off on alcohol or other illicit substances, or whatever, and they are 

happy to just throw money out the door because now they are not under 

their parents anymore. 

  

Alternatively, Jill, 19 year-old Biology major from “Private Upper Crust U” told 

me that new access to money was paired with increased responsibility in terms of 

consumption.    

Before college, whatever money I had was coming from like my parents, 

or money from my birthday or something like that. So now I have my own 

money and I am not getting any financial support from my family and 

money is now more precious, I have to spend it more wisely because its 

not going to be there later on from somebody else. 
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In general, a large majority of the students felt that there were many new 

opportunities and expectations to spend money41. Where they differed significantly is in 

terms of what these new opportunities and expectations meant in terms of their attitudes 

and beliefs about money use during college. The following sections will describe the 

ways in which students at these three institutions held different norms regarding money 

in two key areas: (1) how college was paid for42; and (2) what was learned about money 

while the student has been in college. 

Institutional Differences-Paying for College: All-Inclusive Payments at “Private 

Upper Crust U” 

 

Like many private colleges and universities, “Private Upper-Crust U” employed a 

high tuition and high aid pattern. In 2014, the total sticker price of attending “Private 

Upper Crust U” was approximately $63,000. The average incoming freshman student in 

2014 received about $31,000 in grant and scholarship aid, and an additional $7,500 in 

loans. The net prices for students with families in the lowest income bracket were 

approximately $16,000 per year and approximately $40,000 for students with family 

incomes in the highest income bracket.  

                                                        
41 While students from all three institutions displayed similar responses about increased consumption at 
college, I found less evidence for this at “Public Commuter U.” I argue that the reason for this was that a 
vast majority of students at “Public Commuter U” did not live on campus. Rather, students tended to arrive 
at campus, take their courses and leave. The discussions about money with these students tended to center 
on their interactions with family and friends away from campus. The handful of students that did speak 
about consumption on campus expressed similar views about increased opportunities and expectations of 
consumption. However, because so many of the students at “Public Commuter U” were “older” students, 
fewer discussed the effects of growing up and the increased responsibility with money.      
 
42 There are very few direct quotes dealing with this specific topic because of the way I had structured the 
interview transcription. Most often students would just list off what was being paid for, by whom, and from 
what source of money. Therefore, In order to transcribe more efficiently, I summarized this section rather 
than conducting line-by-line transcription.   
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While the net prices were generally much lower than the official sticker price due 

to robust institutional aid, the costs of attending “Private Upper Crust U” were significant 

and many students had relatively large levels of parental financial support. In the Student 

Debt Survey for example, the average family income at “Private Upper Crust U” was 

$100,000-$150,000 per year, and the mode response for income was greater than 

$250,000 per year. This level of financial support was significantly higher than the 

parental support levels at either of the other two sampled institutions. For example, 52 

percent of the interview sample from “Private Upper Crust U” mentioned parental 

support as an element of paying for tuition & fees. This stands out as a significant 

proportion when we compare it to the 21 percent of interview respondents at “Public 

Commuter U,” and 27 percent at “Flagship U.”      

The payment patterns at “Private Upper-Crust U” in this sample were best 

described as “all inclusive.” While the price of admission was comparatively expensive, 

most “Private Upper Crust U” students in the interview sample felt that they were paying 

for more than just the next semester of classes or the next year of housing and food. 

There was a feeling on campus that when paying for college, one was paying for the 

entire college experience; that the expensive prices were in fact a price of admission to a 

campus, not simply for the semester, but for one’s tenure at the university.  

Twenty-one year-old Kristen, Biochemistry major from told me about this all-

inclusive nature of paying for college:  

I’m gonna be honest, they don’t let us think about money here…the whole 

campus as an entity. We get these meal plans, I don’t even know how 

pricing works. So they give us these strange amounts on our meal cards, 

and we don’t quite know what they mean, and it’s all sort of lumped in 
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with the housing and the tuition. Housing is lumped together in a way that 

doesn’t really make sense. So we don’t really know where our money is 

going because it’s all lumped together. We just know we are getting 

housing and food. 

 

This all-encompassing logic was reflected in the fact that it was normative at “Private 

Upper Crust” for students to live on campus and use the meal plan for multiple years. In 

fact, some students lived on campus for all 4 years. Moreover, the distribution of 

financial aid at “Private Upper Crust U” helped to reinforce this long-term all-

encompassing logic. Much of the institutional financial assistance awarded to students 

was done so based on all four years of schooling. For instance, Anna, 22 year-old 

Sociology and Spanish Literary Studies double major received an institutional grant for 

$20,000 per year as long as her grades were maintained. From the beginning of their time 

at “Private Upper Crust U,” students learned to think and feel about their time in college 

as a coherent and cohesive experience.  

Institutional Differences-Paying as You Go at “Public Commuter U” 

Students paying for college at “Public Commuter U” displayed a very different 

pattern from students at “Private Upper Crust U.” Students at “Public Commuter U” 

overwhelmingly paid for tuition and fees using federal and state grants, loans, and 

occasionally supplemented this with self or parental out-of-pocket support. The cost of 

attending “Public Commuter U” was considerably cheaper then either of the other two 

sampled institutions. At worst, the total annual cost for full-time undergraduate students 

and their families was approximately $10,000 less than at “Flagship U,” and $20,000 - 

$40,000 less than “Private Upper Crust U.” As a result, if loans and out-of-pocket support 

were used to supplement federal and state grants in paying for tuition & fees, they were 
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done so in comparatively small amounts. Twenty-four year-old Sociology major Isabella 

found loans to be unnecessary because she could afford the price of admission out-of-

pocket “…I don’t think it’s that expensive to get the loan. And in the end I would be 

paying more in loans than up front in tuition…I was offered loans before through my 

personal bank, but I declined because I’d rather just pay the money up front.” 

Like “Private Upper Crust U,” the students at “Public Commuter U” relied 

heavily on parental support. However, this support tended to come in the form of students 

living at home with their parents. For example, among the “Public Commuter U” 

interview sample, 21 out of 34 respondents lived at home with their parents, and 11 lived 

on their own paying rent, leaving only two students in this sub-sample living on campus 

with a meal plan. A vast majority therefore, were spending considerably less than the full 

$22,000 sticker price per year.   

 Interviewed students paying for college at “Public Commuter U” was described as 

“pay as you go.” This pragmatic approach to paying for college was reflective of the 

heterogeneity of the students attending “Public Commuter U.” While both “Flagship U” 

and “Private Upper Crust U” both have “traditional” student demographics, the students 

attending “Public Commuter U” were not. These students were older (an average age of 

24 with an age range of 18 to 57), many were transfer students (51 percent), a majority 

were Latina/o (54 percent), and these students had comparatively low family income 

(over half of this sub-sample earned, or came from families that earned, less than $25,000 

per year). These non-traditional demographics combined with the comparatively low 

price of tuition and fees meant that attendance patterns were highly varied. Several 
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students discussed taking time off of school for various reasons, including having a child, 

getting married, military training, and needing to work more hours off campus. Many 

students pointed out that the reason that they were able to take time off and be flexible 

with their enrollment patterns was that the price of attendance was comparatively low, so 

that if college took longer to complete the cost of additional quarters of enrollment were 

not particularly punitive.      

 Because of the comparatively cheap price of admission, students at “Public 

Commuter U” could streamline their attendance if they chose to, however most students 

in my interview sample chose not to. In addition to the relatively cheap tuition, many of 

the respondents (24 out of 34) were working outside of school while attending. 

Therefore, students at “Public Commuter U” experienced a relative freedom in terms of 

paying for college, because the price of tuition was comparatively affordable, in part 

because of state subsidies that keep tuition below actual costs, and proportionally high 

levels of state and federal financial aid; but also because students tended to work outside 

of college so that they could attempt to pay-as-they went.   

Institutional Differences-Paying for College: Dealing with the High Costs of Living 

at “Flagship U” 

 

After combining institutional and federal/state sources, “Flagship U” had 

comparatively lower proportions of grant support and higher proportions of student loans 

than either “Public Commuter U” or “Private Upper Crust U.” When factoring in the 

comparatively cheap prices of attendance at “Public Commuter U” and the comparatively 

wealthy average family income at “Private Upper Crust U,” attending “Flagship U” was a 

relatively pricey proposition.  
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Like the students at “Private Upper Crust U,” Students at “Flagship U” generally 

paid for their tuition & fees using a hodgepodge of institutional and state/federal grants, 

supplemented with institutional and state/federal loans, as well as parental support. 

Similar to all of the students in the interview sample, students from “Flagship U” used 

their out-of-pocket work money to pay for their social life. What differentiates the 

“Flagship” students at the other two institutions is that unlike the students at “Public 

Commuter U,” the students at “Flagship U” did not tend to live at home with their 

parents. And unlike the students at “Private Upper Crust U” the costs of room & board 

are not so easily factored in to the upfront price of admission. At “Upper Crust U” it was 

not uncommon for students to stay all four years living on campus, whereas at 

“Flagship,” room & board often changed two, three, or even four times over their 

undergraduate tenure. The prices of room & board therefore varied from year-to-year.    

Most of the students I interviewed viewed the costs of room & board to be 

unavoidably expensive. Students either paid for a dorm room and a meal plan that 

covered their basic living needs, or they branched out with friends to share an apartment 

close to the campus. Because of the campus’ location in a high-rent part of Southern 

California, even shared off-campus apartments were still considered to be difficult to 

afford. Penelope, 20 year-old English major described the shift from living on campus to 

living off campus in an apartment: “…It totally changed. It used to be so easy for me to 

manage my money, but now life is just throwing things at me, like you have to pay this 

and you have to pay that, and its just, I can’t even save my money or anything, or budget. 
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My idea about saving from when I moved out until now is kind of different. Now it’s all 

about making use with what I have.”  

Students were free of course to live further away from campus, but this often 

provided too much of a steep opportunity cost in travel time and money to be worth their 

effort. Heather, 20 year-old Sociology major described some of the new issues that 

emerged when she moved from the dorms to back home with her parents:   

I felt the money difference when I started living at home. Living on 

campus, you don’t really deal with the money so much. I mean, my loans 

go towards… they automatically pay for it. You don’t really have to spend 

money on campus for anything really. Maybe food every once in a while, 

but that is what you pay for [in the] dorms. So I never really had to carry 

cash around…It’s really hard to [have a full college experience] 
especially if you are commuting. I’m here pretty much every day from six 

in the morning until seven pm. And that is pretty much dedicated to 

studying. I don’t have much leisure time, and then it takes an hour to get 

back home…Now that I am at home, I see my parents working hard every 

day, and I can really see them working to provide the college experience. 

So there is a lot of pressure on me.  

 

Institutional Differences-Money Norms in College: Consuming Opportunities at 

“Private Upper Crust U” 

 

I found two norms of thinking about and using money at “Private Upper Crust U.” 

First, a majority of the student attending “Private Upper Crust U” came from relatively 

well-to-do families, and thus felt enabled to seek out the “total” college experience. As a 

result of this feeling of enablement, students at “Private Upper Crust U” perceived any 

potential financial consumption activities to be opportunities to bond and engage in the 

“total” college experience rather than a peer pressure or burden. Secondly, because some 

students at “Private Upper Crust U” did not hail from well-to-do families, there was 
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evidence of a tacit class conflict, which seemed to be reconciled by an explicit attempt to 

maintain a campus culture of classlessness.  

While the opportunities and expectations to spend money on campus were many 

and often, a large majority of students at “Private Upper Crust U” told me that they did 

not feel those expectations as a pressure or a burden. Jill, 19 year-old Biology major 

explained to me that expectations for social spending were not coercive, rather they 

served as an opportunity to have a more full college experience: “I don’t want to say no 

because I want to go. So I’ll risk spending the money because I want to go. It’s a good 

opportunity though, I feel like I need to get out and explore the things, I can’t stay inside 

all of the time.” Twenty-one year-old Kristen had a similar point of view. When I asked 

her why she goes out so often, she responded: “It’s necessary. It’s a major part of 

[college] to socialize. There would be a lot of things I couldn’t do, and I would feel very 

restricted…part of having a social life is going out and spending money on things.” 

Twenty year-old Psychology & Politics major Ian told me that new peers and new 

opportunities offers a new sense of “freedom.”  

…If it was [just] me in the past, I would gladly stay at home. When my 

friends spontaneously want to go out in the middle of the night to 

McDonalds, in the past, I would have been like it’s okay, I’m happy to stay 

at home. Now because, of the socializing and you might say freedom, I am 

more likely to say okay...I guess now there is a lot more willingness to 

spend money… 

 

In addition to providing opportunities for personal growth, and a sense of freedom, 18 

year-old Mike points out that spending money on the social college experience is also 

fun!   
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Yeah. Instead of saving a lot of the money that I do earn every two weeks 

from my job, saving it for like a rainy day, I don’t. Instead I’m like lets go 

shopping, let’s go out to eat, let’s do something. So for example my 

computer hard drive just broke, its gonna cost like $200 to repair it and I 

don’t have that money because I just spent it on spring break. Um, so I 

wish I could have saved some money.[Do you regret not having that 
money?] No, because it was so much fun [laughs]! 

 

Students at “Private Upper Crust” felt enabled to embrace the “total” college 

experience, in part because of the “all inclusive payment process” but also because many 

students had the financial resources to do so. For instance, Mike recognized that not 

everyone can afford the same things as he could, however he was not going to let the 

stratification structure of the institution limit his experiences. “…It’s not like I spend 

$500 every weekend, but I have had, like it depends on how much money I have for the 

things I want to do. If I really wanted to I could, but I’m not gonna be like, super frugal 

because I don’t have to be.” Jay summarizes this enabled orientation well. When I asked 

him why he did not budget his money, he responded“… just because I value the 

experience here. And I feel like I’d be getting my moneys worth. Especially since for me, 

going here is free since my parents are paying for it.” For these enabled students, the use 

of loans is not a reluctant necessity but just another potential tool in their arsenal to have 

the “total” college experience.  

The underside to this relatively expensive institution that encourages the “total” 

college experience is that not all students are equally able to embrace this experience. 

One interesting finding from the interview data was the subtle yet simmering class-based 

tensions at “Private Upper Crust U.” The topic of class differences at “Private Upper 

Crust U” came up often during interviews. Anna, 22 year-old Sociology & Spanish 
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Literary Studies major, told me about how different economic classes stand out. Many 

students reminded her of her well-off, private high school background, where “…money 

really isn’t an issue and you just kind of do whatever you want.” In contrast, there were 

also a lot of students that have to be more “cognizant” of how they spend money. Edwin, 

21 year-old Urban & Environmental Policy major described to me how recent changes at 

the institution impacted “Private Upper Crust U,” specifically the shift away from need-

blind admission policies, and this was especially noticeable in the campus parking lots:  

The cars…have definitely changed…Well my freshman year, you had like 

new students coming in and you would look at everybody’s car, and you 

would look at the parking lots and you would definitely see that these cars 

have been passed down. Like this car is ancient, its probably taken a few 

beatings, and you see like 1 or 2 nice [ones], [but] it was rare to find like 

nice cars. But now you [can] just, like throw [a] pebble into the parking lot 

and you’ll probably hit a nice car.  And this doesn’t even count the cars 

that have tarps over them because they want to protect how nice the cars 

are. You definitely see the change in how much money these newer 

students have. 

 

When I asked Edwin if he’s actually ever thrown a pebble into the parking lot, he told me 

that he hadn’t, but he sometimes wanted to.  

 These class differences created a subtle class tension on campus, which could be 

observed in student interactions. Nineteen year-old Biology major Shannon recounted an 

experience from her first day:  

Like my roommates walked in the first day and their parents are both like 

scientists and doctors. And I was just like I don’t fit in here. I feel like 

everyone has more money than me and I feel like a little bit behind 

everyone else…I’m the only one like really supporting myself, and they are 

like, wait, your parents don’t give you money? Like no. Like you go out 

with us on your own money?! I was like yeah, it’s my own money, and they 

freaked out. Like their parents give them $200 dollars every two weeks.  
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Twenty year-old Undecided major Geoff was at the other side of the class continuum.  

I don’t want to sound mean, but its like frustrating if I want to go out with 

friends who are really, really conscious of their money. And I do have 

friends who are like ‘I can’t go out to the taco truck…and I am like 

seriously?!...This school is very progressive and there is an air of hate for 

those people who have money. Which I find is very interesting because at 

least half of the people here are paying like $60,000 per year to go here.  

 

Jacqueline, 21 year-old Sociology major, pointed out an interesting dynamic at 

“Private Upper Crust.” Not all students who come from wealthier family backgrounds are 

well funded in terms of being able to afford the day-to-day expenditures, nor are all 

students from comparatively poorer family backgrounds lacking in spending money. 

Because of the high price of admission, there is a “burden” for some wealthier students 

who do not have loans because of a higher expected family contributions, but who do not 

actually receive much money from their family. Not only did this “burden” affect the 

student in question, it also affected peers as well: “I can say more recently, in my friend 

group at least, its kind of been an issue with one of our friends because, so she doesn’t 

have to pay loans, she’s paying out of pocket now, which is effecting us because she cant 

go out with us.” 

Another norm regarding money that that I found emerging in the interviews was 

an explicit effort on the part of students at “Private Upper Crust U” to attempt to maintain 

a public culture of classlessness. Jay, 19 year-old Diplomacy & World Affairs major told 

me “…The classism is subdued here. Because that kind of stuff around here is frowned 

upon, because we are very progressive, I would say, as a school.” And twenty-one year 

old Edwin agrees: “I think [“Private Upper Crust U”] is kind of strange because they do 
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try to like educate everyone that money is not that big of a deal, it is more about the 

character of the person than the money that they have.”  

A major element of this effort was to not publically speak about money. When I 

asked nineteen year-old Jay if it was uncouth to talk about money at “Private Upper Crust 

U,” he told me “…Yeah. I’d say so. I have a friend from Greenwich CT and he is kind of 

always bringing up the fact that he is from Greenwich Ct. And the rest of my friends are 

like, here he goes again, its so tacky.” Nicole, 18 year-old Diplomacy & World Affairs 

major, agrees: 

 I don’t talk about it here because I feel that it is inappropriate. To some 

extent I think people get a bit defensive when you talk about things like 

that. People don’t like to be characterized as elitist or privileged…it’s just 

something you don’t talk about. Its like when you go talk to your 

grandparents, you don’t talk about religion or politics, it’s the same thing. 

And even if you are tour guiding, you can’t answer that, you say talk to the 

financial aid office about that…Because everyone here is all about being 

diverse and inclusive and money is something that is very exclusive. 

 

Institutional Differences- Money Norms in College: Saving Money at  

“Public Commuter U” 

 

One unique feature of “Public Commuter U” was that students had vocationally-

oriented goals and lived off-campus. It was fairly common to hear about students driving 

to school, attending a class or two and then leaving campus to go to work. While many 

students complained that they would have preferred a robust social campus culture, 

because their primary college goals were vocational, most students were content with 

their college experience. The relatively cheap price of admission was a key contributor to 

this contentment.  
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Because of the non-traditional student demographics and absence of a strong 

social campus atmosphere, there was sparse qualitative data on institutionally influenced 

norms regarding money at “Public Commuter U.” Commuter students did not tend to 

stick around campus when they were out of class, and the college seemed to put little 

effort into promoting social college activities. Grace, 26 year-old Psychology & 

Marketing major, summed up this structure well: “…I spend a lot of time at school on 

studying, I don’t really have a lot of time to go out and shop or spend money or even shop 

online like I used to.” [In terms of the college experience] “…Its fun, you meet a lot of 

people, but there’s not much entertainment and not much to do to go spend money here.” 

Most of the time when norms of money were discussed, they involved interactions with 

non-campus friends. And while these interactions were of course important in terms of 

shaping student attitudes and behaviors, they were not however, useful for exploring 

institutional differences.  

In terms of the handful of students that did speak explicitly about spending money 

at college beyond the basics of paying for tuition and fees, only one student spoke about 

expectations to consume as being an opportunity to meet people. The rest of the students 

were more negative their rhetoric describing these new financial consumption 

expectations. Lily, 25 year-old Public Health major and one of the very few students I 

interviewed who was living on campus, had a difficult time reconciling her self-described 

introverted nature and the social pressures of being on campus: “I see people, they are 

very fashionable on campus, and I feel that I am really outdated in terms of my 

purchases…Right now I am very introverted, it is very hard for me to approach someone, 
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I try to wait until they approach me…My main focus is school, but sometimes it does get 

lonely….” Javier, 22 year-old Biology major, also recognized campus as a field of 

financial consumption pressure, especially in terms of electronics: “In college you 

socialize with people and this world is pure technology now. You see other college 

students with new tablets and phones and you don’t want to be left behind.” When I 

asked Javier if he felt pressured fit in, he pointed out, that “…actually I think maybe I 

bring pressure to other students because I have a nice car!”  

Perhaps the key institutional factor in play at “Public Commuter U” is the strong 

desire by students to spend as little money to attend college as possible, and the 

comparatively low price of admission that the university offered was a welcome 

structural benefit. Twenty-seven year-old Sociology major Emma told me how away 

from campus there were peer-pressures to spend money, but at “Public Commuter U,” 

she actively sought out new peers to associate with: “…I try to associate with people in 

the same socioeconomic group that I am…I try to talk to like undergraduates here 

because the are making like chump change. Because I’m not pressured to go out with 

them and have a lot of drinks and have a huge bar tab.” 

 Charlotte, 23 year-old Biology major, also was attempting to minimize 

consumption spending at “Public Commuter U.” Charlotte was studying to be a doctor 

and was trying to work her way through the Bachelor’s degree portion without any debt. 

When I asked her why she decided to avoid student loan debt now since she was going to 

be in debt anyways, and moreover would become a doctor and likely be able to afford the 

debt later on. She told me “…because I know that at [“Public Commuter U”], tuition isn’t 
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that bad. Tuition at [her desired graduate school] is much, much higher, and I know based 

on my mom, I can’t afford that, so I know that I would have to take out a loan to pay for 

that.” While this debt avoidance strategy might be largely a reflection of personal 

preference, it is the comparatively cheap price of admission that allows Charlotte, and 

many other students, to minimize their consumption at “Public Commuter U.”  

Institutional Differences-Money Norms in College: Negotiating Expenses at 

“Flagship U” 

 

 The cost of living at “Flagship U” was expensive for many students, largely 

because of where it was located in Los Angeles. Money norms for students at “Flagship 

U” were centered on efforts to afford these costs of living. “Flagship U” offered a broad 

college experience, however unlike “Private Upper Crust U,” this experience was not all-

inclusive in the sticker price. Rather, students at “Flagship U” needed to choose how to 

spend their time and money.   

 These choices were not easy since every choice seemed to involve significant 

costs. For example, living in student housing or renting off-campus are similarly 

expensive choices. Many students commented on how expensive “Flagship U” was for 

them. One reason for this was being where it was in Los Angeles. Camilla, 21 year-old 

Anthropology major, told me “…I come from East LA where the average cost of a plate 

of food is $4, but when you come here its $10-$12.” Alexis, 19 year-old Undeclared 

major, pointed out that what makes “Flagship U” so expensive was that it was situated in 

a larger culture: “Being in L.A., everyone in very consumeristic. L.A. to me is all about 

appearances. It puts a lot of pressure on me, well I put a lot of pressure on myself 
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thinking this way about L.A. I do care about appearances but I am not about to pay $400 

for a new pair of shoes.”  

 Several students at “Flagship U” discussed how they were surprised at the price of 

life on campus. Caryn, 20 year-old Sociology major, told me “…my freshman year, I 

don’t think I realized how much was going into living…I think food was the main 

thing…I’m surprised at how fast we go through things.” Also 20 year-old Sociology 

major Heather told me… 

Student fees were really unexpected. Like for random things like the 

marching band and the gym…textbooks were a lot more expensive than I 

expected…parking was a surprise, you would think that because I’m here 

paying tuition, that I wouldn’t need to pay for a parking spot. But no, its 

like $216 for 10 weeks…it’s like really?! You are already charging a lot 

for tuition! 

 

Penelope, 21 year-old English major, provided a quote that illustrated the challenges of 

negotiating expenses at “Flagship U.”   

[Now that you are at college are you receiving any new lessons?] “Yeah. It 

totally changed. It used to be so easy for me to manage my money, but 

now life is just throwing things at me, like you have to pay this and you 

have to pay that, and its just, I can’t even save my money or anything, or 

budget. My idea about saving from when I moved out until now is kind of 

different. Now it’s all about making use with what I have. 
 
Student attitudes towards consumption at “Flagship U” are more similar to those 

at “Private Upper Crust U” than at “Public Commuter U.” Students at “Public Commuter 

U” generally sought to avoid consumption opportunities, college was a place where they 

took classes and worked on their longer-term vocational goals. Saving money at “Public 

Commuter U” was relatively easy because of the modest price of admission and the fact 

that it lacked in providing a robust social college experience. On the other hand students 
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at both “Private Upper Crust U” and “Flagship U” valued the more social aspects of the 

college experience. However, while students at “Private Upper Crust U” were able to pay 

up front for a “total” college experience, students at “Flagship” needed to negotiate 

expensive and varied social college experiences.  

These negotiations were evident in student discussion of financial consumption 

opportunities and expectations. Twenty year-old Caryn described them this way: “…Not 

[as] peer pressure, it’s more like this is your first year here and it’s a bonding 

experience. Going to Denny’s at midnight, like what is the point of that? But you go 

because that is how you make friends…it was pressure that I put on myself.” Twenty-one 

year-old Camilla also saw the value in these experiences: “Yes. I had very extroverted 

roommates and I consider myself an introvert, and I really wanted to change that about 

myself. So anytime they wanted to go out I wanted to go out with them. I call it self-

motivated.” The norms of financial consumption at “Flagship U” sometimes intersected 

with issues of student debt. When I asked Sydney how she would handle the college 

experience if she could do it again, she told me “I would push to try to attempt more of 

the opportunities…Even at the cost of some debt.” Of course not every student at 

“Flagship U” would agree with Sydney. Choosing what to spend money on was a 

constant negotiation for students at “Flagship.”  

Contradictory Cases-Money Norms in College   

While the examples provided above reflect the majority of the students that I 

interviewed, their views are not comprehensive. I spoke to many students who held a 
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minority opinion on the subjects of paying for college and norms regarding financial 

consumption activities. I detail some of these cases in the following section.  

Feeling the Pressure at “Private Upper Crust U”  

Students at “Private Upper Crust U” generally did not look at consumption 

expectations as a burden or as a pressure. Rather, consumption expectations were 

opportunities to embrace the “total” college experience. A major reason for this was that 

students that attend “Private Upper Crust U” often came from families that were socio-

economically well off. Many of these students could afford to engage in many social 

college experiences. However, not all students came from well-off families, as was 

evidenced by the subtle but evident classed-interaction at “Private Upper Crust U.” For 

students located at the lower levels of the economic stratification ladder, consumption 

expectations were often sources of stress and pressure.  

  Unlike many of her peers, 21 year-old Religious Studies major Lisa did not come 

from a well-off family. Her opinions on money were illustrative of the minority of 

students at “Private Upper Crust U” for whom the “total” college experience was not so 

easily obtained. Describing her background, Lisa told me “…So sometimes we didn’t 

have enough food in the fridge…and we had to work a lot….money for me was something 

that you had to work really hard for and sacrifice versus something that just came and 

went easily.” She recognized how her background was different from many of her peers.  

…people here actually have a lot of money, and I think that most people 

here don’t think that they have a lot of money…this is because [Private 
Upper Crust U”] has a really good financial aid system…So everyone I 

talk to here is like “oh yeah, I get financial aid too.” And they think that 

means that they are not rich. But you still have a [expletive] ton of money. 

Your dad owns like this major recording studio, you still have a lot of 
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money. So it’s just like this idea that people here are not poor, but there 

are some people here who are, I am one of them. But we try to pretend 

that we’re not.  

 

Students like Lisa at “Private Upper Crust U” did not experience the varied opportunities 

to socialize and spend money in the same way as did students who come from wealthier 

families. Lisa described these opportunities as pressure:       

Yeah. I’ve spent a lot of money here…it felt like there was this pressure [to 
go shopping with friends]. So I had to support it or had to spend money 

there, it’s probably not good, but I did it. I didn’t want to seem, like too 

poor. Maybe that was the thing. I didn’t want to seem too poor to afford 

things that everyone else could afford….I remember people were like let’s 

go shopping and they would like go to the mall and stuff. And every store 

that I went into there was like pressure to buy something. We went to all of 

these high-end places, like the strip in [nearby city]. Like it wasn’t super 

duper expensive but it was a pretty expensive type of stores. And like every 

store we went into it was like, oh there is some nice stuff here and 

everyone is getting something, even if it was something small like earrings 

or something like that. 

 

Lisa held a minority opinion about the ways students at “Private Upper Crust U” made 

sense of their financial consumption activities. And these opinions helped to fill in a more 

comprehensive portrait of the institution. At “Public Commuter U,” the majority norm 

was the opposite, to minimize financial consumption on social activities. The following 

section provides cases of students with a differing opinion.        

Spending on Social Life at “Public Commuter U”   

Students at “Public Commuter U” valued the relatively inexpensive price of 

admission to their institution. And although many students spoke about wishing they had 

a more robust college experience, most students were content with their time at “Public 

Commuter U,” as it provided a structure that matched their overall college goals. As 

discussed earlier in this chapter, the students at “Public Commuter U” focused most of 
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their time and energy away from campus, either at work, at home with family, or with 

their non-college friends. As a result, many of the norms regarding money were focused 

on interaction outside of their time on campus. It’s difficult to know what extent being a 

“Public Commuter U” student has impacted their financial consumption norms. However, 

the majority of the students that I spoke to at “Public Commuter U” emphasized their 

desire to be more, or their acumen at being frugal and thrifty and efficient with money. A 

small number of students did not share this norm.  

Amber, 23 year-old Child Development major, told me about how she and her 

college friends spent money and felt about spending money.  

I spend much more money on social life now [as compared to high school] 
…now that a lot of my friends are drinking, so that is what we’re doing 

now. It surprises me, why would I spend so much on alcohol? Sometimes 

when I check my debt card or credit card, it’s surprising…We also try to 

cook for each other, so I also spend a lot of money on food.  

 

When I asked Amber if there had been any peer pressure to spend money since she had 

been in college. She provided a response that seemed to fit in better with the students at 

“Private Upper Crust U” rather than “Public Commuter U:” “… I don’t feel like it, I feel 

like it is more on myself. I want to be more socialable, and to be more socialable I need 

to hang out with them more.”  

Lily, as another example, is a 25 year-old Public Health major and “[she] tend[s] 

to be a shopaholic…If I go to the mall, just cant keep my eyes off of the new shoes that 

just came out.” Similarly, 21 year-old Sociology major Marisol told me:  

Uh oh, shopping is hard for me….I’ll go into a store and I’ll see 

something that I like and I’ll grab it and I’ll just keep looking around. And 

then I’ll try it on and if I like it, and if I have like five other items, or it they 

are pricey, like over $20, then I do think about it. Because that’s pretty 
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expensive for like a shirt or something or like jeans. But if I have my credit 

card, and I want it, then I’ll just buy it. The only reason I use my credit 

card is because I know that I have enough money in my account, I’m just 

too lazy to check my amount…but I do know that I can pay it off. [How 
often do you go shopping?] “Mostly when I’m sad. I think it’s therapeutic 

[shopping]… It makes me feel better…and when I’m shopping and I’m 

drunk, I spend way more…when I go drunk shopping I use my credit card, 

I don’t even touch my debit because I don’t like to be held back. 

 

“No Need to Negotiate Paying for the College Experience at Flagship U”  

In general, students at “Flagship U” are trying to negotiate how to obtain the best 

college experience they can in a relatively expensive place. However, not all students at 

“Flagship U” felt this way. For instance, both 28 year-old, Anthropology major Lauren 

and 18 year-old Electrical Engineering major Julian did not perceive their experiences at 

“Flagship U” as something that they needed to negotiate.  

 Both Lauren and Julian’s parents were well off, and certainly this, at the very 

least subconsciously, was a powerful influence in terms of mitigating the ambiguities of 

affording the college experience. In other key ways however, Julian and Lauren were 

different. Outside of family wealth, the reasons that Lauren had for not feeling the need 

to balance here college experience was different from Julian’s.  

Lauren offered four reasons why she does not need to negotiate the costs of the 

college experience. First, she was a transfer student, so she had only had to face the 

relatively expensive terrain of “Flagship U” for one year and had less than one year 

remaining. Secondly, she was about to get married, and her husband was financially well 

off. Third, she spent many years waitressing, and became adept at saving money during 

that time, so now she is usually confident in her endeavors with money. And fourth, 

Lauren is relatively older, and as an independent student, she received enough grant 
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support to cover her costs of college. Julian on the other hand suggested to me that he had 

only one reason why he did not need to negotiate the cost of the college experience-he 

did “not like to party.” As a result he did not need to balance his money choices between 

different social options.            

In summary, students at “Private Upper Crust U” found that their desire for the 

full college experience, composed of intimate academic and social experiences, matched 

well with an institution that valued providing the “total” college experience. The price of 

total experience at “Private Upper Crust U,” while manageable for most was not so for 

all. As a result, there were clear yet subtle class divisions that provide occasional tension.     

Students at “Public Commuter U” also valued both use- and exchange-value in 

their college experience, but as non-traditional students, they choose to emphasize the use 

of the university to provide vocational training. The university matched this with 

relatively cheap prices, flexibility, and broad course offerings that left most students, 

while disappointed about the social college experience, still content overall. The norms 

regarding money at “Public Commuter U” were centered on saving money and avoiding 

financial consumption pressures on campus in the rare cases where they were 

experienced.    

Finally, at “Flagship U” elite students took exchange-value as a given due to their 

institution’s relatively elite status, and spoke more openly about use-value. But while cost 

of living was so high, due mainly to the physical location of the campus in the Los 

Angeles area, they found that the full college experience was a product of difficult 
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choices that require negotiating between varied elements of all that a multiversity such as 

“Flagship U” has to offer.   

DISCUSSION 

The relatively cheap price of admission and modest college experience offered at 

“Public Commuter U” was markedly different from the high tuition high aid model and 

“total” college experience offered at “Private Upper Crust U.” However, both institutions 

seemed to have a symbiotic relationship with their students. At “Public Commuter U,” 

non-traditional students could take their time, pay as they went, and focused on their 

vocational goals without the additional burdens of a social college experience that were 

not a high priority for most. In turn, the relatively wealthy students from “Private Upper 

Crust U” could generally afford the high price of admission and the intimacy of a liberal 

arts academic setting and comprehensive college experience that was included in that 

cost.   

The relatively expensive price of admission at “Flagship U” was largely a product 

of its geographic location in Los Angeles combined with its demographic heterogeneity. 

This combination created a structure in which only a handful of students at the very top 

of the socio-economic ladder could afford the total college experience that many students 

craved. Instead most “Flagship U” students had to negotiate a constant array of college 

experience choices with limited financial resources and the pressure of elite academic 

requirements.    

These institutional differences can be formulated into a typology of student type 

by institution (Table 6.2). Clearly these types are generalizations and there are 
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indubitably students at each institution that break from this mold. For example, the non-

vocational student at “Private Upper Crust U,” the “Public Upper Crust U” student who is 

actively seeking a full social college experience, and the “Flagship U” student who is 

narrowly focused on the labor market, all present illustrative contradictory examples. 

Still, the qualitative data from the Student Debt Interview showed that there were general 

patterns of student types at each institution. When used in the Weberian sense, these ideal 

types can provide useful insights into institutional differences.     

The general student type at “Private Upper Crust U” was therefore one who 

craved the “total college experience,” enjoyed the all-inclusive nature of the institutional 

payment pattern, and perceived the many and oft offered social college experiences as 

opportunities rather than burdens. These students can be conceived of as “embracers,” 

since they embrace all that their institution has to offer them.  

The general type of student at “Public Commuter U” was non-traditional, 

vocationally oriented, and liked the flexible and relatively cheap payment structure since 

it allowed them to save money and simplify their time in college. In addition, the relative 

absence of social college activities was considered an acceptable if not mildly 

disappointing side effect of this structure. These were in general economizing students 

who perceived their college education to be simply one among many experiences that 

they were engaged in. For these “Public Commuter U” students, other experiences such 

as family responsibilities and occupational obligations took up significant time and 

energy, therefore students at this institution were often “pragmatic” in terms of their time 

in college.        
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The general type of student at “Flagship U” was almost an oxymoron considering 

the demographic heterogeneity of that institution. Still, students at “Flagship U” did not 

have a cohesive set of expectations for the college experience. Rather students were 

forced to choose what kinds of experience they would like and what kinds of activities 

they could afford among a barrage of social activities. All of these potential experiences 

presented significant opportunity costs since the price of living in this Los Angeles 

community were so expensive. Students at “Flagship U” were therefore “balancers,” 

wanting a college experience beyond simple academics, but aware of the costs for such 

choices and must therefore choose which experiences they wanted. 

Table 6.2. Summary of Institutional Findings & Typologies  

 
“Private Upper Crust 

U” 
“Public Commuter 

U” 
“Flagship U”  

College 
Goals/Experience 

The total college 
experience  

Vocationally-
orientated 

Variable college 
experience 

Paying for School All-inclusive Pay as you go 
Unavoidable high 

cost of living 

 
Norms of Money 

Use  

Consumption activities 
are considered 

opportunities; subtle 
class tensions 

Efforts at 
economizing 

Reconciling 
expensive costs of 
living with desired 

social activities  

Typology   “The Embracers”  “The Pragmatists” “The Balancers” 

 

 These findings fit well into the small but growing academic literature that focuses 

on undergraduate student typologies and finances. We know that students have different 

interests and goals for their time in college so it is not surprising that we can delineate 

types of students within each type of institution. However, institutions also matter and 
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they provide social structures that both empower students and constrain them. The data 

presented in this chapter clearly shows that key institutional elements, specifically student 

demographics, institutional missions, the prices of attendance, and patterns of living on 

and off campus, served to limit or empower student opportunities as well as guided 

student choices. The combination of these limiting/empowering elements along with self-

selected students allows for the three student typologies described above.  

 The few studies that create typologies of students based on attitudes towards 

money, consumption, and student loans have shown that there was no single dimension 

that captured the undergraduate experiences in this area. However social class has been 

shown to be an important factor in research findings. For example, Hazel & Munro 

(2003), Hazel, Munro, & Rettig (2001) and Hesketh (1999) all examined social class in 

their analysis. Specifically, students from middle and upper classes were more likely to 

take on debt, while those at the lower portion of the family income ladder were more 

debt-averse. Importantly, class position was not the only factor influencing attitudes 

towards debt. Middle class students for example were found in multiple typologies in all 

three studies.   

 While I did not find significant direct effects of social-class on attitudes towards 

college goals and norms regarding money, the institutions sampled for this dissertation 

are in general associated with different social class attendance. Students at “Public 

Commuter U” are considerably less well to do than their counterparts at “Private Upper 

Crust U,” while students at “Flagship U” are found across every social class strata. 
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Indirectly then, I do find significant differences in student attitudes towards money use in 

college and college goals.  

 Perhaps more interesting is that I did not find either direct or indirect evidence of 

social class being a determinant of attitudes towards student loans. While Hazel & Munro 

(2003), Hazel, Munro, & Rettig (2001), and Hesketh (1999) all found social class effects 

in their research, it is important to remember that their data was conducted in Britain in 

the late 1990s and early 2000s when loans were a relatively new financing scheme. As 

opposed to the research presented in this dissertation, which includes only students from 

the United States and where student loan debt is firmly institutionalized as part of the 

college experience. The fact that I did not find strong class-based differences in terms of 

student loans while the British studies did might be a product of national class differences 

or level of debt institutionalization, or both.    

 In the next chapter I will summarize how the findings from this research respond 

to each of the research questions presented earlier in the dissertation, and explore how the 

findings relate to the theoretical framework elaborated in chapter one. I will also discuss 

the limitations of this research and discuss possible ways to further the work done in this 

dissertation.   
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APPENDIX 6A. UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS (BACHELOR’S ONLY) AT SAMPLED 
INSTITUTIONS 

 

“Private Upper Crust U” Vocational? 

American Studies N 

Art History & Visual Arts N 

Biochemistry N 
Biology N 

Chemistry N 
Chinese N 

Cognitive Science N 
Critical Theory & Social Justice N 

Diplomacy & World Affairs N 
East Asian Studies N 

Economics N 
English N 
French N 

Geology N 
Group Language N 

History N 
Japanese N 

Kinesiology Y 
Latino/a and Latin American Studies N 

Mathematics N 
Music N 

Philosophy N 
Physics N 
Politics N 

Psychology N 
Religious Studies N 

Russian N 
Sociology N 
Spanish N 
Theatre N 

Urban & Environmental Policy N 
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“Public Commuter U” Vocational? 

Adapted Physical Education Y 

African American Studies, B.A. N 
Anthropology, B.A. N 

Art, B.A. N 
Asian and Asian American Studies, B.A. N 

Aviation Administration, B.S. Y 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Geology N 

Biochemistry, B.S. N 
Biology, B.S. N 

Business Administration, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Accounting, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Business Arts–Pre-legal, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Business Economics, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Entrepreneurship, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Finance, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Human Resources Management, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in International Business, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Management, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Marketing Management, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Oper. & Supply Chain Management, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Real Estate, B.S. Y 
Business Administration: Option in Retailing, B.S. Y 

Business Administration: Option in Special Business, B.S. Y 
Chemistry, B.S. N 

Child Development, B.A. N 
Chinese, B.A. N 

Civil Engineering, B.S. Y 
Civil Engineering, Integrated B.S. / M.S. Y 

Communication, B.A. N 
Communicative Disorders, B.A. N 

Computer Information Systems, B.S. Y 
Computer Science, B.S. N 

Computer Science, Integrated B.S./M.S. N 
Criminal Justice, B.S. Y 

Economics, B.A. N 
Electrical Engineering, B.S. Y 

Electrical Engineering, Integrated B.S. / M.S. Y 
Engineering with Special Options, B.S. Y 

English, B.A. N 
Exercise Science, B.S. Y 

Fire Protection Administration and Technology, B.S. Y 
Food Science and Technology, B.S. Y 

French, B.A. N 
Geography, B.A. N 

Communications, B.S. N 
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“Public Commuter U” – Continued Vocational? 

History, B.A. Y 
Industrial Technology, B.S. Y 

Japanese, B.A. N 
Kinesiology, B.S. Y 

Latin-American Studies, B.A. N 
Liberal Studies, B.A. N 
Mathematics, B.A. N 
Mathematics, B.S. N 

Mechanical Engineering, B.S. Y 
Mechanical Engineering, Integrated B.S./M.S. Y 

Mexican-American Studies, B.A. N 
Microbiology, B.S. N 

Music, B.A. N 
Natural Science, B.S. N 

Nursing, B.S. Y 
Nutritional Science, B.S. Y 

Philosophy, B.A. N 
Physics, B.A. N 
Physics, B.S. N 

Political Science, B.A. N 
Psychology, B.A. N 

Public Health, B.S. N 
Rehabilitation Services, B.S. Y 

Social Work, B.A. Y 
Sociology, B.A. N 
Spanish, B.A. N 

Television, Film and Media Studies, B.A. N 
Theatre Arts and Dance, B.A. N 

Urban Learning, B.A. N 
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“Flagship U” Vocational? 

African American Studies N 

African and Middle Eastern Studies N 

American Indian Studies N 
American Literature and Culture N 

Ancient Near East and Egyptology N 
Anthropology N 

Arabic N 
Art History N 

Asian American Studies N 
Asian Humanities N 
Asian Religions N 
Asian Studies N 
Astrophysics N 

Atmospheric, Oceanic and Environmental Sciences N 
Biochemistry N 

Biology N 
Biophysics N 

Business Economics N 
Central and East European Languages and Cultures N 

Chemistry N 
Chemistry, General N 

Chemistry/Materials Science N 
Chicana and Chicano Studies N 

Chinese N 
Classical Civilization N 

Cognitive Science N 
Communication Studies N 
Comparative Literature N 

Computational and Systems Biology N 
Earth and Environmental Science N 
Ecology, Behavior, and Evolution N 

Economics N 
Engineering Geology N 

English N 
Environmental Science N 

European Studies N 
French N 

French and Linguistics N 
Gender Studies N 

Geography N 
Geography/Environmental Studies N 

Geology N 
Geophysics N 

German N 
Global Studies N 
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“Flagship U” – Continued Vocational? 

Greek N 
Greek and Latin N 

History N 
Human Biology and Society N 

International Development Studies N 
Iranian Studies N 

Italian N 
Italian and Special Fields N 

Japanese N 
Jewish Studies N 

Korean N 
Latin N 

Latin America N 
Linguistics and Anthropology N 

Linguistics and Asian Languages and Cultures N 
Linguistics and Computer Science N 

Linguistics and English N 
Linguistics and French N 
Linguistics and Italian N 

Linguistics and Philosophy N 
Linguistics and Psychology N 

Linguistics and Scandinavian Languages N 
Linguistics and Spanish N 

Linguistics, Applied N 
Marine Biology N 

Mathematics N 
Mathematics, Applied N 

Mathematics/Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences N 
Mathematics/Economics1 N 

Mathematics, Financial Actuarial1 N 
Mathematics for Teaching N 

Mathematics of Computation N 
Microbiology, Immunology, and N 

Molecular Genetics N 
Middle Eastern Studies N 

Molecular, Cell, and Developmental N 
Biology N 

Music History N 
Neuroscience N 
Philosophy N 

Physics N 
Physiological Science N 

Political Science N 
Portuguese N 

Psychobiology N 
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“Flagship U” – Continued Vocational? 

Psychology N 
Religion, Study of N 

Russian Language and Literature N 
Russian Studies N 

Scandinavian Languages and Cultures N 
Sociology N 
Spanish N 

Spanish and Community and Culture N 
Spanish and Linguistics N 
Spanish and Portuguese N 

Statistics N 
Individual Field of Concentration N 

Undeclared—Humanities N 
Undeclared—Life Sciences N 

Undeclared—Physical Sciences N 
Undeclared—Social Sciences N 

Architectural Studies N 
Art N 

Dance N 
Design | Media Arts N 

Ethnomusicology N 
Music N 

Aerospace Engineering Y 
Bioengineering Y 

Chemical Engineering Y 
Civil Engineering Y 
Computer Science N 

Computer Science and Engineering Y 
Electrical Engineering Y 
Materials Engineering Y 

Mechanical Engineering Y 
Undeclared—Engineering and Applied Science Y 

Nursing—Generic/Prelicensure Y 
Film and Television N 

Theater N 
Individual Field of Concentration N 
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  CONCLUSION 

I think college is way too expensive. There is no reason why getting a B.A. 

should cost as much as it does. In the 70s you could afford to support 

yourself at 18 with some job that didn’t require college experience. But 

that same fee today is kind of huge. I get a lot of pressure from family 

members mainly that are from the older generation that are saying I don’t 

know why you guys are complaining, you are getting your education and 

you will be fine afterwards. They didn’t have the same financial 

constraints that I do. They didn’t have that concern over spending money, 

‘am I doing it right, am I doing it wrong?’ And I feel like that is an unfair 

judgment on my generation. People don’t take that into consideration. 

That upsets me…they call us lazy and they think that somehow life was 

harder for them. I don’t see financially that happening. At the same time, I 

feel really awful about my parents not being able to afford a home. I see 

that in part as my fault because they want to provide for me, and they are 

like if I can’t give her a house at least I can give her an education. And 

that makes me feel awful. Of course I want it, of course I want them to pay 

for my education, but at the same time, my parents are going to stay in 

that same two-bedroom East L.A. apartment because of me?! Like are they 

going to die there because of me? -Camilla, 21 years old from “Flagship 
U”  

 

Camilla’s quote is illustrative of the emotional complexity that students 

experience with the process of paying for college. Making sense of the college experience 

is difficult enough for today’s undergraduate students and factoring in student debt can 

make it even more so. I have provided data in this dissertation that shows how college 

debt can be perceived as an investment or a burden, something to ignore for the 

meanwhile or a pressing concern, and a source of empowerment or a source of 

repression. Importantly, it is not always one or the other for students. For example, 

student loans can be considered both a burden and an investment in different situations, 

and these considerations can and do change. This complexity suggests that narrower 

polemical viewpoints, such as the arguments claiming that student loans are a plague on 
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this generation, an unprecedented generational crisis, or conversely that loans are 

innocuous or benign long-term investments are not realistic analytical perspectives on 

their own.   

This dissertation was designed to explore this complexity by investigating the 

meaning of debt for students who are currently experiencing it. In the dissertation, I 

develop and discuss three key findings. First, based on a student debt survey of nearly 

1200 full-time undergraduate students, some students were what I labeled “advantaged” 

insofar as they were less concerned than other students, and when financial consumption 

was voluntary they used their instruments of debt in ways that were comparatively more 

risky. These advantaged students tended to be men, students who identified as 

White/Caucasian or Asian/Pacific Islander, and students who were attending “Private 

Upper Crust U.” Alternatively, “disadvantaged” students were more concerned about 

their debt, and when financial consumption was voluntary they were less likely to engage 

in risky debt instrument use. These disadvantaged students tended to be women, Pell 

grant recipients, older, self identified as Latino/Hispanic, and attended “Public Commuter 

U.” I argued that the reason why some students were advantaged was that they 

understood (perhaps unconsciously) that they would not have serious trouble in being 

able to pay back their debt after college. Alternatively, disadvantaged students did not 

perceive future prospects to be as strong.   

Secondly, based on in-depth and semi-structured interviews with 84 full-time 

undergraduate students at three different colleges/universities in Southern California, I 

found a common orientation towards student debt. Overall, debt was experienced as a 
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net-positive phenomenon, with students perceiving their debt to be an investment, one 

that they were concerned about but not worried. Student loans had a taken-for-granted 

quality for most students and served as a lubricant for the college experience rather than 

an obstacle. 

Finally, while the common orientation towards student debt generally transcended 

demographic qualities of students and the institutions they attended, I found strong 

institutional differences in terms of college goals and attitudes about money-use in 

general. Based on the 84 interviews, I described three distinct types of students that 

corresponded with the institution that they attended. Specifically, I characterized students 

from “Private Upper Crust U” as “embracers,” students at “Public Commuter U” as 

“pragmatists,” and students from “Flagship U” as “balancers.”  

While the existing literature examining the subjective side of student debt has 

provided some empirical evidence in support of the idea that students are generally 

positive about their debt while in college, this dissertation contributed two novel 

elements. First, this research examined students in the United States, where student debt 

has been institutionalized for a longer period of time than in the United Kingdom where 

most of the prior research in this area had occurred. Second, this research discovered two 

mechanisms by which students made sense of their debt and allowed them to define their 

debt in a net-positive way. One of these mechanisms was that students used comparative 

processes to understand their debt as useful despite recognizing that debt in the abstract 

was bad. Another mechanism was that students defined their debt as something that was 

to be dealt with in the future rather than the present. These two mechanisms allowed 
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students to reconcile their general stance of debt-avoidance with the broader and longer-

term goals of obtaining a college degree.       

 The present chapter will elaborate on these findings in four ways. First, I will 

explain how these findings serve to specifically answer the five research questions I 

posed early in the dissertation. Secondly, I will explain how the theoretical frame offered 

in chapter two relates to these findings. Third, I will discuss how these findings 

contribute to broader discussions of an impending student loan crisis, and the ongoing 

conversation about the potential longer-term impacts of student debt. Finally, I will 

discuss possible future research projects that build on the work done in this dissertation. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

The first research question was designed to answer basic contextual questions and 

to attempt to connect the data with the theoretical framework. Specifically, the question 

was: How are students’ goals of seeking use- or exchange-value out of college related 

to the amounts and kinds of debt that they hold, and their level of concern about their 

debt?  

In terms of amounts and concern about debt, the findings revealed that 56 percent 

of sampled students had less than $10,000 in student loan debt, an additional 26 percent 

held between $10,000 and $20,000 in student loan debt. This means that 82 percent of the 

students with loans in this sample were on track to match or possibly accrue less debt 

than the average California student ($20,340) on graduation day (Reed & Cochrane 

2014). Students’ credit card balances were much lower. Approximately 90 percent of 

students held a credit card balance of less than $5,000. This amount is on par in terms of 
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national averages. Most students in the sample were concerned about their student loan 

debt. Eighty-five percent were either “somewhat” or “very concerned” about their loan 

debt. However, sampled students felt differently about their credit cards. For example, 76 

percent were either “somewhat” or “not” concerned about their credit card debt.  

No statistically significant regression effect was found between students’ goals of 

obtaining use-value or exchange-value and debt amounts and concern about that debt. As 

I discussed in previous chapters this finding is better understood as an artifact of the 

Student Debt Survey question rather than as a limitation of the theoretical framework. For 

example, college goals were a prominent point of discussion in the Student Debt 

Interviews, and were often linked to students’ attitudes towards money as well as patterns 

of money-use.  

The Student Debt Survey did provide several statistically significant predictors of 

debt amounts and concern. These factors pointed to a clear differentiation inherent in the 

data between two types of students: advantaged students who were less concerned about 

their debt because they understood that were in a relatively advantaged position in terms 

of being able to pay their debt back after college. Conversely, other students understood 

themselves to be relatively disadvantaged and were therefore more concerned.  

Evidence of the advantage and disadvantage pattern was found in differences by 

students’ major, race, sex, and the institution that they attended. For example, students 

who were majoring in fields that were associated with well-paying labor market 

positions, such as mathematics/engineering, were relatively less likely to be concerned 

about both credit card and student loan debt than were students majoring in the social 
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sciences. Conversely, students who might not expect comparatively well-paying positions 

after college, such as women and Latino/Hispanic students, were relatively more likely to 

be concerned about their credit card and student loan debt than were men or 

White/Caucasian students. The most clear and consistent differences were by the 

institution that students attended. Students at “Public Commuter U” were relatively more 

likely to be concerned about credit card debt, and students attending “Private Upper Crust 

U” were relatively less likely to be concerned about their loan debt compared to students 

at “Flagship U.” 

The second research question was: How are students’ goals of seeking use- or 

exchange-value out of college related to the ways they actually use, and hypothetically 

might use, their instruments of debt? Logistic regression showed that the use-value and 

exchange-value variables were statistically significant predictors some of the debt-use 

variables. Holding other variables constant, emphasizing exchange-value out of time in 

college made one less likely to use student loans for shopping and for social events. This 

is certainly consistent with the logic that exchange-value seeking students would 

relatively devalue the more social aspects of the college experience. On the other hand, 

consistent with the logic of use-value, students who emphasized this value were less 

likely to make the choices of cutting back on social spending, eating out as often, and 

switching to part-time status at school when confronted with a hypothetical $2,000 

increase to their loan debt balance.     

  The Student Debt Survey also asked questions on debt use and behavioral 

changes as the result of a hypothetical increase to debt balances. The answers to these 
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questions produced additional support for the advantaged and disadvantaged pattern 

found in responses to other questions. Some of the questions about debt use involved 

necessary expenditures (like tuition), and others were more voluntary (such as spending 

on shopping and on social life). I found that when debt use was voluntary, advantaged 

students were more likely to use their debt instruments. For example students from 

“Private Upper Crust U” were more than two and a half times more likely to use their 

credit cards for shopping than were students from “Flagship U.” On the other hand, when 

consumption was perceived as a necessity, students in more precarious financial positions 

engaged in relatively risky forms of financial behavior. For example, students attending 

“Public Commuter U” and those receiving Pell grants were more likely to use their 

student loan money to pay for other bills. Similarly, students at “Public Commuter U” 

were more likely pay for their tuition using their credit cards, a potentially dangerous 

choice considering the costs of admission.     

The third research question was: Is there a dominant orientation towards student 

debt that exists for today’s college students? If so, what are the specific norms and 

dimensions of this orientation?  I did in fact find a single overarching orientation 

towards student debt. The findings for this question were presented in chapter five of this 

dissertation. Data analysis of the Student Debt Interview revealed five main 

characteristics of the common orientation towards student debt. These characteristics 

included: (1) student loans were more often seen as an investment rather than a burden. 

(2) Students were more likely to be concerned than worried about their student loan debt. 

For students in this sample, concern was generally understood to have a cognitive impact- 
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something to think about, rather than an emotional impact- something over which to be 

worried or feel anxious. (3) Students had a net positive affect towards debt on college, 

especially in terms of being a useful tool to have a robust college experience. Students 

developed these relatively positive attitudes towards debt by using two mechanisms: (4) 

students favorably compared themselves to others who held either more debt or were not 

in any debt but who also did not attend college and were therefore unable to capitalize on 

the investment that a college degree was expected to yield. And (5) students distanced 

themselves by considering their debt as something in the future rather than relevant to the 

present. These mechanisms served to support a net-positive attitude, despite students’ 

negative attitudes towards debt in the abstract.         

The fourth and fifth research questions were: If there is not a single dominant 

orientation, are there multiple distinct orientations? If so, how are such distinct 

orientations differentiated? And: What are the demographic and institutional 

characteristics of the students who embody and display the attitudes and behaviors that 

comprise the orientation(s) of debt? These two questions were rendered unnecessary 

since a cohesive student orientation was revealed in the data. This orientation towards 

student debt, among this sample of college students, did not vary consistently and 

significantly by institutional attendance and other demographic variables. At the same 

time, the institution that students attended did have a profound impact on students’ 

college goals and attitudes toward money in general. These institutional differences 

comprise the content of chapter six. I very briefly summarize them here.       
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I found that the students at the three sampled institutions varied in terms of their 

college goals and how they thought about and used money. “Private Upper Crust U” 

reflected and perpetuated upper-middle class and wealthy class interests, providing a 

“total” college experience at a premium cost. The “total” college experience for students 

who chose to matriculate at “Private Upper Crust U” was a combination of an intimate 

academic experience- of the kind many students experienced at their private high schools 

prior to college- along with a robust social college experience, replete with sporting 

events, college parties, and other activities that helped students grow holistically. I 

labeled the typical student at “Private Upper Crust U” an “embracer,” since their overall 

goals and patterns of money use reflected efforts to actively embrace all parts of the 

college experience.   

On the other end of the continuum, “Public Commuter U” reflected and 

perpetuated lower middle-class and working class interests. Students attending “Public 

Commuter U” mostly tended to live at home, and came to college because it was 

relatively inexpensive and offered a wide range and of curricular options to help students 

reach their vocational goals. While students at “Public Commuter U” did complain about 

the absence of social opportunities, they were in general still content with their college 

experience. This contentment stemmed from the fact that the price of admission was not 

prohibitive for them, and that the institution was perceived as a tool that allowed students 

to craft a better future for themselves. This focus on vocationalism prompted me to label 

these students “pragmatists.”      
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The college experience at “Flagship” was more difficult to define. As I mentioned 

in chapter six, describing the “typical” student at “Flagship U” was not possible because 

of the heterogeneity, size, and complexity of that institution. While “Private Upper Crust 

U” and “Public Commuter U” tended to reflect specific class environments, the salient 

characteristic of “Flagship U” was its geographical location. Situated in a very expensive 

part of Los Angeles, students at “Flagship U” were forced to reconcile competing 

opportunities in their desire for a full college experience. As opposed to the upper-class 

dimensions of the “total” college experience at “Private Upper Crust U,” the 

heterogeneous students at “Flagship U” had to figure out how to use their variable 

resources to consume a vast number of possible college opportunities in a context of 

relatively high costs, as a result I labeled these students “balancers.” This was a common 

experience at “Flagship U” even though I found it difficult to identify “typical” students 

there.        

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK – REVIEW & IMPLICATIONS 

Exchange- and Use-Value 

In the first chapter of this dissertation, I presented a theoretical framework that 

was designed to help make sense of the data collected. The first part of this framework 

was founded on the idea that college students were seeking to obtain both use-value and 

exchange-value from their time at college. The assumption was that interested and 

strategizing students would obtain these values using the resources that they had available 

to them. In the college context, a focus on exchange-value was essentially a longer-term 

orientation that emphasized linking certain majors and attending certain colleges with the 
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intention of eventually exchanging credentials with desirable employers. Alternatively, 

an emphasis on use-value was often a shorter-term orientation that focused on obtaining 

what was desired out of the college experience43. Use-value and exchange-value were 

best thought of as ideal types since in practice students were often interested in obtaining 

some measure of both values.       

Like the actors detailed in Urban Spaces, college students also sought both 

exchange-value and use-value out of their college experience. Exchange-value often took 

the form of the expected labor market returns that students assumed they would be able to 

“purchase” with their college degree. In turn, use-value could be observed in how 

students sought to obtain a robust college experience in the varied forms that students 

imagined. However, while Logan & Molotch described a competitive struggle between 

actors seeking to obtaining value, the struggle among students in this research was 

subtler. The competitive struggle for college students in this sample was found within 

individual students as they attempted to reconcile their varied college goals. 

Among this dissertation’s sample of college students, I found that the institution 

that students attended structured their college experience. The institution set the stage for 

student behaviors and attitudes such as norms of money use while in college and the 

development, reinforcement, and attainment of broader college goals. On the other hand, 

                                                        
43 The use-value orientation is not necessarily a short term one. It simply reflects an emphasis on obtaining 
explicit value. Some students in this sample were very focused on just experiencing their time in college as 
fully as possible; this is a different emphasis from someone who is focused primarily on using a credential 

to obtain a job.  
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and importantly for this dissertation, institutional attendance did not have a significant 

effect on the meanings that students attached to their student debt.  

One of the key findings in this dissertation is that both “Private Upper Crust U” 

and “Public Commuter U” tended to reflect (and perpetuate) particular class interests. 

“Private Upper Crust U” served upper middle-class and wealthier interests by providing a 

social structure that offered a “total” college experience for students that could, in turn, 

afford the premium tuition. On the other hand, “Public Commuter U” served students at 

the lower rungs of the socio-economic ladder by emphasizing vocational programs paired 

with deemphasizing the social college experience at a comparatively inexpensive price of 

admission.   

Seeking use- and exchange-value at these two institutions was relatively easy for 

most students since institutional characteristics and the student attendees were essentially 

on the same page. Students at “Private Upper Crust U” wanted the total college 

experience, including both use- and exchange-value, and could afford the institutional 

costs to obtain it. Students at “Public Commuter U” on the other hand were focused on 

vocational goals, mostly seeking exchange-value, and enrolled in an institution that 

seemed to emphasize those kinds of outcomes. Despite the general sense of elective 

affinity at “Private Upper Crust U” and “Public Commuter U,” more contentious 

competitive patterns occurred among the handful of contradictory cases at these two 

institutions and more commonly at “Flagship U.”  

For most students at “Private Upper Crust U,” use-value and exchange-value were 

intertwined as part of the “total” college experience. For a minority of students however, 
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the price of admission stretched their resources thin. As a result, the “total” college 

experience purchased at a premium cost was perceived to be an unnecessary luxury that 

led to disenchantment. These students found that they were resentful and felt that they 

were being forced to obtain levels of use- and exchange-value that they did not 

necessarily need nor want. As a result of these class dynamics, there was a implicit class 

conflict constantly just beneath the surface at “Private Upper Crust U.”  

Similarly, at “Public Commuter U,” a majority of the students were content with 

the fact that their institution did not emphasize a social college experience. For these 

students, college was primarily about exchange-value, and their institution made that 

available to them at the right price. For a minority of students at “Public Commuter U” 

though, the absence of a robust social life was a significant source of disappointment, and 

they found that they were seeking use-value from an institution that did not have much of 

a social experience.  

Many students attending “Flagship U” had no choice but to experience an internal 

conflict over use- and exchange-value. Most students understood that they were attending 

a relatively elite institution, and as a result they took exchange-value for granted. At 

“Flagship U” most of the student interview data on value was focused on the use-value 

they desired. However, obtaining use-value was not a simple task at “Flagship U” for two 

reasons. First, the institution is a “multiversity,” and therefore offered such a vast and 

wide array of activities that no one student could possibly experience all that “Flagship 

U” had to offer. Secondly, “Flagship” is relatively expensive college in large part due to 

where it is located in the Los Angeles area. As a result, for the heterogeneous population 
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of students at “Flagship U,” obtaining use-value was a complicated process of reconciling 

varied desires, with seemingly unlimited choices, and the relatively expensive costs 

required to obtain valuable social and cultural experiences.     

The concepts of exchange- and use-value were effectively used to make sense of 

the varied student goals in this dissertation. It was clear in the dissertation data, just as it 

was among the actors in Urban Fortunes, that obtaining value out of places was both a 

product of individual agency and differential structural resources. The usefulness of these 

concepts in the context of this dissertation also suggests that the use of exchange- and 

use-value could be applied more liberally and in multiple contexts.    

Rational Economic Action & Theories of Cultural Consumption  

As part of the theoretical framework I also drew on insights from two traditions 

that have tended to dominate the discourse scholars have used when discussing money 

and debt: rational economic behavior and consumer culture. Orthodox rational economic 

behavior suggested that interested actors will always engage in cost-benefit analyses and 

will seek economic maximization. Orthodox cultural consumption suggests that actors’ 

behaviors will be guided by social norms and cultural values. Like use- and exchange-

value, these are best thought of as ideal types since economic behavior is rarely only one 

or the other in practice.  

Rational economic behavior assumes that actors should be informed of the 

possible outcomes to their financial behavior and respond by comparing costs with 

benefits. Two theoretical iterations of rational economic behavior are Milton Freidman’s 

“permanent income hypothesis,” and the “life-cycle hypothesis.” The “permanent income 
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hypothesis” suggests that people will have a feeling for their eventual income and will 

adjust their present economic actions accordingly. For example, we might expect that 

students would use their instruments of debt in ways corresponding to their anticipated 

post-college income. The “life-cycle hypothesis” suggests that individuals strive to 

maintain “smooth” consumption over their lifetimes, meaning that taking on high 

amounts of debt for students is rational since their college incomes are usually very low.       

These theoretical positions find modest support in this dissertation’s data. For 

example, students with higher levels of both credit card debt and student loan balances 

were, as rational action would predict, more likely to be concerned about their debt at 

higher levels than those students with lower balances. However, the findings from the 

Student Debt Interview also revealed that the meanings that students make about college, 

money, and debt in particular, were more complicated than the orthodox theory would 

suggest. For instance, students were more negative about their credit card balances than 

they were about their student loan balances despite holding much less debt on their credit 

cards.  

 The “lifetime earnings hypothesis” suggests that economic actors will strive to 

maintain a “smooth consumption” over their lifetimes, so that in periods of low income, 

people will borrow to be able to maintain their consumption, whereas when income is 

higher debt amounts would decline. In terms of this dissertation, we might assume that 

students who had more income would borrow less, while those students with less access 

to income would borrow more. In fact I found evidence of the opposite, in this sample 

students who had less income (using Pell grants as a proxy) were significantly more 
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likely (p <.001) to have lower student loan balances. Debt levels, at least among the 

students in this sample, tended to be more closely associated with variables other than 

Pell grant, specifically race, gender, major, and institution.  

 The “permanent income hypothesis” suggests that economic actors have an idea 

about their eventual income in the future and will take that into account when they are 

consuming currently. I found more evidence for this in my data, albeit indirect evidence. 

The Student Debt Survey revealed what I refer to as “advantaged” and “disadvantaged” 

groups. I argued that the advantaged students were those who were likely to make more 

money in the labor market after graduation, whereas the disadvantaged students might be 

expected to do comparatively worse in terms of labor market outcomes. As the 

“permanent income hypothesis” would suggest, the advantaged group were more likely to 

use their debt instruments when they were perceived as voluntary, and tended to have 

higher levels of student loan debt, as well as to be less concerned about that debt. On the 

other hand, the students in the disadvantaged group were more likely to avoid spending 

when it was perceived as voluntary, held lower student loan amounts, and were more 

concerned about their debt.  

A stronger causal analysis of this “permanent income hypothesis” would require 

determining the extent to which students understood their possible labor market outcomes 

and acted in ways commensurate with this belief. However, I did not find strong evidence 

for this in the Student Debt Interview. Instead, most students talked about the 

comparative value of their degree in terms of not going to college, rather than gauging the 

value of their particular degrees against other majors. As a result, I conclude that the 
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“permanent income hypothesis” is only partially supported in this research. Future 

research should endeavor to more fully explore the extent to which students internalize 

longer-term beliefs about the value of their major in the labor market, and the extent to 

which these beliefs impact their in-college behavior.                

Contrary to orthodox theories focusing on economic rationality, the cultural 

consumption framework argues that individuals are acting in accordance with the 

particular norms of the culture they belong to. Applying this “non-rational” perspective to 

the current study, we would expect that student behavior should be guided by the 

dominant normative student order. For example, this normative order might involve some 

form of consumptive emulation (Frank 2007; Schor 1998; Veblen 1899), or it might 

invoke a pattern situated closer to the middle between cultural consumption and rational 

economic behavior (Bourdieu 1984).    

Like rational economic action, theories of consumer culture helped to make sense 

of this dissertation’s data. The cultural consumption framework asserts that individuals 

are always adapting to behave in accordance with the particular norms of the culture(s) 

that they belong to. A key area of focus within this broader theoretical frame is class-

based consumptive emulation (Frank 2007; Schor 1998; Veblen 1899). In the “Theory of 

the Leisure Class” (1899), Thorstein Veblen argued that the lower classes emulated the 

fashion of the dominant classes in order to increase their social status, and over time this 

class-based behavior becomes taken for granted. While I did find that the students I 

talked with had multiple consumption opportunities in college, I found little evidence for 

this classed-type emulation.  
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Economist Robert H. Frank (2007) focused his work on “positional goods,” non-

leisure items such as housing and educational credentials that inspire consumptive 

pressure between and within classes. As mentioned above, peer pressure and the 

opportunity to consume were ubiquitous among the students in this sample. However I 

did not find evidence of students feeling more pressure to emulate consumption with 

respect to positional goods. Instead, the most normative pressure to consume was on less 

expensive items such as eating out at a local restaurant or going to see a movie.       

Sociologist Juliet Schor (1998) discussed the “new consumerism,” referring to 

emulative consumption driven by “vertical reference groups.” These new reference 

groups were not neighbors or the family on the other side of town, rather they were the 

people that middle-class consumers saw on television and in popular culture. Vertical 

reference groups were not bound by the same income limitations that actual people used 

to have when comparing themselves to their neighbors and acquaintances. Therefore in 

the new consumerism varied goods and services are marketed to all social class levels.   

My research indicates that students’ attitudes towards consumption were linked 

more to a broad common culture of what college was supposed to be like, rather than any 

class-based conception of that culture. In this sense, Schor arrives a bit closer to the data I 

found than did Frank or Veblen. While Veblen and Frank both focused on social class 

differences, Schor posited a kind of pseudo-class relationship in which individuals were 

pressured to consume based on a class that was upwardly mobile but without income 

limitations.   
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While Schor’s “new consumerism” seemed to make more sense in terms of the 

norms of money use I found among the students in this sample, Frank’s concept of 

“positional goods” was more useful in making sense of the student attitudes toward 

student loan debt. Frank argued that people were more willing to consume positional 

goods that allowed for competitive advantage. Students clearly saw their impending 

college degree as valuable, and in large part this value was gauged using comparison 

processes rather than objective, or monetary, outcomes.  As I discussed previously, 

students in this sample held most of their debt in the form of student loans, and these 

were highly institutionalized and considered to be a natural part of the college experience. 

Therefore the college degree is a highly valued form of competitive consumption, and 

loans (debt) are a key tool for that consumption. This helps explain, at least in part, why 

students are not as critical of their debt as would be expected from rational economic 

theory.     

 Theories of rational economic action tend to focus on strategizing individual 

agents, while theories of consumer culture tend to focus on the structural conditions that 

frame what is possible and desirable for actors. Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of habitus 

provides a useful theoretical alternative that bridges agency and structure. According to 

Bourdieu (1984), people do not just passively follow norms, instead they frame their 

choices, desires, and strategies of action based on the internalized objective structures of 

experience. And over time these internalized objective conditions that serve to frame 

possible lines of action. Bourdieu argues that peoples’ objective conditions are composed 
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of varied levels of capital that they strategically wield as “dispositions” to maintain or 

gain advantage in multiple social arenas or “fields.”  

Applying the concept of habitus to this dissertation, we would expect to find that 

students’ dispositions towards debt would reflect a strategic combination of both 

economic rationality and the normative order. For the students in this sample, these 

internalized objective conditions are composed of the varied forms of capital they have 

brought into college44. In this sample, a majority of students were clustered into the 

“classed” institutions of “Private Upper Crust U” and “Public Commuter U.” Actors’ 

strategies involving money and broad college goals therefore differed based on these 

different institutional structures. At “Private Upper Crust U,” students entered, in general, 

with comparatively higher levels of economic and cultural capital, and the institution was 

structured to maintain and enhance these levels. As a result, the strategy of students at 

“Private Upper Crust U” was to embrace and consume the “total” college experience. 

Conversely, at “Public Commuter U,” students entered college with comparatively lower 

levels of economic and cultural capital, and the institution was structured to focus on 

modest enhancements to economic capital in the form of vocational credentials at a 

reasonable price. As a result, the strategies that “Public Commuter U” students employed 

were more pragmatic in nature than at “Private Upper Crust U.” “Flagship U” presented a 

more complex case. The students matriculating at “Flagship U” were heterogeneous in 

their demographic background. Moreover, the institution is a multiversity and therefore 

                                                        
44 Because I was not able to obtain reliable data on economic capital (income) and cultural capital (parental 
education levels), this discussion of habitus should be considered more as a theoretical possibility than 
empirical reality. That is, assuming that students were clustered into these institutions as I describe (which 

the available evidence does suggest), then the following theory should hold.  
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was structured to offer a vast variety of experiences. As a result, the strategies of money 

use and of college goals for students at “Flagship” were highly varied.             

In terms of student debt, and student loans in particular, the findings were 

generally cohesive across the entire sample despite student background or institutional 

attendance. Students in this sample highly valued their college experience as one that 

would result in greater life chances. This suggests that the goal of obtaining a college 

degree is deeply and widely embedded in the culture of young adults and their parents. I 

argued that I did not see differential strategies, or dispositions, towards student loans 

because in part the uniform strategy was to go to college, and loans are institutionalized 

elements of the college experience.   

Zelizer & the Subjectivity of Money  

 I borrow a final element of my theoretical framework from Viviana Zelizer’s 

analysis of the social meanings of money. In her historical analysis (1994), Zelizer 

explains how money has socially derived meanings that have greatly influenced its usage. 

Rather than being a purely objective commodity, Zelizer shows that the ways in which 

money was socially defined impacted the varied norms around that money such as how it 

was used, when it was used, who used it, and for what purposes. Money therefore must 

be examined through a cultural lens.   

 In terms of this dissertation’s data, we can use Zelizer’s concepts to find the 

meanings made of money by examining how college students used their money as well as 

the sources of that money. The key forms of money use among this sample of college 

students were student loans, grants and scholarships, credit cards, work-study money, 
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work outside of college money, and parental donations/support. Based on differences in 

the sources and uses of these forms, I found three kinds of “monies.” First, student loans, 

grants, and scholarships were all considered “free monies” by students in college. 

Secondly, students considered credit cards as “risk monies.” Finally, donations and 

parental support as well as money from both outside of college work and work-study on 

campus were considered “fun monies.”   

 A majority of students in this sample had both some amount of loan aid and some 

amount of grant or scholarship aid. Most students did not use this money directly. Loans 

and grants/scholarships were usually electronically provided to cover tuition and the 

varied collection of college fees. In practice, most students did not ever physically handle 

this money. It was experienced as an electronic transfer, as numbers in an electronic 

credit column in their online college student accounts. This form of money was therefore 

experienced entirely as a “free” benefit for students. These monies allowed for students to 

attend a college- a desired goal. The only difference between loans and 

grants/scholarships was that students would need to pay back the loans eventually, and 

this payment would occur several years in the future for most students. Therefore the 

negative meanings associated with debt were mitigated significantly since students 

tended to mentally repress thoughts of paying back their loans. When they had grant, 

loan, or scholarship money left over they treated this money the way one would when 

they found forgotten money in one’s pockets. They spent it as a kind of “free money.”        

 Credit cards on the other hand were perceived of as a negative source of money 

that provided some short-term advantage attached to a longer-term risk. Unlike loans and 
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grants and scholarships, students did directly use their credit cards, albeit sparsely. 

Examples of use include purchasing bigger ticket items such as plane tickets to go home 

for the holidays, to attend a music concert, or even a shopping trip to the mall for some 

new clothes. Student’s credit card balances were very low compared to student loan debt. 

Despite these low balances, students perceived their credit cards much more negatively 

than they did their loan debt. This negativity is a product of the fact that students have to 

pay off at least a portion of these balances each month, they are therefore reminded of the 

particular usage on a regular basis. Unlike student loans, students are regularly reminded 

that the event or object that they purchased and possibly even enjoyed comes at a cost 

and this cost cannot be delayed. To a population with limited income, these reminders 

can often feel punitive. Credit cards were therefore considered a “risky” form of money.  

 Weekly or monthly money from parents45, and work money from both outside 

college and from work-study, were perceived as “fun money” meaning that students saw 

this money as purely theirs to spend as they wished. This was uncontested money in that 

it was not tagged to any particular expenditure, in the ways that credit cards were used for 

the occasional bigger ticket items, or loans were tagged to school expenses. These 

“monies” from parents and work were usually low in amount, especially when compared 

with much larger loan and grant amounts. Rather than saving this money, most students 

understood their paychecks or parental donations as perks that they could use as they 

wished. Most commonly, this meant to more fully enjoy the college experience. Students 

                                                        
45 A vast majority of the cases in which students spoke about parental donations were from “Private Upper 

Crust U.”  
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therefore used this money to go out to eat with friends, go to the movies, buy groceries 

for their apartment or dorms, or pay for sorority or fraternity fees.  

STUDENT DEBT AND BROADER CONCERNS 

 Discussions of the rising levels of student debt can range from subtle remarks 

about how unfortunate it is that college isn’t free, to ominous stories of immense debt 

burdens, and even to more extreme theories of impending crises for the current 

generation, for higher education, and for the country. The more intense discussions are 

based on notions constructed and fed by a persistent stream of articles and media stories 

from the popular press, multiple higher education blogs, and other polemical sources. 

Empirical data provided by academic scholars on the other hand has in general been 

much more measured in its analysis, albeit not free of discouraging findings. In the 

following section, I will review some current discussions involving rising student debt, 

briefly weigh in on their merits and flaws, and I will explain how my dissertation findings 

contribute to a better understanding of student debt. 

A Few Caveats 

 I am not a student debt proponent nor is that the intent of this dissertation. I have a 

rather large debt burden and am fully cognizant of the significant limiting impact that it 

will have on my life choices and chances. I am also, admittedly, conflicted about this 

feeling because I am aware of the potential value of the human capital I am accruing and 

the credential that my debt is allowing me to obtain. I often share in the sighs lamenting 

that college is not free. However, in my case, I was an older student when I returned to 

graduate school, and I had time to explore the labor market and realize that I wanted to go 
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back to school to obtain a PhD. I had time to weigh the costs and benefits of such a 

decision. In this sense I made my bed and now I lay in it. The same cannot be said of the 

massive and growing numbers of students who are entering college for the first time. Nor 

can it be said for the students that stay in school, and in higher levels of debt, for longer 

periods of time due to the consistent ratcheting up of credentials. This dissertation was 

designed to obtain insight among these students who are caught in the middle of an 

upward mobility process that argues for an increasingly expensive college education as 

necessary at one end and offers a weakened labor market flooded with college graduates 

at the other end. How do students in the midst of this process make sense of being in 

debt? 

A key finding in this dissertation is that students while in college tend to have a 

non-critical stance on student debt, particularly student loans. A major reason for this is 

that these students are still in college, not in the “real world” to use their parlance. As a 

result, student loan debt is still in the realm of thought, not action. It is entirely possible 

that the meanings made of debt while in college will altogether dissolve into the burdens 

of repayment. Or perhaps labor market outcomes for graduates will be so dismal that 

students will come to see their degree as worthless. However, these are topics for future 

research. At this stage, I can write only about the findings that emerged in this data, and 

to suggest how these findings relate to some of the current discussions involving student 

debt.    
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Is Student Debt an Impending Crisis?  

 During my time researching student debt I have seen several discussions about 

how student debt is perceived as a major problem. These discussions are played out in the 

popular press, peer-reviewed literature, the Internet blogosphere, as well as other venues. 

In the following section I will elaborate on a few of these discussions and provide my 

analysis of their merits and flaws based on my research.  

One common discussion is centered on how student debt creates unmanageable 

debt burdens. The rhetoric is usually formulated the following way: increasing costs of 

college are leading to increasing levels of debt for students, and due to a weak labor 

market students are increasingly unable to pay off this debt. This is leading to crippling 

debt for some and a renewed system of debt-bondage for most (see, e.g. Leicht & 

Fitzgerald 2007). Another common discussion involves the majors that students choose. 

The rhetoric for this discussion is framed along the following lines: because of the rising 

costs of college and the rising levels of student debt, not all majors are equally valuable 

for insuring that the costs of college will be recouped. Some majors are considered 

“good” majors (engineering/mathematics for example), while other majors are considered 

“bad” (art history or social work for example). The value of a major depends on the 

anticipated labor market returns on a career related to the field (see, e.g., Carnevale, 

Strohl, Melton 2011).  

Other discussions involve the “benchmarks of adulthood.” These discussions 

usually suggest that as students leave school with more and more debt, opportunity costs 

also rise, thus pushing back or eliminating the traditional benchmarks or adulthood. 
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These “benchmarks” include events like getting married (see, e.g., Tompor 2103), buying 

a home (see, e.g., Gobol 2014), and bearing children (see, e.g., Goodale 2013). Rising 

levels of student debt in this discussion is precipitating a fundamental shift in young adult 

psychology.    

 Another common discussion paints student debt as the instrument of a massive 

current “bait and switch” scheme in which students are being sold a dubious upward 

mobility story. The narrative in this discussion proceeds along the following lines: naïve 

students are told that college is worth the costs (debt) to attend, but this claim is false and 

essentially predatory. Actors within higher education institutions, the mass media, the 

government and corporate sectors are all typically complicit in selling this false bill of 

goods (see for example Kamenetz 2006; and Draut 2005). One element of this discussion 

centers on the argument that the pattern of rising student debt is analogous to the 

mortgage crisis that precipitated the recent Great Recession of 2007. This argument 

typically suggests that college students are the new version of the mortgage defaulting 

homeowners from seven or eight years ago (see, e.g., Professor X 2011). In this 

discussion, college students were sold on the idea of the American Dream, and they now 

have huge debt levels and an economy that will not be able to provide enough good 

paying jobs for the students to pay off their debt. This process is essentially a bubble that 

cannot continue to expand ad infinitum.  

Finally, one increasingly common argument concerns the macro-economic affect 

of student debt. According to its proponents, the United States has an economy built on 

consumption and if the next generation is in serious debt and does not consume, our 
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national economy will contract leading to increased unemployment as well as other 

severe economic problems (see, e.g. Stigletz 2013).  

Merits and Flaws of These Discussions  

Empirical evidence exists both to refute and support parts of these arguments.  

Some students do find themselves in unmanageable student debt burdens. However this is 

not the fate of most students. It is also true that some majors lead to jobs that make more 

money while others are linked with jobs that do not. On the whole, however, the 

curriculum in U.S. higher education system is generally decoupled from labor market 

positions, so that even majoring in a “vocational” field is not a guarantee of a job in that 

field.  

In addition, it is clear that student debt is correlated to the changing benchmarks 

of adulthood. However causality is a different standard, and to what extent student debt is 

causal has not yet been determined. For example, it is plausible that young adults waiting 

until they are older to get married might be a product of national and global employment 

patterns and more women in the formal labor market rather than a product of increased 

debt levels. Nor is it clear that changing benchmarks of adulthood are necessarily 

negative. For example, being older when one marries or the choice of whether or when to 

have children do not seem to be obviously negative or positive outcomes.  

    In terms of systemic concerns over student debt, students are clearly being sold 

the idea that higher education is the best path towards upward mobility and the American 

Dream. However I would disagree that students are naïve or being duped. The value of 

higher education has been shown to be economically “worth it” in the long run (see, e.g., 
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Carnevale, Rose & Chea 2011). Although, the differences between college graduates and 

high school graduates might be due in part to the decline in the value of the high school 

diploma.  

The analogy between student debt and the housing bubble is misleading. The 

fragility and ambiguity of credit default swaps are not analogous to federally guaranteed 

loans and the varied longer-term repayment options (such as income-based repayment) 

that the U.S Department of Education offers. Nor is it clear that increased student debt 

will inevitably lead towards a decrease in consumption. Students in the United States 

have been in relatively large amounts of debt for many years already, and to what extent 

an extra $25,000 in debt per student will do compared to global finance and labor market 

trends is an open question.   

One clear problem with these arguments is the absence of a discussion of how 

student debt is in fact beneficial to many at the individual level as well as essential to the 

current system of higher education. The flipside to rising student debt for students is the 

human capital obtained in college as well as a credential that places its holder at a distinct 

advantage over those with none. That is true even for art history and social work majors. 

Student loans also make college possible for certain students, such as those from lower-

income and minority groups. In years past, those students would not have been able to 

afford the costs of a college education46.  

                                                        
46 Although it needs to be mentioned that the rising costs of college and increasing necessity of student 

loans also has the effect of turning economically marginal and debt-averse students away from college.    
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Student loans are also essential to the system of higher education. Given the rising 

costs of college, universal education is not a feasible goal without the assistance of 

student loans. In the current structure of higher educational funding, college would 

simply not be affordable for many students without them. Since the late 19th century, 

education has served as a kind of stress relieving steam vent for the capitalist system. The 

increase in college enrollments during the Great Recession attests to this purpose. Student 

loans are an important current tool in support of this process.  

Overall, while student loans do create debt and problems for some and we do 

have rising debt levels that present negative outcomes, student loans also provide human 

capital, provide credentials for upward mobility, and serve to gird the current system of 

higher education.  

Dissertation Contributions to these Discussions  

My research was centered on the mindsets of current college students, specifically 

how they think about debt, money, and college goals. This data offers some key insights 

that inform the discussions I have just described. Overall, I found a general absence of 

worry about student debt among the students sampled in this research. I offer several 

reasons for this finding. Among these are students’ use of comparison processes, the 

future orientation through which students perceive their loans, the way that debt is 

institutionalized as part of the college process, and the very high value that students tend 

to ascribe to the college degree and experience. While students often expressed anxiety 

about debt at first, when pressed for specific responses and placed in context, students’ 

negative attitudes most often gave way to a net-positive outlook. The overarching finding 
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from this dissertation is that student debt is not understood to be devastating or 

catastrophic or tragic by those who are experiencing it first hand. In fact, it is generally 

viewed as a taken-for-granted element of the college experience that serves to smooth the 

college experience rather than disrupt it.  

A common suggestion among critics of rising student debt is that some 

combination of improved financial training for students would benefit them in terms of 

budgeting and savings skills as well as fostering a general sense of financial prudence and 

longer-term pragmatism. For example, if students would stop making irrational decisions 

such as majoring in a field that doesn’t yield significant labor market returns, or if the 

institution would offer more financial literacy courses (presumably mandatory), student 

debt could be decreased. These “solutions” to student is based on the assumptions that 

student loans and student debt are a product of choice, and that students are naïve, 

without concrete long-terms goals. These assumptions are partly correct. Many students 

(as well as many adults) could undoubtedly benefit from financial training in savings and 

budgeting, and some students (especially younger ones) are indeed naïve as to the reality 

of longer-term outcomes.  

However, my dissertation findings suggest that in general, students are not naïve.  

Instead they are quite aware of their contexts. Students are in college because they 

understand that there is a significant competitive advantage to obtaining a college degree, 

especially when contrasted with their non-college attending peers. In addition, students 

are quite aware that those majoring in comparative literature or sociology will not likely 

fare as well in the labor market as those with a degree in petroleum engineering or 
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computer programming. Students in the humanities as well as the “softer” sciences are 

content with their majors because they understand the loose coupling between college 

and the labor market, as well as the significant importance of social networking.  

Students are not assuming debt because they are making bad choices. Rather they 

are taking on debt for three reasons. First, the rising costs of college make it so many 

students have to take on loans. Secondly, students believe the costs of debt to be worth 

the long-term benefits that a college experience and degree provides. Third, taking on 

loans is the taken-for-granted thing to do. Assuming debt is both the product of economic 

rationality and cultural norms. Student attitudes towards debt skew positive not because 

they fail to understand their predicament, but because they value the college degree more 

than they are worried about the debt required to obtain that degree. It is of course possible 

that students are unaware of the real negative potency of their debt since they have not 

yet had to begin repayment. Still, students simply recognize that they would rather “risk” 

the opportunity costs of upward mobility, in the form of a college degree, rather than 

virtually guarantee the absence of it by making high school their educational terminus.    

Another key finding from my dissertation is that students employ comparison 

processes to define their feelings towards debt. This suggests that when attempting to 

make sense of student behavior, both objective levels of debt as well as subjective 

processes matter. While higher levels of debt were significant predictors of higher levels 

of concern about that debt, the findings from the Student Debt Interview also show that 

meanings are made in context. An important element of this context is how students 

perceive themselves in comparison to their peers, especially their non-college-attending 
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peers. Students use such comparisons to ease their anxieties about debt and reassure 

themselves about their decisions.  

The Student Debt Interview data also revealed that students have a “future 

orientation” towards their student debt. This means that they do not need to think about 

debt until they have to pay is back. That can be years in the future, when they presumably 

will have the income to be able to pay their loans back. This future orientation, along 

with the comparison processes just described, had the result of creating a net-positive 

view of student debt. It is entirely possible that attitudes and feelings about debt may 

change when repayments are due. I would not be surprised to see the “investment” 

rhetoric from students shift to the “burden” and even “worried” rhetoric when they have 

to start paying back the debt.47 

I do not see any reason why students would come to think of themselves as being 

“duped.” Of course, much depends on the economy. Student debt problems become 

mitigated if the economy is strong and they become inflamed when the broader economy 

is weak. Given the role of higher education as a stress vent for the capitalist system, I 

could imagine another round of upward credentialing that would make the Master’s 

degree the new Bachelor’s degree, and so on. The system, girded by student loans, does 

seem to be capable of expanding at least for the meanwhile. How far the system can 

expand without significant fissures is an open question. Given the demand for college, 

the flexibility of debt repayment plans, the maintenance of the comparative value of the 

                                                        
47 Although it is also possible that the comparison process that served to mitigate negative feelings about 
student loans might also be in play when the student loan bills comes due. Rather than comparing their 
current selves (paying back debt) with their prior selves (not paying back debt), students might stress the 

value of their degree compared to those without one.  
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college degree, and the social-psychological reasoning of students to rationalize their 

loans, I do not see collapse or crisis as likely. 

  Perhaps the most important implicit finding from this dissertation was that the 

current ways of evaluating the meanings of student debt are fundamentally misguided. 

Current analyses of student debt are often biased in that student debt is taken for granted 

as a negative, as a phenomenon that students are either unwilling or unable to avoid. In 

fact, student debt is not significantly different from other kinds of debt; it is simply 

money owed for some goods or services. We, as Americans, are willing to take on debt 

for a new car, a trip to Europe, or multiple other reasons. Students are acting no 

differently. This dissertation’s data shows clearly that student see their debt as an 

investment in their future. The extent to which they are misguided in their predictions is 

another topic.  

Recent analyses do not accurately reflect how students make sense of the debt 

they are assuming. Student debt is not a negative phenomenon for current undergraduate 

college students. Rather, it is a natural part of the college experience, and one in which 

most students believe will pay off for them in the long run. Not all students envision their 

future in the same ways. Some paths forward are envisioned as rosy, other paths more 

rocky. Yet not a single student in my sample regretted his or her decision to attend 

college because of debt. This relatively positive outlook on student debt by those on the 

front line is the key reason why we have not seen any significant social movements 

emerge with the goal of eliminating student debt.    
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In summary, this dissertation offers three key insights to understanding student 

debt that were previously not understood. First, students understand their student debt 

subjectively as well as objectively. While the amount of debt matters so to do the varied 

contexts in which students assume that debt. Secondly, current undergraduate students 

are not particularly worried about their debt. Finally, we know how students maintain this 

position of non-worry. Student debt is institutionalized in college. As a result it is viewed 

as taken for granted, not critically. In addition, students use comparison processes to 

frame their feelings towards debt and they see their loans as an element of their future not 

their present.      

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS  

Like all research, this dissertation research has its limitations. The most 

significant limitation is that I used a convenience sampling procedure. As a result, the 

findings are not representative of the college students in the United States. Nor are the 

results representative of the three institutions from which I sampled students. These 

research questions were exploratory, and the sampling procedure was designed to provide 

broad-based findings across traditionally useful social science variables. Future research 

should try to capture a representative sampling of college students in order to develop 

externally valid data.        

A second limitation is that I only examined current college students, when it is 

possible that some of the most important experiences with student debt may in fact occur 

prior to college when students are deciding if and where they will go to college; as well 

as after students graduate and repayment begins. This suggests that my findings on 
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student debt are not as reflective of the total effect that debt has across the broad 

experiences of young adulthood.     

A third limitation of this dissertation is that I did not sample any students from the 

for-profit sector of higher education. The for-profit sector is the fastest growing, and one 

in which student loans are especially important due to the high admission costs and the 

non-traditional student base. I had intended on including a sub-sample of these students 

but found that I was unable to obtain a useable sample in the dissertation time frame. 

Future research should clearly endeavor to reach out and collect data from this largely 

under researched population.  

Another limitation of this research was that the social class variables I included in 

the Student Debt Survey (family income and parental educational level) were found to be 

unreliable and therefore unusable. The data was highly skewed towards the top and 

bottom of the income and educational ranges, so much so that the mean family income at 

both “Public Commuter U” and “Flagship U” was less than $25,000 per year, and the 

average income at “Private Upper Crust U” was greater than $250,000 per year. These 

data are unlikely. Similar patterns occurred with parental education level. Both the 

theoretical framework and literature reviewed suggest that socio-economic class variables 

are important in making sense of the meanings that students make about money, 

consumption and debt. Future research should find ways to obtain more reliable variables 

in these areas.    

I can imagine several new directions for research in this area. The most obvious is 

a follow-up study with the Student Debt Interview respondents after they have graduated 
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and began to pay back their loans. An important concern of the present data is that it only 

examines current college students and the meanings that they make about debt. What will 

student debt mean when the bill finally comes? I have emailed many of the students 

interviewed for this dissertation and asked for permission to contact them again six 

months after they graduate, the time when student loan repayment begins.      

The current study yielded valuable findings that I believe should be explored 

further. One of these findings is that gender matters in terms of attitudes and meanings 

towards money and debt. Women across the entire sample were more concerned about 

money, more thoughtful about using money, and more conscientious about their debt. I 

would like to more explicitly examine this finding. This research direction is important 

for two reasons. First, women account for a majority of all college students. Better 

understanding their motivations towards debt and money will allow for a more 

comprehensive analysis of the dimensions of debt culture among college students. 

Secondly, such research would allow for a stronger causal analysis of how institutions 

structure college students’ experiences and behavior. It was clear in my research that 

some institutional structures, such as costs of attendance, emphasis on research, and other 

key demographic characteristics, constrain and empower student behavior. Key future 

research questions to ask might be: do institutional structures assert themselves equally 

on men and women?  If they do not assert themselves equally, why do they not? To what 

extent are women’s attitudes towards debt and money products of institutional forces or 

broader forces of socialization?     
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In addition to women, there was one student group that I did not include in my 

research that I feel would advance our understanding of how students make sense being 

in debt, these are undocumented students. The proportion of undocumented students 

attending college has been growing over the last few decades due to immigration policy 

changes. Considering this groups’ uniquely liminal position as college students, I believe 

that a better understanding of how they feel about being in debt would be extremely 

valuable.  A key research question might be: How do undocumented college students 

view the ideology of the “American Dream,” and to what extent does student debt impact 

this ideology? 

My findings revealed that neither theories of rational economic action nor theories 

of cultural consumption are especially effective on their own at explaining how students 

make sense of their student debt. Still, when combined they are insightful. I would like to 

use the data collected in this dissertation to further our theoretical understanding of this 

topic. I can imagine a broader theoretical model that includes: individual level variables 

such as personal aspirations and family learning about money; group level variables such 

as peer influences; institutional level variables such as financial aid and parental support; 

and more macro variables such as societal college goals and federal financial aid policy. 

Such a model would be a significant step in better understanding the interplay between 

subjective understandings and social contexts.  
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